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ABSTRACT
During the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries tens of thousands of Castilians
initiated lawsuits at the royal appellate courts to gain recognition of the status of hidalgo
and enjoyment of legal privileges associated with this status. Appealing to a diversity of
laws and customs these litigants claimed that the status of hidalgo provided such
privileges as exemption from taxation, freedom from judicial torture, right to public
office, and immunity from debtor's prison. Historians frequently characterize premodern European society as one in which the ruling classes enjoyed legal privileges on
the basis of their social status or estate. Nevertheless in these contests the success or
failure of litigants did not depend on the individual's ancestry or the objective application
of existing laws governing privilege and status. In Early Modern Castile litigants
intensely disputed one another's claims to and about privilege, and their respective
definitions of status. Sources from the period reveal that royal and municipal authorities
granted and recognized possession of legal privileges based on status. Paradoxically
these authorities frequently denied the status of these same individuals and resisted their
claims to privilege. In this dissertation I analyze disputes over privilege as a means for
understanding how legal inequality actually functioned in Early Modem Castile. The
responses of monarchs, royal officials, and municipal councils to claims concerning
privilege (at times in the form of judicial rulings) reflected contingent factors typically
shaped by their own immediate interests. Consequently both claimants to privilege and
the opposing sides in these cases used available rules and procedures as resources to
advance their respective causes.
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INTRODUCTION: HIDALGUIA AS A SOCIAL CLAIM

On St. James day (May 3) 1586 Gonzalo Argote de Molina married Constanza de
Herrera y Rojas, the illegitimate daughter of the Marquis of Lanzarote.' The wedding
was held on Lanzarote one of the Canary Islands and the seigniorial domain of Gonzalo's
new father-in-law, Agustin de Herrera y Rojas. Three months after the nuptials, Morato
Arraez, Captain General of the Turkish fleet in Algeria, attacked the island with the
intention of capturing Don Agustin. The Marquis had a history of looting the Barbary
Coast. In the initial raid on July 30, the Muslim forces captured the Marquis's wife and
his daughter, but Gonzalo succeeded in holding the town's fortress against the attackers.
Once the fighting had ceased, Gonzalo began arranging for the ransom of captives. After
four days of negotiation on the captain's ship, he and Arraez signed a peace treaty
returning the two women and another 20 Christians for the price of 10,000 ducados in
coin, jewels, and goods.
The treaty Gonzalo Argote de Molina signed with the Muslim captain identified
the newlywed as Count of Lanzarote, provost (provincial) of the regional police force
(hermandad) of Andalusia, and councilman (veinticuatro) of the city of Seville. Despite
his claim to being Count of Lanzarote and his heroic exploits, Gonzalo never succeeded

' Unless otherwise noted, the details of the marriage and the following biographic information are drawn
from Antonio Palma Chaguaceda's biography of Argote de Molina and the primary sources included with
the biography. Antonio Palma Chaguaceda, El Historiador Gonzalo Argote de Molina (Madrid: CSIC,
1949), 41.
^ The peace treaty and formal agreement of the ransom terms are written in the voice of the Muslim
captain and provide a detailed description of the raid on Lanzarote, as well as an explanation for the raid
itself Ibid., 45-47.
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in possessing the seigniorial title or passing it on to his descendants. Constanza died a
few years after the marriage, and Don Agustin had a male heir from a second marriage.
After the death of his daughter and a number of disputes with his son-in-law, Don
Agustin refused to designate Gonzalo as his heir.
Only two years before Gonzalo had sailed for the Canary Islands and the start of a
short wedded life, a royal prosecutor at the chancery court in the city of Granada
denounced him as falsely claiming the status of hidalgo and thereby fraudulently
•
•
'
•
3
•
•
enjoying
exemption
from taxation.
Since
the laws of the city
of Seville dictated that a

councilman had to be an hidalgo, the charge also implicitly denied his right to office.
Despite the denunciation, Gonzalo did not engage in litigation about his status. The city
council of Seville, of which he was a member, effectively blocked the prosecutor's
efforts to declare and list Gonzalo and other councilmen who were denounced at the time
as taxpayers (pecheros). Both Gonzalos's ability to avoid litigation over the status of
hidalgo and his missed opportunity to join the seigniorial aristocracy depended upon
powerful social networks and had little to do with existing laws or on his family's
lineage.
Gonzalo was bom in Seville in 1548. His father, Francisco de Molina, held the
office of parish representative on the city council (jurado), which he passed to Gonzalo in
1568. In the epitaph Gonzalo wrote for himself before his death in 1596, he recorded his
participation in the pacification of the Muslim revolt in the Alpujarras and his service
under Don Juan of Austria at the naval victory over the Turkish fleet at Lepanto. In
Archivo Municipal de Sevilla (AMS), Seccion 1, carpeta 146, documento 192.
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addition to his military service he came to hold the office of provost and executive
auditor (fiel ejecutor) of the regional police force of Andalusia, for which he claimed to
have received certain favors {mercedes) from Philip II. By 1582 Gonzalo became
involved in various business dealings with the Marquis of Lanzarote, beginning with the
lease of a boat belonging to Argote and progressing to the sale of cattle from the Canary
Islands. By 1585 Gonzalo had arranged to marry the Don Agustin's daughter, who at the
time stood to be the heiress of the Marquis's jurisdiction and property.
In his epitaph, Gonzalo claimed descent from Hernan Martinez de Argote, lord of
the towns of Lucena and Espejo. Although Gonzalo's father and grandfather used the
patronymics Argote and Molina, no other evidence supports this connection, and the
relationship may well have been very distant or as fanciful as the descent from Alfonso
XI, which he claimed for his dead wife. Gonzalo was also a man of letters and an
antiquarian of sorts. Among the many literary and historical works he wrote and edited,
stand the first three volumes of the La Nobleza de Andaluzia, a history of the kingdom of
Jaen interspersed with genealogies of the region's prominent families, including the
Molinas. However Gonzalo left his own relation to the family unstated.
The example of Gonzalo Argote de Molina illustrates certain aspects of the lives
of elites in Early Modern Castile, and in Europe as a whole, which historians have long
recognized and recent studies have emphasized. Generally this vignette shows the ranks
within the nobility of Castile and relationships between members of these ranks. More
specifically it provides a glimpse of the efforts to acquire the privilege and rank of
lordship (senorio) and efforts to deny legal privileges based on the status of hidalgo.
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Gonzalo's story also reveals some of the activities and relationships that underpinned
these privileges.
Gonzalo held important political offices that required the recognition of an elite
status (in this case the designation hidalgo). Moreover he enjoyed various financial and
legal privileges in the city of Seville, which were justified by his possession of this status.
Not only did he hold municipal and regional political and administrative positions and
serve the crown in times of military conflict, he participated directly in commerce and
shipping. Finally he succeeded in wedding into an aristocratic family, albeit with a
daughter conceived outside of marriage. Nevertheless Gonzalo ultimately failed to rise
above the level of an urban oligarch, who enjoyed certain legal privileges, to attain the
jurisdictional and administrative powers of a titled lord. Further illustrative of the
situation in Castile, Gonzalo had his very status as an hidalgo formally questioned, and
he only escaped expensive litigation over the matter because of the intervention of the
city council of Seville.

Recent national and regional studies of the Early Modem period have not only
reiterated the fact that numerous graduations or ranks made up the nobility in Europe, but
they have demonstrated that the nobles were never so coherent a group politically,
socially, or economically that they viewed themselves as a single elite or acted together
to protect and advance common interests."* Not all nobles succeeded in maintaining their

Jonathan Dewald, The European Nobility 1400-1800 (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1996),

xvi.
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social and political positions or had these positions unchallenged.^ Furthermore there
was a continuous flow of newcomers into the nobility.^ Quite simply the persons who
made up the nobility changed.
These conclusions lead to a fundamental problem of identifying who belonged to
the nobility. Modem historians use the category noble to refer variably to the elites in
Early Modem society, to those with special powers of jurisdiction and government over
communities, to those with privileges distinct from the common person, to those who
participated in war, and to those who shared a common lifestyle involving particular
established norms of dress and deportment.' This issue of identifying a noble class is
additionally problematic since people of the past used a range of terms to designate
individuals who held higher status and special privileges. Moreover nobles' relationship
to the means of production was varied and became more varied through the Early Modem
o

period. Consequently the historian Jonathan Dewald has recently suggested that the
Early Modern period saw the formation of a noble class on cultural terms rather than by
common relations to the means of production. Dewald argues that nobles held common
ideologies about the nature of the group and the services it performed for society.

' Dewald, European Nobility, 6. Lawrence Stone and Jeanne Fawtier Stone, An Open Elite? England
1540-1880 (New York, 1987).
^ Dewald, European Nobility, 13.
^ In his study of Early Modem French conceptions about nobility, Ellery Schalk argues that people in the
sixteenth century thought of nobility "more as a profession or function—something one did—rather than
something one inherited" (xiv). The profession was the military. In order to maintain nobility—to fulfill
one's profession as the society's military force—one had to act virtuously. Ellery Schalk, From Valor to
Pedigree: Ideas of Nobility in France in the Sixteenth and Seventeenth Centuries (Princeton: Princeton
University Press, 1986).
* Dewald, European Nobility, xvi.
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These conclusions highlight some of the problems with identifying a set group as
the nobility, and the contradictions that arise between theories, laws, and arguments about
the nature and function of the nobility and the experiences of individuals, who historians
include in the nobility. Given these issues, I suggest that the nobility and other group
identities typically presented as ranks of the nobility, specifically the Castilian
designation hidalgo, should be treated as social claims rather than a designation of a
social group or category.
The problem of determining who belonged to the nobility not only vexes modem
social historians, but it proved to be an issue of contention for Europeans in the Medieval
and Early Modem periods. In the kingdom of Castile during the Early Modem period,
tens of thousand of litigants engaged in lawsuits over the recognition of the status of
hidalgo. My study explains the relationship between law and claims to privilege and
status. Moreover it examines the consequences that the development of the bureaucratic
state, especially its judicial apparatus and institutions, had on this relationship.
In this dissertation I examine a form of social conflict that consisted of opposing
efforts to claim and deny a person's social status (most often in the form of lawsuits); I
do not treat social groups as the object of my study. Although I focus on the relationship
between the law and efforts both to claim and deny status, 1 also treat the diverse set of
actors who took part in these disputes. These actors included the monarch, royal
officials, municipal govemments, and families and individuals who sought to maintain or
acquire legal privileges. Since I treat the status of hidalgo and with it nobility as a social
claim, I do not refer to individuals as hidalgos or nobles. I refer to people who claimed
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the status of hidalgo or who enjoyed privileges. Although this makes for cumbersome
and sometimes infelicitous sentence subjects, I believe it more accurately describes the
social experience of the sixteenth century. The relationship between status and privilege
in Early Modern Castile was itself complex. Individuals sought recognition of status in
order to enjoy privileges. Litigants justified claims to status with evidence that they or
their families had held certain privileges for generations. Municipalities listed their
officials as possessing the status of hidalgo in order to provide them with fiscal
privileges. At times status and privilege even appeared synonymous. In the depositions
of witnesses testifying about status, court officials not only asked if a person was an
hidalgo but whether or not the family possessed hidalgos and hidalgwa understood as a
quality and as a privilege.
In this dissertation, I recognize that although fifteenth and sixteenth century
Castilians at times used the term hidalgo to refer to a social group possessing privileges
or elevated status, they also and more frequently used it as a legal claim to assert or deny
the enjoyment of these privileges and status. As such the term had little to do with
belonging to a group that shared similar characteristics or descent. In fact such assertions
involve problems, which I treat below. Instead the ability to gain recognition of this
status (either through local acceptance or formal litigation) became a means to
maintaining or acquiring privileges and access to political offices. Conversely as a legal
claim, being or not being an hidalgo also served entrenched elites and government
officials as a means of resisting or limiting the provision of privilege. Consequently I do
not present the individuals who successfully gained recognition of the status of hidalgo as
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entering the nobility, understood as a larger more inclusive group of which hidalgos were
a part. Instead I argue that through the process of litigating for the status of hidalgo these
individuals participated in the redefining of nobility as they sought variably to present
themselves as hidalgos or deny the hidalguia of others.
In particular I focus on how and why disputants advanced claims to status through
litigation in the courts of sixteenth-century Castile. While monarchs granted and
recognized legal privileges and individuals and groups enjoyed them, there also existed
significant resistance to claims to privileges in Early Modem Castile. The fiscal and
political interests of local and royal government to limit the number of people with
privileges (and the legal structures and procedures they created through the fourteenth
and fifteenth centuries) frequently forced claimants to privilege to initiate lawsuits to gain
recognition of their status. During the Early Modem period tens claimants to the status of
hidalgo litigated to gain recognition of their possession of privilege in the royal appellate
courts of Castile. Appealing to a diversity of laws and customs these litigants claimed
that the status of hidalgo provided a number of privileges including exemption from
taxation, freedom from judicial torture, and immunity from debtor's prison. Although
individuals appealed to status as the basis for privilege, these privileges and the social
inequalities that were supposed to have resulted from them were not founded in distinct
legal rights linked to estates or class. Instead those with material advantages were able to
appeal to such legal rights to gain and perpetuate their superior economic and political
positions. Moreover the litigation for privilege (the practice of the law) in these courts
had the effect of reproducing contemporary understandings of social divisions and social
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boundaries. Specifically these disputes served to define social status and the rights tied to
them.
In addition to the reasons presented above, I avoid the use of the terms nobles and
the nobility and instead discuss privileges and those who claimed or enjoyed these
privileges, because early sixteenth-century Castilian texts rarely used noble as a term of
reference for individuals or a group, and the works that did tended to be of a proscriptive
nature.^ Typically Castilians in the Late Medieval period attributed (or denied) the
quality of nobility to people of certain social status or to certain social groups. Nobles or
the nobility were rarely a category of reference. Sixteenth-century Castilian texts did use
a variety of terms to designate elite individuals and groups such as hidalgo, caballero,
titulo, grande, and rico-hombre. Although the range of people who both sought and held
privileges was wide, I restrict my analysis to those people who claimed or enjoyed
specific legal privileges associated with the status of hidalgo. This study addresses the
privileges of titled seigniorial aristocrats only to the extent that they overlapped with
claims to legal privilege, but it does not attempt to address (at least in any extended
fashion) the privileges that lords held through wealth or political connections. Likewise I

® Antonio Dominguez Ortiz in Las clases privilegiados en la Espana del Antiguo Regimen made the
privileged classes the object of his study. Nevertheless he chose to use privileged classes rather than
nobility in his title in order to make his study more inclusive and address all privileged groups including the
clergy. In contrast, I occasionally use privileged because I wish to be more exclusive and address the
claims lay people made to legal privileges based on the status of hidalgo. Moreover the use of privilege
and privileged reproduce the terms commonly used in the debates of the period (at least in the meetings of
the Cortes). Marie Claude Gerbet, La nobleza en la corona de Castilla: Sus estructuras socials en
Extremadura, 1454-1516 trans. Maria Concepcion Quintanilla Raso (Salamanca; Institucion Cultural,
1989), 67, 68. The use of nobility as a designation for a group became more frequent by the end of the
sixteenth-century in genealogical works such as Argote de Molina's history of the kingdom of Jaen from its
conquest until the sixteenth-century. Gonzalo Argote de Molina, Nobleza de Andaluzia (Sevilla: Fernando
Diaz, 1588) facsimile 1975.
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do not treat the privileges of the clergy, or those who held privileges due to regional or
occupational affiliation.

Hidalgos and hidalgma
The historiography of privilege in Spain treats claims to privilege indirectly
through a discussion of social groups.In order to represent past societies, historians
frequently employ a framework of classes, estates, or orders, often lumping together in
the same group individuals and families of diverse backgrounds and distinct economic
and political conditions. Using the framework of group history, historians have made
arguments about how and why change has occurred and explained the genesis and
resolution of past conflicts. In the case of Late Medieval and Early Modern Castile,
historians have focused on the nobility in general and hidalgos and caballeros in
particular. These historians employ the term nobility to alternately designate seigniorial
aristocrats who held proprietary jurisdiction {senorio) over a community and to designate
the wide range of lay people that they argue held legal privileges denied to the rest of the
population." [Give the estimated figures for these two groups for the sixteenth century.]

Antonio Domfnguez Ortiz, Las clases privilegiadas; Gerbet, La nobleza; Rafael Sanchez Suaz,
Caballeriay linaje en la Sevilla medieval: Estudio genealdgico y social (Sevilla; Diputacion Provincial de
Sevilla, 1989); Angus MacKay, "The Lesser Nobility in the Kingdom of Castile" in Gentry and Lesser
Nobility in Late Medieval Europe ed. Michael Jones (New York: St. Martin's Press, 1986).
" Most modem historical studies of specific Castilian noble families address these seigniorial aristocrats.
Ignacio Atienza Hernandez, Aristocracia, podery riqueza en la Espana Moderna: La Casa de Osuna siglos
XV-XIX, Helen Nader, The Mendoza Family in the Spanish Renaissance, 1350-1550 (New Brunswick,
1980).
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Using selections from medieval law codes and the texts of early modem writers,
modem historians have defined the social status of hidalgo (in its archaic form fijodalgo
• •
and hijodalgo) as a member of the lower nobility,
a noble by blood. 12 These scholars

invariably cite a passage from the Siete Partidas, a thirteenth-century legal encyclopedia
of sorts, to support this definition.

1T

^

•

"Fidalguia is nobility that men acquire through their

lineage."'"^ These modem claims rarely or never treat the nature of this legal text or the
problems involved in using law books as evidence for actual social conditions. By
repeating the definition articulated in the Siete Partidas and the literary works of Golden
Age Spain, these historians effectively reproduce what became the dominant discourse on
privilege in the sixteenth century and ignore countervailing and contrary discourses about
privilege and hidalgos that do not neatly fit this definition. When historians use this
definition of hidalgma as a representation of actual social relations, they obscure from
view conflicts over the possession and enjoyment of privilege and misrepresent how
inequality was constructed and maintained in the Early Modem period.
Historical treatments of hidalgos, whether directly or through a discussion of how
they related to events, institutions, or processes, operate with certain assumptions derived
from this definition. The first assumption perpetuated by this definition involves the

Gerbet, La nobleza, 45; MacKay, "Lesser Nobility," 160.
Gerbet, La nobleza, 45; MacKay, "Lesser Nobility," 162.
"fidalgui'a es nobleza que viene a los omes por manera de linage" Siete Partidas Partida 2, titulo 21,
ley 3 in Codigos Espanoles Concordados y Anotados (Madrid, 1848) vols. 2-4. It is worthwhile to note
that the passage in fact defines the quality offidalguia as nobility that comes from one's lineage and does
not define a fijodalgo. The section additionally provides an etymology of the word in the form of pseudohistory of hidalgos, which I discuss in the first chapter.
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essentialist claim that in sixteenth-century Castile a person was an hidalgo by birth.
Historians repeat this assertion despite ample evidence, and their own acknowledgment,
that Castile's monarchs regularly provided this status to faithful subjects who did not
descend from families or lineages of hidalgos.
The second assumption is the existence of a clear hidalgo class as the lowest rank
in a hierarchy of the nobility below knights (caballeros) and titled aristocrats {titulos or
senores de vasallos)P Similarly historians repeat this aspect of the definition of hidalgo
despite the fact that no written laws or legislation provided a clear hierarchy and actual
use of the term was messy and imprecise.'^ When discussing hidalgos, the British
historian Angus MacKay states that we are confronted with a 'vertical' phenomenon. By
this he means that fifteenth-century Castilians applied the term hidalgo to men (and
women) of very different levels of wealth, influence and status.

17

In her study of trading

families and social classes in Seville, Ruth Pike similarly asserted that through the
fifteenth and sixteenth centuries writers used the terms hidalgo and caballero in a generic
sense to denote anyone with noble lineage. Nevertheless she recognized that
contemporaries just as often employed these terms to refer to people of influence, power
•
•
1
and wealth without scrutinizing
their
descent.

8

• mutually exclusive
•
Rather than being

Domi'nguez Ortiz, Las closes privilegiadas, 50; Gerbet, La nobleza, 9; Antonio Collantes de Teran
Sanchez, Sevilla en la Baja Edad Media (Sevilla: Publicaciones del Ayuntamiento, 1977), 224, 226, 231;
Ruth Pike, Aristocrats and Traders: Sevillian Society in the Sixteenth Century (Ithaca, Cornell University
Press, 1972), 26, 27.
Gerbet, La Nohleza, 43-46; Dominguez Ortiz, Las clases privilegiadas, 50.
MacKay, "Lesser Nobility," 161.
Pike, Aristocrats and Traders, 27.
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designations of distinct grades in a hierarchy of nobihty these terms could be
simultaneously applied to the same person and family or combined to form hybrid
designations such as caballero-hijodalgo}'^ Similarly through the late medieval period
the term caballero (typically presented as the next level in this noble hierarchy) held
multiple meanings designating variably a mounted warrior, a municipal citizen with
obligations to serve in the cavalry, or a powerful lord or local magnate.
The definition of hidalgo as the lowest rank in a noble hierarchy perpetuates the
related assumption that clearly distinguished and static estates or social groups formed
the structure of society. Nevertheless people of different estates and classes married each
• •

•

. .

9Q

other and kings granted privileges and status to individuals of diverse lineages.

Moreover other authorities besides the crown conferred status. At the local level,
municipal councils held the power to recognize someone as an hidalgo and consequently
•

•

•

2

through this recognition created hidalgos.

1

*

*

Historians repeat arguments about a rigid or

at least conventionally accepted hierarchy within the nobility in sub-arguments about a
hierarchy among hidalgos. They argue that certain designations used for hidalgos, such
as hidalgos de sangre, hijodalgo notorio, hijodalgo de solar conocido formed a higher
22

level in this hierarchy than hidalgos de privilegio or hidalgos de executoria.

Claims

" Maria Concepcion Quintanilla and Maria Asenjo, "Los Hidalgos en la Sociedad Andaluza a fines de la
Edad Media" Las Ciudades Andaluzas, Siglos XllI-XVI (1991), 420. Collantes de Teran Sanchez, Sevilla
en la Baja Edad Media, 228, 231; Angus MacKay, "Lesser Nobility," 167, 168.
Domfnguez Ortiz, 13.
Domlnguez Ortiz, 36.
Dominguez Ortiz, 31. Historians have treated the many designations of caballero {caballero de
cuantia, caballero de premia, caballero de privilegio, caballero de alarde, caballero de acostamiento,
caballero hijodalgo) in a similar fashion, cf. MacKay, "Lesser Nobility", 167, 168.
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about the prestige or rank of these designations are necessarily ideological or based on
assertions about honor since these lower ranked hidalgos could appeal to the same
privileges as any other hidalgo and might well possess greater wealth and influence. An
additional problem with assuming such a hierarchy is that individuals and families that
claimed to be hidalgos notorios or de solar conocido, and had community recognition of
this status, often had to appeal to the royal chancelleries to gain executorias to force
municipal authorities to provide them privileges. Likewise hidalgos de sangre often
presented letters of privilege (privilegio) to prove their status. Whether they received the
suffix notorio or de sangre in surviving documents had little to do with their actual status
in society and nothing to do with the privileges they could enjoy.
Both the efforts of late sixteenth and seventeenth-century writers to systematize a
hierarchy of social groups and modem historians' use of these categories has led to a
situation in which these historians actually deny people of the past an identity that they
either claimed or had attributed to them by their own contemporaries.

In order to create

consistent groups that fit the accepted definition, these historians reclassify their subjects.
Angus MacKay's answer to the problem of hidalgos as a vertical phenomenon is "to
introduce an element of tidiness by excluding those hidalgos who were also
caballerosSimilarly a demographic study of Late Medieval Seville, Antonio
Collantes de Teran Sanchez proposes that we should not count as hidalgos all the families
Some of the important Castilian authors of the Early Modem period that sought to provide a systematic
definition and representation of the nobility include: Arce Ortalora, Summa Nobilitatis Hispanicae
(Salamanca 1559); Fray Benito de la Guardiola, Tratado de la noblezay de los titulosy ditados que oi dia
tienen los varones claros y grandes de Espana (Madrid, 1591); Bemabe Moreno de Vargas, Discurso de la
nobleza de Espana (Madrid, 1622); and Diego de Soto y Aguilar. Cited in Gerbet, La Nobleza, 45.
Mac Kay, 161.
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referred to as hidalgos in the lists (padrones) of citizens, because in these sources the
•

25

term has a wider meaning that includes superior groups of the noble estate.

In other

words, because the source refers to the person as an hidalgo, but the individual appears to
have greater power and wealth than an hidalgo by modem definition should have, the
individual should not be considered an hidalgo.26
Statements about nobles and hidalgos as set groups are invariably followed by a
series of caveats in the form of exceptions to the general definition. Many of these
exceptions are familiar to historians and students of the period.27 The number and
substance of these exceptions effectively denies the utility of the term as a designation for
a consistent group. This is not, however to deny the fact that contemporaries employed
the term to refer to a specific group or a member of such a group. By pointing out the
inadequacies of this definition, I am not suggesting that we need to reform our methods
of classifying groups; I am suggesting that we need to reexamine how contemporaries
made use of these classifications as social and legal claims rather than as designations of
either strict or fluid categories. Using the term only as a designation for a set group

Collantes de Teran Sanchez, 231.
Marie-Claude Gerbet employs a similar method for counting the number of nobles in Extremadura.
Because people are not designated as nobles, she says that she must use indirect means to discover their
number, and counts as nobles those who filled certain "functions reserved for the nobility." She includes
among these the guards and vassals of the king, vassals of the Zufiiga family, members of the military
orders, and the "lanzas" of the grandes or the vassals, servants of the palace and the state, and municipal
magistrates. Gerbet, La Nobleza, 69.
In fact the problems that arise from imposing these definitions are so numerous that historians often
address them through a dual treatment of nobility in "theory" and in "reality" or in "practice". See Antonio
Dominguez Ortiz, Closes privilegiados and Gerbet, La nobleza.
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ignores how and why sixteenth-century Spaniards sought to perpetuate or take on this
identity for their own interests.
Moreover disregarding how appeals to status operated during this time confuses a
number of issues that have occupied historical analysis including social mobility and
class conflict. Maintaining these ideological hierarchies as accurate representations of
the social structure while describing social mobility has led historians to claim that
hidalgos could aspire to become caballeros, while simultaneously placing hidalgos over
caballeros villanos in the social hierarchies they construct.

Moreover in the description

of social mobility these historians take on the very language of illegitimacy that
contemporaries used against those that moved into their ranks calling such individuals
upstart nobles or false hidalgos. In the process they posit moments when access to the
nobility occurred or when the nobility became diversified.29 Employing this sort of
language or locating moments of opening to the nobility contributes to the idea that social
*
mobility did not occur or misrepresents how it
took place.30

Even those historians who recognize the multiple linguistic meanings of terms
such as caballero and the changing nature of hidalgo at different places and times tend to
Angus MacKay, "Lesser Nobility," 161.
For instance, Marie-Claude Gerbet argues that it was during the second half of the fifteenth century
that the lower categories of nobility became diversified, and the ranks of hidalguia opened to upstarts
(advenedizos). Gerbet, La nobleza, 11. Gerbet provides a brief discussion of caballeros villanos in
Extremadura and their eventual arrival at the status of hidalgo during the second half of the fifteenth
century. Nevertheless in municipal offices these caballeros continued to hold offices reserved for
pecheros. Gerbet, Nobleza, 39, 40.
Following the studies of the Medievalist Salvador de Moxo, Valdeon Baruque identifies three
important moments that brought changes in the composition of the Castilian nobility; after Enrique II's
usurpation of the throne from his half-brother Pedro, after Juan I's military defeat in Portugal, and during
the reign of Enrique IV. Julio Valdeon Baruque, Los conflictos socials en el reino de Castilla en los siglos
X/KyXF (Madrid, 1975).
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read sources with the assumptions derived from these definitions and the positions that
hidalgos and caballeros were supposed to hold within the existing hierarchy. This illadvised procedure has considerably shaped arguments about the roles of hidalgos and
caballeros during moments of class and religious or racial conflict.
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Likewise the

mentalities, and economic fortunes attributed to these groups has led to extensive
speculation about their roles in large-scale and long-term events such as the Spanish
conquest of Latin America and the decline of Spain.
Law
Throughout the dissertation I address claims that modem historians have made
both about Medieval Castilian law and about Castilian society using written laws as their
sources of information. Many of the claims made by modem historians carry
assumptions rooted in Enlightenment polemics directed against medieval law and
medieval political institutions. These historians, and the Renaissance and Enlightenment
authors they mirror, often make arguments about the nature and purpose of law without
grounding their claims in a thorough understanding of the use of the laws or the language

In his survey of social conflicts in the fifteenth century, Julio Valdeon Baruque described the efforts of
hidalgos in support of the popular elements of their communities to resist senorial expansion. In particular
he cites the case of hidalgos in Trujillo opposing the transfer of lordship from the royal domain to Alvaro
de Estungia, Count of Plasencia. During the same period, hidalgos in Cordoba provided protection to
converted Jews and their descendants during the violent riots of 1473. The brief descriptions of these
events have led to considerable speculation about the sources of conflict between ranks of the nobility and
the shared interests or antagonisms that existed between the nobility (both titled aristocrats and hidalgos)
and converted Jews. 171.
Staurt Schwartz, Victors and Vanquished and Michael Meyers, The Course of Mexican History. Ask
Laura and Kevin if they know of monographs that deal at greater length with the role of hidalgos in
Colonial Mexico.
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of the laws in the realities of legal practice.^^ A close examination of legal practices
associated with the recognition of status in early modem Castile suggests that law in
practice did not live up to the ideal of inequality that these historians frequently present.
In the following chapters I provide a detailed explication of what legal inequality
looked like as litigants constructed it in the courts. The study gives a description of the
privileges available by law, the degree to which they were enjoyed, and the ease with
which they were recognized. This explication reveals that the inequalities of the period
were not founded in distinct legal rights linked to estates. Instead those with material
advantages were able to employ their wealth and connections to appropriate legal
privileges and status that could, but did not necessarily, contribute to the perpetuation of
their superior political and economic positions.
Historians recognize a wide range of relations between social rules and
individuals, but they often choose to avoid an explicit treatment of these relationships or
they fluctuate between different positions about these relationships as it suits their
arguments. One position on the relationship between rules and individuals holds that
people not only followed the rules of their societies, but that they unconsciously
internalized these rules and allowed them to guide their behavior and judgments.^"^ From

" The sociologists and professors of Law, John M. Conley and William M. O'Barr, provide a useful
distinction between arguments made about the nature and purpose of law, which they refer to as the
macrodiscourse of law, and the study of legal speech or utterances in actual practice, which they refer to as
the microlinguistics. John M. Conley and William M. O'Barr, Just Words (Chicago, University of Chicago
Press,
), 130.
In his discussion of the development of theories about social rules, the anthropologist Robert Edgerton
refers to this position as the normative theory. Robert B. Edgerton, Rules, Exceptions, and Social Order
(Berkeley; University of California Press, 1985), 2.
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this perspective, rules constrain individuals' ability to act. Scholars in a number of fields,
including anthropology, political philosophy, sociology, and history itself, have sought to
develop social theories to account for the undeniable reality that people everywhere
sometimes failed to follow rules or to incorporate them and instead often used these rules
for their own interests. To varying degrees these scholars present the position that
individuals make strategic use of existing rules as resources to pursue their own
advantage.Anthropologists in the 1970s and 1980s in particular pointed out the
elasticity of rules and the incomplete character of social order. "Established rules,
customs, and symbolic frameworks exist, but they operate in the presence of areas of
indeterminacy, or ambiguity, or uncertainty and manipulability".
In my account of disputes about status, I explore how litigants used the substance
of existing rules to construct arguments to serve their particular interests. While focusing
on this strategic use of social rules (including existing laws, customs, and practices) I also
try to show how existing procedures of litigation and the manner of adjudication
constrained or allowed freedom in the use of these rules. One of the themes of this study
is the importance of the royal government's development of legal procedures as a means
of constraining the ability of individual claimants to appeal to rules to justify their status.

Edgerton, Rules, 9-16.
Sally Falk Moore, Law as Process (London, 1978), 39. Andrew Altman's treatment of Critical Legal
Studies (CLS) presents the development of similar arguments about the relationship between laws and
individuals developed by legal realists in the early twentieth century and by CLS authors in the 1980s.
Andrew Altman, Critical Legal Studies: A Liberal Critique (Princeton, Princeton University Press, 1990).
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The Sources Used
At the center of this study are the surviving documents from lawsuits over the
status of hidalgo {pleitos de hidalgmd). Although an ample number of documents from
these cases survive for the sixteenth century in the archives of the two royal appellate
courts in Valladolid and Granada, I have confined my study to those disputes involving
the city council of Seville and citizens of Seville for the 1500s. These cases consisted of
a series of legal actions that left written record, including witness depositions, the
disputants' initial charges, evidence presented by the litigants, the judge's ruling, and the
final executive writ issued in the monarch's name. Frequently only one element or a few
of these elements survive. In rare instances these documents record lawyers' arguments
that incorporated the particular substance of the case and deviated from conventional
formulas. Due to the nature of early modem justice, even when the records of these cases
are complete (or mostly complete) and provide the final ruling and executive writ
ordering its implementation, the court clerks do not record the reasons behind the judges'
decisions.37
In addition to the records of these lawsuits I have made use of communications
between the royal government and the municipal councils of the kingdom (specifically
the city of Seville and its subject towns). These communications survive in a number of
sources and forms including archival documents from the Archivo General de Simancas,
Seccidn de Mercedes y Privilegios, royal letters and council minutes in the Archivo
Municipal de Sevilla, published collections such as the Tumbo del concejo de Sevilla, and
Richard Kagan, Lawsuits and Litigants, 27.
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the minutes of the Cortes, especially those from the reigns of Enrique IV (1454-1474)
and the Catholic Monarchs, Fernando and Isabel (1474-1504).
Prospectus
In chapter one I provide a general introduction to the nature and structure of law
in Late Medieval and Early Modem Castile. Particularly the chapter focuses on the law
regulating privileges based on social status and the different forms that this law could
take. It addresses the creation and sources of law and how contemporaries made claims
-IQ

about what the law meant.

Through a close treatment of the final years of Enrique IV

and the early reign of the Catholic Monarchs it analyzes the relationship between the
political interests of the royal government and the granting and revoking of privilege and
status. Monarchs from the fourteenth century on used diverse qualifications to grant or
deny privilege and status in order to recruit military troops, punish the disloyal, and
maintain royal income. I attempt to show how these practices operated within an existing
legal structure even as they contributed to the articulation of new rules concerning
privilege. I present these practices through an examination of the interaction between the
Castilian monarchs and the representatives to the Castilian assembly of estates {Cortes)
as they negotiated matters of privilege. Castile's monarchs and the rhetoric they
employed to justify their actions contributed to a discourse that associated privilege,
noble qualities and hidalgwa with service to crown and respublica. Consequently royal

In this manner 1 follow the example of other historians who have treated law and legal texts not as
normative guides for behavior but as rhetorical resources available for the resolution of disputes. For an
example of this approach see Natalie Davis, Fiction in the Archives and for a more explicit description of
this position Steven Johnstone, Disputes and Democracy (Austin: University of Texas Press, 1999),.
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political practices contributed to the articulation of rhetorical resources for future disputes
concerning legal privileges that emphasized service and merit as the basis for privilege.
Legal historians of Spain have presented the development of royal law as the
conscious efforts of monarchs to simplify and systematize existing laws, charters and
customs. Using evidence from the correspondence between the royal government and the
municipalities of Castile, I suggest that the monarchs of the Early Modern period did not
attempt to harmonize the diversity of laws. Instead they sought to hold the position of
ultimate arbitrator of the laws. They held an interest in perpetuating a situation of legal
uncertainty that both provided them with a rationale for being (as the final provider of
justice) and with disputes they could exploit for their own ends.
Individual laws provided prescriptive rules for the control of privilege, but they
do not provide information about the practice of controlling privilege. In the second part
of the chapter I examine the practices of verification and confirmation of privilege
employed by Isabel and Fernando, the last Late Medieval monarchs of Castile to make
•JQ

large-scale grants of the status of hidalgo.

During their reign many municipalities

refused to recognize the privileges provided by the Catholic Monarchs and by their
predecessors to individuals within their communities. In some cases the monarchs not
only acquiesced to municipal resistance, they actually encouraged it, making use of this
resistance to control the proliferation of privileges for their own ends. It appears that
rather than establishing a definitive and consistent set of rules for the recognition of

Marie-Claude Gerbet, "Les guerres et I'acces a la noblesse en Espagne de 1465 a 1592", Melanges de
la Casa de Velazquez, 8 (1972), 295-326.
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privilege, Fernando and Isabel wished to reserve for themselves the power to make the
final decision about who could possess privilege. These monarchs established laws that
provided local officials with the resources to deny claims to privilege in the first instance.
This situation forced claimants to appeal to the royal government for verification of their
status, and thereby provided the royal government with the final say concerning the
enjoyment of social privileges.
In the second chapter I shift from a discussion of royal political practice to a
discussion of a specific local context. Historians of the Spanish nobility and of social
elites frequently present these groups and the legal "honors, freedoms, and exemptions"
they held as more or less consistent throughout the kingdom of Castile. Typically they
note areas where there were greater or lesser numbers of hidalgos, but they do not
mention where these hidalgos possessed privileges and where they did not or what sorts
of privileges they held in specific communities. In contrast local historians of Castile's
municipalities and historians of royal finances have for some time pointed out that
hidalgos and caballeros in certain localities did not possess the general privileges held
elsewhere.'"' In this chapter, I investigate changes in the nature of privilege in the city of
Seville and changes in the designation of elite individuals and families. I argue that in
the early sixteenth century the municipal council introduced innovations in the political
and economic rules of the city that provided the necessary conditions for more frequent

Antonio Collantes de Teran Sanchez, Sevilla en la Baja Edad Media, 223; Francisco Romero Romero,
Sevillay los pedidos de Cortes en el sigloXV (Sevilla: Coleccion Giralda, 1997), 19; Modesto Ulloa, La
hacienda real de Castilla en el reinado de Felipe II (Madrid; Fundacion Universitaria Espanola, 1977),
468, 472.
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disputes over privilege and status. I also show how legal privilege and status in Seville
became increasingly intertwined.
The chapter focuses on the actions of the city council and its relationship with the
royal government. Although the council presented its actions and initiatives as resulting
from consensus, it was itself a corporate institution comprised of hundreds of officers
with distinct and often opposing individual interests. Due to the nature of the surviving
documents it is difficult to reconstruct the debates about the adoption of new ordinances
or city practices.'" Consequently I treat the practices that the city implemented as
indicative of the general will of the council or at least of the majority of the families that
controlled it.
During the second decade of the sixteenth century, the city council of Seville
made fundamental changes in the requirements for public office and the collection of the
royal subsidy (servicio). The first was a change in the city's ordinances (by-laws) and the
second a change in economic practices. While the new laws did not have an immediate
effect on those in office, they created a situation in which those who wished to enter or
remain in the political class of the city could be forced to litigate for the status of hidalgo.
The change in the collection of the servicio introduced economic privileges, in the form
of an exemption from taxation, into a community where none had previously existed. I
examine the value and meaning of this exemption for the citizens of Seville and its

The city council minutes for only a few years and usually parts of these years survive for the first half
of the sixteenth century. More importantly the form of the minutes themselves obscures a view of council
debates. The city clerk traditionally recorded the issue of discussion, occasionally the vote on the matter,
and what the council decided to do about it. The clerks did not include any arguments made for or against
an issue or who supported or opposed an action.
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relations to status and the holding of political power. In the process I demonstrate how
hidalgos, or more accurately, how claims to being an hidalgo related to the existing
elites. Whether those who claimed this status were "genuine" hidalgos or not, I argue
that both locals and foreigners began to appropriate this term as the most advantageous
and authoritative designation for acquiring privilege. I suggest that inequalities in
sixteenth-century Seville were not founded in distinct legal rights linked to estates or
status. Instead those with material advantages (wealth and connections) were able to
appeal to such legal rights to gain and perpetuate their superior social and economic
positions.
The third chapter describes in detail the rhetoric and arguments disputants used in
lawsuits involving privileges tied to the status of hidalgo. During the Late Medieval and
Early Modem period royal officials and municipal councils regularly challenged
individual and family possession of the status of hidalgo, a possession that had often been
recognized at an earlier time or in a different community."^^ Remaining in the city of
Seville, the chapter examines the efforts of claimants to this status to gain recognition of
their privileges by initiating lawsuits and the efforts made by the city council to oppose
them. Marie Claude Gerbet, Antonio Dominguez Ortiz, and Angus MacKay have

A number of scholars have recognized migration as a cause of litigation. In contrast I see a built-in
structural resistance to privilege that could operate at certain moments, such as a person or family's
relocation in a new community. Cf Antonio Domlnguez Ortiz, Closes privilegiadas, 34; Janine Fayard and
Marie-Claude Gerbet, "Fermeture de la noblesse et purete de sang en Castille a travers les process de
hidalguia au XVIeme siecle," Historie, economie et societe (1982), 67, 72; Richard Kagan, Lawsuits and
Litigants, 12-122. These scholars focus on the role of the municipal councils in opposing claimants and
make little or no comment about the role of the royal government in these lawsuits. Although the cases
initiated by the royal officials were less frequent they did begin investigations. More importantly, during
those lawsuits initiated by municipal councils a royal prosecutor (/(i'ca/) joined the council's attorney
against the claimant for privilege.
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described the types of evidence litigants presented in these lawsuits to substantiate their
claims, but they have not provided a close analysis of the arguments the litigants made or
how they made them. Moreover these historians have not analyzed the arguments that
city councils used to deny claimants their status and privilege. In part they do not address
the arguments made by litigants because most surviving documents record only the final
ruling, the formulaic charges of the two sides, and, less often, the questions put to the
witnesses and the witnesses' testimony. Consequently, in this chapter, I examine the
charges and responses made in these lawsuits, and analyze in detail the arguments
articulated in a lengthy case involving a citizen of Seville.
Using this evidence, I argue that in the early sixteenth century defining the term
hidalgo itself became an object of contestation in these lawsuits. Moreover through
disputes over hidalguia, the efforts of municipal councils and royal officials to prevent
the proliferation of privilege paradoxically contributed to a precise legal inequality based
on blood rather than service. In the rhetoric of sixteenth-century legal disputes, there was
an on-going tension between two primary discourses concerning claims to privilege. One
situated the rationale for privilege in service to the monarch and the other justified
privilege through claims to inherent qualities passed through blood.

Lawyers in these

disputes (arguing both for and against recognition) frequently appealed to an essentialist
definition of hidalgo in their arguments, and thereby strengthened the biological and
racial aspects of this social status.
Simultaneously the litigants appealed to two sources of authority to gain
recognition for their possession of privileges, one based on community recognition and
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the other on royal grants or the rulings of royal judges. Both means of recognition
possessed inherent contradictions that undermined their particular authority and readily
engendered conflict. Political contests within a municipality could disrupt the consensus
necessary for community recognition, and migration to a different community where
municipal authorities typically showed themselves hostile towards claims to privilege (at
least the privileges of strangers) deprived the individual of the necessary network of
support. Although disputants in the sixteenth century often sought to reestablish
authoritative recognition of their status through their possession of royal documents
granted at an earlier time, these writs and rulings did not always prove to be binding. The
rhetoric employed in these lawsuits served to inform the prevailing understanding of
social categories and status associated with these privileges.
In the fourth chapter I address the fact that members of Seville's city council
consciously and regularly ignored laws that defined who could enjoy the privileges of
hidalguia when it proved to be in their interest. Under the auspices of the city council,
municipal officials provided tax refunds and the designation of hidalgo to individuals
who belonged to or entered into the social networks of the dominant families of the city.
At the same time, royal officials sought to apply laws restricting status for their own
personal economic interests and as an effort to implement royal policy. The actions of
these royal officials challenged municipal and local prerogatives concerning de facto
power to recognize an individual's status and generated legal contests between the
chancery court and the city of Seville. In these contests, existing political and social
relationships and networks played a greater role in determining whether an individual
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maintained recognition of the status of hidalgo than a person's actual descent or what
existing laws said about the requirements for recognition of status.
As the disputes addressed in the previous chapters reveal, diverse parties
frequently contested recognition of the status of hidalgo and they employed a multiplicity
of arguments for denying this status. In the fifth and final chapter I trace the relationship
between the rhetoric used outside the courtroom to describe litigation to gain recognition
of this status and the policies of the royal government to control this litigation. The royal
government itself played an important role in the development of discourses about legal
contests over status and used these discourses as a justification for implementing
procedural changes in the manner of litigation. The royal government made a significant
shift from substantial pronouncements about status to procedural pronouncements in
order to control the outcome of these disputes while preserving a degree of flexibility in
the adjudication of status.
References to the European nobility typically elicit romantic and archaic images
of armored knights from the High Middle Ages or eighteenth-century aristocrats in big
wigs and tights. Popular modern views of the nobility of the past assume both the
enjoyment of social privileges and little or no resistance to the possession of these
privileges. Even most scholarly treatments of nobles address the political and economic
fortunes of the nobility as a group or the fortunes of its individual members, and give less
attention to the acquisition and loss of this legal status.'^^ Consequently treatments of the

For an exception to this treatment see Edouard Perroy, "Social Mobility among the French Noblesse in
the Later Middle Ages," Past and Present, 2! (1962), 25-38.
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nobility or individuals that held legal privileges based upon their status rarely include
discussions of litigation and courts of law. Nevertheless in Late Medieval and Early
Modern Castile, courts of law became significant sites for the establishment and denial of
the status of hidalgo—a status that authorized a diversity of legal privileges.
In this study, I explain the relationship between rules on status and privilege and
the enjoyment of specified legal privileges both inside and outside the courtrooms of
Early Modem Castile and how this changed over time. Moreover I focus on how the use
of law and social rules affected the process of social mobility, how they contributed to
and undermined the power of the monarchy and local elites, and how fifteenth and
sixteenth century Castilians made use of these mles.
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CHAPTER 1
THE CONSTITUTION OF PRIVILEGE: GRANTING, REVOKING, AND
RECOGNIZING HIDALGUIA

At the so-called farce of Avila on 5 June 1465, rebel aristocrats and prelates
performed a ceremonial dethronement of the Castilian king Enrique IV (1454-1474) and
initiated a three-year civil war.' Historians of Spain have focused their attention on
explaining the motives and goals of these rebels, and with judging the validity of their
grievances against Enrique. These scholars have provided less comment on the
measures the threatened king had to employ to fend off this challenge and the
implications that these measures and similar ones taken by previous and future monarchs
had on the complex system of claiming and maintaining privilege.
In the wake of the revolt against his rule, Enrique IV, in September of 1465,
issued a series of royal letters providing favors (mercedes) to those who fought on his
behalf and who remained loyal to his possession of the crown. The letters granted
privileges to municipal corporations and individuals, and as such constituted formal
recognition of the right to be exempted from existing social rules. After the conflict
ended, in response to complaints raised at the meetings of the general assembly of the
kingdom (Cortes), Enrique enacted a series of laws to control the use and meaning of

' William D. Phillips Jr., Enrique IV and the Crisis of Fifteenth-Century Castile 1425-1480 (Cambridge,
Massachusetts: Medieval Academy of America, 1978), 79. Diego Enrlquez del Castillo, Crdnica de
Enrique IV, ed. Aureliano Sanchez Martin (Zamora: Universidad de Valladolid, 1994), 236,237.
^ Tarcisio de Azcona, Isabel la Catolica: Estudio critico de su viday su reinado (Madrid: Biblioteca de
Autores Cristianos, 1964), 52-69, 74-81.
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these royal letters. In contrast to these letters, the laws (leyes) he enacted in the Cortes
after the war produced new rules specifically addressing status, but also addressing the
letters of exemption themselves and the privileges they conferred.
Although the extent of Enrique's grants may have been unusual, the nature and
manner of the grants were not. Castilian monarchs from at least the fourteenth century
had used diverse means to grant or deny privilege and status in order to recruit troops,
punish the disloyal, and maintain royal income. Some of these means, in the form of
laws or exemptions from laws, provided specific qualifications for the holding of
privilege and status. In 1465 Enrique used this traditional form of reward involving
grants of privilege and income, collectively referred to as mercedes, to mobilize support.
These mercedes took many forms, including incomes from royal annuities (juros),
jurisdiction over communities alienated from the royal domain, offices in the royal
government and on municipal councils, and the status of hidalgo. Tangible evidence of
the merced came in the form of royal letters recognizing the particular grant.^ In the
Medieval and Early Modem era, Castilian monarchs commonly granted privileges or
recognized existing privileges in this fashion. Likewise Enrique's enactment of laws in
the Cortes followed the political practices used by Castilian monarchs and municipalities
since the twelfth century to create new law."* These mercedes proved to be problematic,

^ Contemporary sources, such as the representatives' petitions in the Cortes, referred to these documents
variably as cartas, alvalas, and privilegios. Cortes de los Antiguos Reinos de Leon y de Castilla (hereafter
CLC) (Madrid; La Real Academia de la Historia, 1861), 782-803, 835-881.
* Even Enrique's revocation of the privileges he had granted in the Cortes imitated previous royal
precedents, specifically Juan It's revocation of his own grants of knighthood. For the legislation produced
by Juan II see Ordenanzas Reales in Los codigos espanoles concordados y anotados (hereafter CECA),
6:382.
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because they not only reduced royal incomes and undercut a municipality's tax base by
providing exemption from taxation, but they allowed for the potential proliferation of
individuals with privileges.
In order to justify the revoking of the now inconvenient grants, the petitions that
the representatives of Castile's leading municipalities presented to the king in the
meetings of the Cortes of Castile in 1469 and 1472 and the king's responses appealed to
notions of social equity and to the political principle that the laws made by the king
should be for the common good of the people. The representatives to the Cortes claimed
that uncertainty existed over status and about who deserved privileges in order to limit
the number of people with privilege. Importantly the representatives' petitions provided
the language for the laws Enrique enacted. Future disputants in lawsuits over status
would treat these laws as authoritative support for arguments about the relationship
between service and status in order to justify claims to privilege or to deny such claims.
These petitions and their enactment into law provided a means to deny a person's status
and related privileges. Enrique's grants of privilege on the other hand provided their
recipients a means to claim exemption from existing rules. His enactment of laws in the
Cortes created new rules intended to control these exemptions. Nevertheless the laws did
not in fact serve to nullify the individual grants. Instead both the grants and the
subsequent laws joined existing rules about privilege to form a complex series of
precedents. These precedents served as a reservoir of rhetorical resources for disputants
in future conflicts over status. The grants of status and the rhetoric Enrique employed to
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justify his actions contributed to an already existing discourse, which associated
privilege, noble qualities, and hidalgma with service to crown and respublica.
Enrique's pronouncements, both the grants of privilege and the enactments of
law, joined a diverse body of rules dealing with the recognition of privilege and the
granting and revoking of privileges. The lack of consensus among authorities and legal
specialists about how to determine the primacy of these different rules allowed
individuals in disputes over status to appeal to a wide range of authoritative laws and
customs. Legal historians such as Manuel Garcia Gallo and Aquilinio Iglesia Ferreiros
have suggested that the existence of diverse legal regimes produced disputes that
Castilian monarchs sought to remedy by dictating a hierarchy of primacy among these
regimes. In other words, these scholars argue that there were contradictions between
these texts. In contrast to this position, as this study will show, the actions of Castiles'
monarchs, municipal councils, and the citizens of its cities and towns reveals that such
textual contradiction is a social phenomenon. Social context produces the contradiction
or uncertainty. The texts themselves do not. The disputants' act of placing texts together
produced uncertainty, or more correctly, allowed them to claim that uncertainty existed.
Following the civil war, litigants at the kingdom's courts claimed that Enrique's letters
produced an uncertainty in the determination of status. Consequently they asked the king
to produce new laws, inscribed in new texts, to respond to this uncertainty. In doing so,
however, they created more texts to appeal to in later disputes concerning status and
privilege.
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The monarchs of the fifteenth century did not attempt to harmonize the diversity
of existing laws, including the laws they themselves enacted. Instead they sought to
maintain their position as ultimate arbitrator of the law. After the meetings of the Cortes
in 1469 and 1472 neither Enrique IV nor his successors Fernando and Isabel attempted to
impose strict adherence to the laws addressing privilege and both Enrique and the
Catholic Monarchs continued to grant and confirm similar privileges and exemptions to
these very laws.
Since the legal context (exacerbated by monarchical political actions) allowed
petitioners to advance claims to privilege and thereby evade payment of royal taxes
without providing the necessary service, Castilian kings created new laws to limit the
rhetorical resources available to petitioners, and tried to establish processes to review
privilege. Royal officials eventually systematized these initially ad hoc processes into
legal procedures (if not legal statutes). In the early modem period, municipal councils,
finding it to their best interests to resist the recognition of privilege, made use of these
procedures to deny their citizens the freedoms and exemptions of hidalguia.
In order to understand appeals to the law in Early Modem Castile, and more
particularly to understand fifteenth-century debates in the Castilian Cortes over Enriques'
grants of privilege and the ramifications of his grants, it is necessary to consider what
constituted law in late Medieval Castile. Many of the political contests of the medieval
period resulted from competing claims about what was truly law, and how law could be
created, amended, and abrogated. The kingdom of Castile, like most medieval
communities, lacked a single legal regime. Instead there existed a multitude of legal
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regimes inscribed in texts and daily customs. In addition to the numerous municipal,
regional, and corporate charters ifueros), there existed bodies of legal precedents
ifazanas), local customs and usages (custumbres and usos), enactments of general law by
the king in the Cortes {leyes and ordenanzas), and specific royal orders in the form of
letters of privilege {cartas) not to mention canon law and the laws the kingdom's
religious minorities used to govern their own affairs.^ These legal regimes were diverse,
but they were often interrelated. In many cases, municipal town charters were a royal
written acknowledgement of existing local customs.^ Similarly the Fuero Viejo de
Castilla, a text historians frequently portray as a charter governing the nobility, appears
to be a royal compilation of customs regulating the relationships among hijosdalgo, and
between persons of this status and Castilian magnates {ricos omes), and the monarch.' In
addition to laws derived from custom, the Fuero Viejo contained numerous precedents
{fazahas) originating from the rulings of the king, the king's court of justice and royal
judges.^

^ E. N. Van Kleffens, Hispanic law until the end of the Middle Ages (Edinburgh: Edinburgh University
Press, 1968), 120-135. In records of the Cortes and in royal documents these letters are usually referred to
generically as cartas, and occasionally with more specific designation as cartas ejecutorias, privilegios, or
cartas de privilegio. When not more specifically designated I translate carta as letter, not writ or patent as
some historians have done. Many of these cartas did function as orders to implement a legal action—that is
as writs-but not all of them.
®Ibid., 126.
^ Antonio Dommguez Ortiz, Las clases privilegiados en el antiguo regimen (Madrid, 1984). Pedro Jose
Pidal, Adiciones al Fuero Viejo de Castilla in El Fuero Viejo de Castilla, eds. Ignacio Jordan de Asso y del
Ri'o and Miguel de Manuel y Rodriguez (Madrid, 1847), 128.
® The exact origin of the Fuero Viejo is unclear. The earliest extant manuscript is the one arranged and
confirmed by Pedro I in 1356. The prologue of the work recounts how Alfonso VIII in 1212 AD confirmed
all the privileges, exemptions, and charters given by Alfonso VI and by himself After this confirmation,
the prologue states that Alfonso VIII addressed the hijosdalgos and ricosomes and declared that all the
charters, customs, and legal precedents pertaining to their good government should be brought together in
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Historians of Spanish law argue that in the course of the thirteenth century
Castihan monarchs with ambitions to systematize the provision of justice, particularly
Fernando III (1217-1252) and Alfonso X (1252-1284), acknowledged the conflicts
arising from this diversity of law, and subsequently sought to remedy the situation.^
Moreover these monarchs, influenced by the revived study of Roman law and the
development of canon law, rearticulated the concept of the king as maker of the law,
rather than simply the judge of the law. Whatever these monarchs' exact goals might
have been, in the end they did not produce one universal territorial law, but rather a
multitude of texts of diverse nature. The two principal works produced under the reign of
Alfonso X were the Fuero Real and the Siete Partidas, the first a model municipal charter
ifuero) and the second a vast legal encyclopedia. The second text drew heavily from
Roman and Canon law, but also from local Castilian practice and a great diversity of
ancient and Medieval works including the Old and New Testaments, and the writings of
such diverse authors as Aristotle, Plutarch, Saint Augustine, and Raymond of Penafort.
Fernando III and Alfonso X engaged in other legal activities besides commissioning
jurists to produce law books. The period of the production of these texts coincided with
the rapid conquest and settlement of Murcia and Andalusia. In order to settle the new
territories, these monarchs granted individual town charters ifueros) to the new or

one text. The prologue states that this was not done, and there is no existing evidence to confirm that such
a text was compiled prior to 1348. El Fuero Viejo de Costilla, eds. Ignacio Jordan de Asso y del Rio and
Miguel de Manuel y Rodriguez, (Madrid, 1847), 1-3.
^ Aquiline Iglesia Ferreiros, La creacion del derecho (Madrid: Marcial Pons, 1996), 2:355-356; Van
Kleffens, Hispanic law, 145-147; Garcia Gallo asserts that the "chaotic diversity" of the law in Castile was
greater than any other European kingdom. Alfonso Garcia Gallo, Manual de historia de derecho espanol
(Madrid: Artes Graficas y Ediciones, 1971), 1:387.
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reconstituted municipalities, and paradoxically contributed to an even greater legal
diversity.'"
According to these modern legal scholars, the diverse laws articulated in these
texts often proved to be at variance and produced conflict. Royal attempts to impose the
Fuero Real on communities, which already held native charters or local customs, and
efforts to employ the Siete Partidas at the expense of existing grants of privilege only
increased the level of conflict. The issue of which law should have primacy became a
matter of considerable contention. Various actors including magnates, city oligarchs,
royal officials, and town citizens asserted the primacy of the law that best served their
interests. Historians of Spain regularly attribute the noble revolt of 1271 against Alfonso
X to the king's efforts to compel them to accept the primacy of these new bodies of law."
According to the prologue of the Fuero Viejo, in 1255 Alfonso X abrogated the system of
justice based on the existing precedents and customs contained in the fueros of the
1 'J

hijosdalgo and ricos omes.

Resentful of this attack on their ancient privileges, the

nobility resisted the king's efforts to introduce the Fuero Real and the Siete Partidas and
eventually rebelled against the king in 1271. In the face of this rebellion, considerable
resistance from the towns, and contentions over the succession of the throne, Alfonso X

Van Kleffens, Hispanic law, 147.
" See Iglesia Ferreiros, La creacion, 2:45-47; Garcia Gailo, Manual, 1:390; Joseph O' Callaghan, The
Learned King: The Reign ofAlfonso X of Castile (Philadelphia, 1993), Van Kleffens, Hispanic Law, 207210.
It is unlikely that there was a single text, a Fuero Viejo, for the fueros and customs of the hijosdalgo
prior this time. The prologue to the edition complied by Pedro I speaks of multiple works or traditions. In
addition to the prologue's description of the orders of Alfonso VIII, the text states that in 1273 AD, after
the introduction of the Fuero Real, the hijosdalgo asked the king the favor that he should give to Castile the
fueros that they had in the time of his great grandfather Alfonso VIII and his father Fernando III.
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could not put these new legal works into use. By 1274 the king made peace with the
rebels and agreed to allow them all the fueros as they had them in the time of Alfonso
XIII of Castile and Alfonso IX of Leon.
Legal historians of Spain, who argue that the diversity of medieval law generated
political and social conflicts, have also claimed that various monarchs sought to impose a
universal rule to determine primacy or precedence among these legal regimes.'^ The
efforts of these monarchs consisted of producing textual pronouncements that provided
criteria for evaluating the validity of laws and the order of their primacy. Such criteria
included; reference to authoritative texts, to legislative enactment, to customary practice,
or to past judicial decisions in particular cases. The ultimate rule of recognition provides
the criteria by which the validity of other rules in the system can be assessed. In a legal
system with several sources of law (or criteria for legal validity) this rule ranks the
criteria in order of relative subordination and primacy in which one is supreme.
Viewing attempts to control the use of law from the social context that produced
them (from the perspective of fifteenth and sixteenth century disputes over privilege)
rather than from the perspective of the monarch's efforts to consolidate the state, the

" The description such historians provide of this process closely resembles the framework provided by
the political philosopher H. L. A. Hart. Hart proposes that the best framework for understanding legal
systems is a union of primary and secondary rules. Primary rules require human beings to do or abstain
from certain actions, whether they wish to or not. Secondary rules provide that human beings may by
saying or doing certain things introduce new rules of the primary type, extinguish or modify old ones, or in
various ways determine their incidence or control their operations. The rule of recognition, a type of
secondary rule, provides criteria for identifying valid rules in the given legal system. H. L. A. Hart, The
Concept of Law (Oxford; Oxford University Press, 1961, reprint, 1972). [1979] In Van Kleffen's
treatment of the Ordenamiento of Alcala, he states that this legislation provided a "scale of legal priorities."
The meaning he assigns this "scale" is roughly equivalent to Hart's "ultimate rule of recognition".
Ibid., 102, 103.
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diversity of legal regimes and sources of law can and should be understood as rhetorical
resources available to parties in dispute. Not all of these resources were available to
everyone or in every legal setting, and not all of these resources addressed issues of
privilege. Nevertheless, as we will see below, a good number of them did deal with
privilege, and consequently disputants employed them in their arguments in court. From
this perspective the efforts of Castile's kings both to impose their own hierarchy of
precedence on existing legal regimes and to maintain their role as the judge of this
hierarchy were attempts to control the resources available to disputing parties.
Discussions of the law in medieval legal texts reveal that contemporary jurists
were keenly aware of the diversity of legal regimes. In its first book, the Siete Partidas
addressed the sources of law, the divisions of law, and how the law could be made,
amended and repealed.'^ The jurist authors articulated the concept of the king as the sole
maker of law {leyes), but recognized the simultaneous existence and legal authority of
custom and fuero. Moreover the text specifically acknowledged that these fueros,
customs, and practices had not originated from royal order.
Despite the explicit recognition of a plurality of law in the abstract, authors of the
Siete Partidas did not assign primacy to any particular legal regime. The text specified
that the king and no one else could make laws (leyes) for the territory under his
jurisdiction. According to the authors of the text, those laws made in any other fashion
lacked the name or force of law. The king in consultation with men learned in the law,

Iglesia Ferreiros, La Creadon, 2:35. Las Siete Partidas in CECA, (Madrid, 1847-51), vols. 2-4, part.
1, tit. 1, ley 12; part. 1, tit. 1, ley 17; part. 1, tit. 1, ley 18.
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and with as many good men as possible could amend these laws. If such men were not
available, the king could still correct these laws himself, but he should do so only for the
good of the land. Laws should not be revoked without reasonable cause. Additionally
the Siete Partidas prescribed a particular criterion for nullifying old laws. It stated that
laws could justifiably be undone if they violated the law of God, contradicted seigniorial
law, or endangered the common good. Moreover new or amended laws were as valid as
the first laws, or even more valid.
Despite the king's sole possession of the right to create or enact new law, other
sources of legal authority existed. The authors of the Partidas acknowledged that three
things, use (practice), custom, and charter, could override laws made in this manner.
"These things are bom out of each other, and inherently possess natural law. Use comes
out of time (practice over time), custom originates from use, and fuero originates from
custom." In this manner, the Siete Partidas, itself the creation of royal patronage and a
vehicle for the assertion of the monarch's right to create law, still recognized the
authority of local social rules and their relationship to natural law.
Although scholars have described Alonso XI's production of the Ordenamiento
de Alcald at the Cortes of Alcala de Henares as the first effort to designate a hierarchy for
existing legal regimes, the legislation appears to have responded to specific conflicts of
the time and left ambiguities concerning the application of law.In the prologue to the
laws enacted at the Cortes, the drafters of the document included a royal pronouncement

For a description of contemporary political issues that the king responded to with the Ordenamiento
see, Manuel Garcia Fernandez, El reino de Sevilla en tiempos de Alfonso XI (1312-1350) (Sevilla, 1989),
144-152.
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that claimed primacy for those laws arising from this particular Cortes and enacted by
him at that moment. This body of law became known as the Ordenamiento de Alcald.
According to this text, in the event that the laws contained in the Ordenamiento did not
address a particular dispute, the presiding judge was supposed to make use of the local
1 n

fuero, and in the last instance he should apply the Siete Partidas.

Alfonso XI (1312-

1350) appeased local interests by confirming the old fueros, but he also gained tacit
acceptance of the monarch's right both to confirm and make law. Furthermore he
succeeded in reintroducing the Siete Partidas albeit on a subsidiary basis.
The Ordenamiento de Alcald provided directives to judges outlining the hierarchy
of existing legal regimes, but these directives did not treat all possible contingencies for
conflict when deciding on the application of law. The Ordenamiento did not address
whether legislation produced by earlier kings had been abrogated, or whether future laws
would nullify the rules that the Ordenamiento established. In other words it did not
indicate where past and future laws enacted by the king {leyes and ordenanzas) stood in
the scale of legal priorities vis-a-vis the Ordenamiento itself or in regard to earlier
fueros}^
Over a hundred and fifty years later, the Catholic monarchs addressed these issues
in the Leyes de Toro by claiming the role of ultimate arbiter of the law. In this work,

Ordenamiento de Alcala in CECA. Van Kleffens, Hispanic Law, 217-223. Richard Kagan states that
the Ordenamiento gave the Partidas effect in royal courts and left fuero interests were better served by the
application in force in the local and municipal courts. Although this may have been the actual practice, it is
not stated in the text in any way. Kagan, Lawsuits and Litigants in Castile: 1500-1700 (Chapel Hill:
University ofNorth Carolina Press, 1981), 24.
Van Kleffens, Hispanic Law, 229, 230.
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Isabel and Fernando definitively declared the primacy of laws enacted by the crown.
More importantly they declared that in the event there should be any doubt in the
interpretation of the laws, whether from their own legislation, from fuero, or from the
Siete Partidas, the matter should come to the monarch for a definitive ruling.'^ During
the intervening years there was no second order of law to serve as a mechanism for
determining which royal enactments should have ultimate precedent in the event that
disputants claimed that these law should themselves conflict.
Efforts of central governments to impose rules that operate against local interests
often produce resistance. Court records for fourteenth and fifteenth century Castile are
scarce, which makes it difficult to assess the degree to which public officials followed the
dictates of the Ordenamiento de Alcald. The men who served as royal judges in the cities
of Castile had limited contact with the king and his immediate circle of advisors. These
magistrates typically had local interests—sometimes related to the interests of the
municipality, which they simultaneously served—and connections to local elites and
magnates. Depending upon the conflict, appeals to fuero or custom served the interests
of local disputants better than the laws enacted by the monarchs. Moreover the
publication of the Ordenamiento de Alcald coincided with the first wave of epidemics
associated with the Black Death. The following century and a half was rife with
outbreaks of epidemic, social instability, and civil wars between members of the royal
family and their respective supporters. The fourteenth and fifteenth centuries proved to
be an inopportune time for central authorities to impose a universal general law.

Leyes de Toro in CECA, 6:572.
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Consequently it is not surprising that the Leyes de Toro of 1505 began with a copy of the
pertinent articles from the Ordenamiento, and then explicitly stated that magistrates of
the kingdom had hitherto failed to apply these rules consistently. Alfonso XFs
pronouncement for the primacy of his own legislation did not in itself guarantee
acceptance or application of this rule by his subjects. As long as disagreement existed
among the officials of the realm concerning the precedence of existing rules then the
subjects of the realm could continue to appeal to law from a diversity of legal regimes.

Scholars have argued that the various bodies of Castilian medieval law provided
rules that were not always in accordance, and, at times, were directly in conflict.
Multivocal statements on issues such as privilege are evident when comparing disparate
works of law. Nevertheless to locate the conflict textually is to ignore how these bodies
of laws came to express contrary positions. In almost all cases, laws enacted by
Castilian monarchs originated either from petitions brought to them by the
representatives of the Cortes in order to resolve existing conflicts, or from ad hoc
measures generated by the monarch to answer an emergency or threat.

Once articulated,

these laws served as rhetorical resources for disputants in municipal and royal courts,
where the use of these resources by disputants both actualized conflicts in law and
contributed to contemporary understandings of the divisions between social groups by
defining social groups and their rights.
Throughout the late medieval period, Castilian kings, by appealing to their role as
sole creator of law, enacted new laws in the Cortes regarding the status of hidalgufa and
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privileges tied to this status. These laws joined rules established in earlier fueros, rules
articulated in royal legal texts, and laws made by their predecessors. Furthermore these
monarchs issued orders of a specific nature granting privileges to individuals and groups
that contradicted the general laws they themselves made in the Cortes. The rhetoric
employed to justify royal actions (in both the Cortes and the courts) served to inform the
prevailing understanding of social standings tied to these privileges. Contrary to the
discourse contained in the Siete Partidas, which defined the status of hidalgo as a bloodbased nobility, the rationales provided in the Castilian parliament for granting and
revoking this status reinforced discourses that centered privilege with service, merit, and
maintenance of the common good. In both his letters offering privileges to supporters
and in his enactments of law revoking these same privileges, Enrique IV appealed to the
maintenance of the common good as the justification for his actions.
Driven by rivalries among factions of the nobility and the personal ambitions of
powerful Castilian aristocrats, Enrique IV's first political crisis came to a head in
September 1464. Fadrique Enriquez, Admiral of Castile, encouraged a rising in the royal
city of Valladolid, during which he called for the king to name his half-brother, prince
Alfonso, heir to the throne. Enriquez had coordinated the rising to correspond with a
meeting between Juan Pacheco, Marquis of Villena, and the king. Pacheco had secured
the meeting under the pretext of disputing Enrique's conferment of the mastership of the
military order of Santiago on the royal favorite and supporter Beltran de la Cueva. It
appears that Pacheco's true intention was to sequester the king, and force him to agree to
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the rebels' demands.20 At the last moment, a warning allowed Enrique to escape capture
and retreat to safety.
Despite this timely escape from his adversaries, Enrique's immediate safety
appeared uncertain with the ranks of the opposition mobilized and his own forces and
allies just beginning to gather. For the next nine months, the king sought to avoid war,
and commenced a series of negotiations with the rebels to arrive at reconciliation.
Nevertheless, during this period, Enrique took advantage of the on-going talks to muster
his forces. The king began sending letters to the municipalities of the kingdom calling on
his subjects to come to his defense and promising them recompense for their service.
This recompense included grants to influential aristocrats and the mass offering of the
status of hidalgo to any man who would come and fight in his service.^' Enrique
publicized his intentions through royal letters to Castilian municipalities and conferred
the rewards through royal orders specifying the nature of the grant.
Three years later events had shifted definitively against the faction of rebel
nobles. By this point. Pope Paul II had announced his support for Enrique as the
legitimate ruler, the majority of key cities and towns had declared themselves aligned
with the king, and the death of Pedro Giron, the master of the military order of Calatrava,

Such a maneuver was not unprecedented in the political history of Castile. Noble conspirators, led by
Enrique of Aragon, had succeeded in kidnapping Enrique's father Juan II in 1420.
Phillips, Enrique IV, 101, 102. Enrique del Castillo, Cronica, 248-250. A transcription of the royal
letter sent to the town of Guadalajara appears in Francisco Layna Serrano, Historia de Guadalajara y sus
Mendozas en los sighs XVy XVI (Madrid: Aldus 1942), 2;29, 30.
Marie-Claude Gerbet, "Les guerres et I'acces a la noblesse en Espagne de 1465 a 1592", Melanges de
la Casa de Velazquez, VIII (1972), 315-317.
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had deprived the rebels of a powerful ally. When an outbreak of plague took the life of
prince Alfonso, the rebels' candidate for the throne, Pacheco initiated a new round of
negotiations. Substituting princess Isabel for the deceased Alfonso, the rebels renounced
any immediate aims to make her queen, but succeeded in gaining Enrique's agreement
that she should be the heir upon his death. Intent on achieving peace, Enrique pardoned
many of the rebels, and even allowed Pacheco to return to his previous position as
advisor at the royal court.
The fighting ceased by the spring of 1469 and the king seized the opportunity to
call a meeting of the Cortes in the town of Ocana. With the civil war recently concluded,
hostilities thinly masked, and the king and major noble families jostling for position,
Enrique had to balance his own desires to reclaim royal patrimony and revenue with the
need to appease the representatives of the Cortes, and simultaneously avoid alienating
those he had provided with favors (mercedes). His responses to the cities' petitions
reveal his precarious position at the time. Less concerned with the fortunes of those who
had received mercedes, the municipal representatives wanted the king to revoke grants of
jurisdiction that had alienated communities from their own territories and to undo his
grants of hidalgma that reduced their tax base.
In order to justify revoking these mercedes, the representatives appealed to the
king to enact a general law at Cortes that would deny the specific grants of privilege he
had provided to individuals who had responded to his summons. The representatives
pressed the king to end his practice of granting royal favors and incomes and to revoke
those he had granted since September 15, 1464, the beginning of the kingdom's recent
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disturbances. They pointed out that he had agreed to this demand in an earlier petition
from 1467, but had not fulfilled his promise to deal with the issue and had even
proceeded to grant more of these favors.

Through the fifteenth century the Cortes

operated primarily as an assembly of representatives from the cities and important royal
towns. The representatives deliberated in closed secret sessions on the problems of the
kingdom, and then presented to the king both a statement of what they claimed to be their
consensus on these issues and their proposal for resolving them. The monarch held the
executive right to deny the request for legislation, to recognize and implement the
measures suggested, or to alter these measures. Whether he adopted these measures
unaltered, or amended them, they were referred to thereafter as laws (leyes). According
to the Ordenamiento of Alcald such laws were supposed to have legal primacy over
existingand customs, but it is unclear the degree to which magistrates applied this
rule. In this case, Enrique responded to the representatives' petition about the grants of
mercedes, saying it was to the service of God, necessary to the restoration of the crown,
and beneficial to the preservation of his patrimony. Nevertheless he reminded them that
his need during the civil war to defend himself and bring loyal knights to his side had
forced him to engage in these expedients. To secure the loyalty of these men he had
given them many favors and grants, and as the representatives could see he had yet to
escape this necessity. What is more, he declared that if he should revoke the mercedes in
accord with their petition these knights would cease to serve him. Such an action would

La Real Academia de la Historia, Cortes de los Antiguos Reinos de Leon y de Castilla (hereafter CLC),
3:777.
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cause scandal, and from this would be generated so much worse a situation that to
remedy it he would have to give away all that remained to him?"*
Since the rearticulation of the king as maker of the laws, a tension had existed
between the monarch's creation of general and specific laws. Following the legal
historian Iglesia Ferreiros, I use specific law to refer to the king's orders providing grants
and patents of privilege?^ Specific law typically consisted of exemptions or individual
violations of general law, provided by means of individual royal letters. The tension
between general laws enacted in the Cortes, and specific law granted to individuals had
forced Castilian monarchs to elaborate procedures intended to control the issuing of royal
letters—the vehicle for the king's creation of specific law. Significantly these monarchs
also provided exemptions from their own grants as well as from enacted laws.
While recognizing Enrique's delicate situation, the representatives strove to
reverse the consequences of his actions. Two separate matters concerned the
representatives, the establishment of law through the king's edict and the proliferation of
royal letters to verify the possession of privilege. The Alfonsine texts of the thirteenth
century had articulated the principle that the king gave law—general orders—but he also
gave specific orders by means of royal letters, that ought to be obeyed and treated as
legally valid as enacted laws.

The Siete Partidas' treatment of specific orders reveals

that Alfonso X or his jurists had been conscious of the dangers that could arise from the

CLC, 3:779.
Iglesia Ferreiros, La creacion, 2:40.
Ibid., 2:40.
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concession of royal letters. In order to isolate the monarch from the responsibility of
inconvenient legal orders, Alfonso X himself emphasized that these royal letters were not
always the voluntary decisions of the monarch.
From the royal court, letters are generated against the law for different reasons:
some royal letters are given in a hasty maimer, without proper reflection, due to
the insistence of solicitors; the monarch is occasionally obliged to give them
against his will due to the threats of his enemies; and at other times they are
generated due to the lack of necessary control in their production or due to the
deceits of the solicitors themselves.^^
Subsequent legislation such as the Ordenamiento de Alcala specified concrete rules to
control the ordering and acceptance of these specific orders providing privilege,
franchise, and exemption.

The first section and law of the Ordenamiento specified how

a royal letter (carta) should be given against a previously issued royal letter in the event
that such action was warranted. The second letter should contain a summary or copy of
the original letter, the legitimate reason {ragon derecho) why the royal judge should
provide this second letter, and the identity of the magistrate who first issued the letter.
Although intended to control alleged abuses in the granting of royal writs, the
Ordenamiento did not provide a criterion for determining when a second letter would be
warranted or even criterion for the first grant of a royal letter.
The argument provided by the Siete Partidas for the king's ability to make law
simultaneously claimed to place constraints on his ability to create law; this consequently
created rhetorical resources for later objections to laws and orders made by the king. The
first Partida stated that kings, instituted by God in order to provide justice and peace in

Ibid., 2:41.
Ordenamiento de Alcala in CECA, tit. 1, ley 1.
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their communities, were required to give laws consonant with the good of God and for
the common good of all the land. The law that complied with these requisites deserved
9Q

the name of law and could be said to be rational.

The introduction of the political and

legal theories contained in the Siete Partidas created a conceptual tension between a
general law for everyone and the actual existence of local laws based on inequality
OA

between groups or between individuals.

In an effort to reconcile the legislative and

judicial powers of the monarch with the existing inequalities of Castilian society based on
custom and fuero, monarchs from the thirteenth century on molded local customary
inequalities into formally granted legal privileges expressed in the form of royal letters.
Regulating inequalities through letters of privilege granted by the king reconfigured the
individual legal situation of the grantee in terms of their relationship to the lordship of the
king.^'
According to the political theory contained in the Siete Partidas, since the
monarch gave laws for the good of God and the community, privileges that became
harmful to the community should lose their force.

Therefore royal letters that ran

against the general law of the king and the entire community ought not to be
implemented (cumplidas).

Officials who encountered such letters were obligated to

Iglesia Ferreiros, La creacion, 2:39.
Ibid., 2:40.
Ibid., 2:40.
Support for this solution can be found in the principle causa cessante cessat effectus.
Benjamin Gonzalez Alfonso, "La formula 'obedezca, pero no se cumpla' en el derecho castellano de la
Baja Edad Media," Anuario de historia de derecho espanol 50 (1980); 469-487.
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report them to the king so that he could decide what was appropriate; if the king then
repeated his order, these letters deserved to be implemented. The affirmation that
privileges against the law {derecho) should be null and void clashed with the affirmation
that the power of the king was characterized by establishing law whether of a general or
specific nature. The opposition between the general law and the specific law tended in
favor of the privilege as long as the king supported the recognition of privilege.^''
In their complaints, the representatives of the cities and towns never denied the
king's ability to make these grants. Instead they reminded the king how he had ordered it
proclaimed that any persons who came to the royal camp in the year 1465 and served
him, with their own arms and at their own expense, should be hijosdalgo?^ The royal
letters had stated that as hidalgos they and their descendants would be free from all taxes
and dues whether owed to the king or to their municipal councils. Perhaps more
importantly he had announced that from this service they should have letters of hidalguia,
to testify to their status. Tacitly acknowledging the king's power to issue such
exemptions, they asked the king himself to nullify those decrees made outside the setting
of the Cortes that had offered exemptions, and the subsequent royal writs that had
bestowed these privileges. They ended their petition with the demand that all these
grants of hidalguia should be revoked.
The representatives justified their petition to Enrique by appealing to the very
arguments about the king's law serving the common good presented in the Siete Partidas

Iglesia Ferreiros, La creacion, 2:42.
CLC, 3:782.
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and repeated by Castilian monarchs.

The cities' delegates emphasized the ills the grants

had generated and the ways in which self-interested recipients had subverted the
intentions of the grants for their own benefit and at the expense of the good of the
kingdom. The representatives began their criticism by pointing out that the king and his
officials had offered these grants by means of a corrupt procedure, and had failed even to
follow the conditions the king himself had set. In their petition, the representatives
complained that the king had provided the majority of the grants of hidalguia at the royal
camp at Simancas, before or during the siege of this town. They reprimanded the king
for his irresponsible and unethical distribution of blank letters of hidalgma. Moreover
they objected that he had recognized as hidalgos, mule drivers (azemileros), infantrymen
{homes de pie), and quartermasters {despenseros). The representatives objected both to
the occupations and social status of these men, and to the fact that they were at the royal
camp at someone else's expense and thereby did not fulfill the requirements of the king's
offer.36 Moreover such "grants lessened and injured the dignity of those noble and
pureblooded people that used to be the recipients of these generous offices and
exemptions." The representatives argued that the recipients of the letters had deceitfully
presented themselves before Enrique's officials to gain their hidalgma, did not deserve
royal favor, and that their grants of hidalgma should be revoked.
They willingly recognized that the common good and repuhlica required the
preservation of the king's patrimony and incomes so that he might be capable of
efficiently providing justice, but the common good also required a degree of social justice

CLC, 3:782.
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and equity in the financial underpinnings of this justice. The representatives claimed that
if these men and their descendents were allowed to continue in the possession of their
hidalguia, the king would suffer a great disservice, but so too would the municipal
councils of the realm and the common tax-payers who would now bear double their
previous burden.^^ At the following Cortes in 1472 the representatives continued to
stress the common interests of the monarch, the communes, and the individual subjects.
They stated that the privileges he had granted and continued to grant, "caused harm to the
royal treasury and the king's preeminence and were a detriment to the republic and to
•
• •
•
38
•
*
•
•
individual
subjects."
Specifically
they pointed
out how reduction
in
the number of

taxpayers and in income from royal taxes harmed the communes and the disadvantaged
who lived in them.
Enrique accepted the basis of their argument as valid; it was in his own interests
to do so. Nevertheless it required him to violate his own promise of reward and the
decrees he had generated to communicate this promise. Consequently he responded to
this particular petition, as he had done to their request about royal grants in general,
saying that necessities and troublesome times had forced him into giving these favors of
hidalguia. He now recognized the injustice of these grants and therefore declared as null
and void the mercedes presented since 15 September 1464 involving grants of

" CLC, 3:782.
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hidalguia.'^^ He specifically declared that he did this through a general law {ley) he now
made. He likewise declared invalid all the writs {cartas, sobrecartas) and authorizations
{cedulas) he had given concerning these mercedes.
I order that no council, commune, or individual person to whom I gave my letters
and writs (of whatever merced, office, or exemption) make use of these letters
against the spirit or letter of this law or by virtue of such letters attempt to evade
or litigate against the payment of pedidos and monedas or any other royal and
municipal taxes that they paid before [receiving] the said exemptions.""
Among the wide range of grants he now rescinded, he exempted from this law only those
grants that removed a village from the jurisdiction of a city or town and gave it over to an
influential noble. In accord with this law, he ordered his senior accountants {contadores
mayores), without asking or waiting for any other letter, to remove from the royal books
any record {el asiento) of all and any letters and privileges that he gave during this time.
Furthermore he declared that anyone who tried to make use of such letters would incur
the penalties dictated by the laws of his kingdoms that fall on taxpayers who deny their
king and natural lord the dues they owe him.
Despite the king's seeming willingness to address the representatives' concerns
about the grants of hidalgma and the fact that he had made a law revoking the grants,
royal judges and magistrates either failed to apply these measures or applied them
inconsistently. Enrique's delicate political position prevented him from rigorously
implementing this law. He could not afford to alienate potential supporters when he had
neither reasserted his authority over the former rebels nor gained acceptance of his
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daughter Juana's succession to the throne. Martial support became an even greater
concern for Enrique as his half sister Isabel and her new husband Fernando, the prince of
Aragon and king of Sicily, moved to consolidate their own allies for the coming conflict
over the crown of Castile. Consequently, at the 1473 meeting of the Cortes in Santa
Maria de Nieva, the already ailing king, still in a weak position politically, met renewed
complaints from the representatives.
Due to the number of legal disputes generated by Enrique's grants, the
representatives returned to the Cortes in order to gain a favorable interpretation of the law
enacted in 1469. The representatives began with a long preamble against royal favors in
general, in which they made the now familiar complaints from the previous assembly.
They reiterated how the king had provided the same annuities to multiple parties, that he
had removed villages from the jurisdiction of royal municipalities and given them to the
kingdom's magnates, that he had allowed many towns the right to hold trade fairs, and
that he had given both many exemptions from taxation and many hidalguias. Their only
new complaint was Enrique's failure to implement his recent legislation. The
representatives pointed out that, "despite his agreement to remedy these complaints, they
knew and had seen through their own experience not only how he had ignored his
promises, but also how he continued to give out similar privileges and favors of both a
specific and general nature.Consequently they asked him to adhere to the law (ley)
that he himself had made in the last Cortes.

"pero esto non enbargante, somos ciertos e vemos por esperiencia que despues aca vuestra alteza ha
dado e da de cada dia otras semejantes cartas e previllegios asy de esenciones generales e particulares
commo de fidalguias e escrivanias e ferias e mercados francos... (840)." CLC, 3:840.
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The representatives' discussion of the difficulties that arose from attempts to
implement the law demonstrates the sorts of entanglements that resulted from royal
expedients. The king had produced a law that directly rescinded both a royal decree and
a great number of letters and writs providing or recognizing hidalguia. When municipal
councils refused to acknowledge privileges that the recipients of these letters claimed to
possess, these claimants forced the issue in courts of law. Thus the interpretation and
implementation of the law made at the Cortes in 1469 became a matter of debate in the
local and appellate courts. As a result of these disputes, the representatives in the Cortes
again raised the issue with the king in order to gain a more definitive statement on the
law he had enacted in Ocana, which they claimed revoked all of these grants. As a means
to this end the representatives declared the meaning of the law enacted in 1469 to be clear
and unambiguous.
The law concerning those grants of hidalguia is plain and clear, but we have been
informed that some lawyers and other persons have tried to subvert the said law
and to give a fraudulent interpretation of it. They say the said law and the
revocation of the said hidalgmas contained in it only pertain to those persons who
gained the said hidalguias and exemptions through deceit, and that it does not
apply to those persons who truly served the king at the royal camp in Simancas
and for the stipulated time."^^
Their petition recounted that through this "false interpretation" many people had initiated
lawsuits in the chancellery courts before the judges of the hidalgos, and before municipal
magistrates in the cities and towns. To complicate the matter of the lawsuits, the
representatives suggested that the king and his officials lacked the necessary records to
verify who and how many had genuinely served in the war. At first they conceded that if
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he knew with certitude who these men were, then they should be allowed to enjoy their
privileges. They added the stipulation that these privileges should only be applied to the
royal and not local taxes (pedidos) they had to pay. Nevertheless they declared that due
to the great confusion surrounding these grants it was impossible to know who truly
deserved these exemptions. Therefore they again asked that the king revoke all the
hidalgmas he had granted since 15 September 1464.
.. .and because of this uncertainty (yngertidunbre) and to alleviate confusion, it is
just and better that the few deserving compensation for their service should suffer
than to leave exempt a great number that do not deserve such reward and
deceitfully strive to obtain it in great treachery and prejudice to your majesty,
reduction of royal taxes, and harm to the communes where they live and the
unfortunates that live there.'^'^
Therefore they asked that the law he made at the last Cortes should have effect, even
against those who offered to prove that they truly served, since the suborning and
corruption of the witnesses could not be prevented and was clearly evident. The charge
against the credibility of the claimant's witnesses was another element in their efforts to
overturn the king's grants. Despite the representatives' claims that the law itself was the
source of these conflicts, it appears in their own description of these legal contests that
the disputants in the courts appealed to the same law in their own ways in order to
advance their respective interests.
The representatives provided the king with the necessary rationale for enacting a
law that essentially nullified the specific orders he had issued in 1464 and 1465. In order
to strengthen their interpretation of the 1469 law, the procuradores needed the king's
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formulation of the law to address specific clauses in the letters he had provided.
According to the petition, the clerks who drafted the letters had included special clauses
within the royal orders that provided the orders themselves with immunities. Therefore
the representatives focused on the substance of the letters, writs, and judicial rulings that
litigants could use to claim the status of hidalgo. They asked that any rulings that had
been made against this newly enacted law by the judges of the hidalgos or the king's
appellate judges, as well as any writs the king may have given against this law, should be
declared worthless and invalid. Taking into account the subtle formulations of these
grants, they demanded that these provisions should apply to all such letters and writs,
even if they should contain in them clauses that annulled or disallowed objections to their
recognition (aunque contengan en sy quales quier clausulas derogatorias e no
obstancias). In certain royal letters, monarchs and their secretaries had formulated
special clauses that gave them, or were intended to give them, immunity to general
enactments of the law. The very existence of such clauses suggests that the granting and
revoking of favors and privileges through royal act was common enough to warrant
safeguards against such decrees. These clauses served both the monarch and the grantee
of the merced. They provide evidence of the king's conscious violation of a general law
or custom, while maintaining his adherence to its principle, and they provided a basis for
the grantee to maintain his privilege should other parties object to it or if the king himself
(or one of his heirs) should try to revoke it at a later date through a general law.
The direct revoking of privileges, especially those originating in royal letters,
provided authorities who wished to oppose claims to the status or privileges of hidalguia
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a useful means to do so. Through the Late Medieval and Early Modem period monarchs
in Western Europe appealed to absolutist legal theory to justify royal expedients that
broke the general or common law. In practice monarchs exercised their absolutist
prerogative "when they wanted to violate the common law in a specific instance without
contravening its principle.Castilian kings from the late fourteenth century had
engaged in such practice when they removed a town from the royal patrimony and
granted jurisdiction over the community to an influential follower. They did this
"despite" {no obstante or sin embargo) the existence of an original charter that
disallowed such action. Although Enrique did not explicitly invoke his absolute power to
revoke the privileges and favors (mercedes) he had granted to previously loyal adherents,
he did employ the language of absolutism that claimed precedent over any previous
pronouncements. In the process of revoking these grants, the monarchs directly
addressed the fact they were abrogating an earlier grant. They stated that the individual
should lose their privileges despite any earlier letters or writs that they might have from
past kings.

By the late fifteenth century, the diversity of legal regimes and royal laws and
letters provided courts and petitioners with ample legal precedent and resources for a
multiplicity of arguments both for and against the validity of individual claims of
hidalgma. The representatives in the Cortes complained to Enrique about the many

Helen Nader, "The more communes the greater the king" Theorien kommunaler Ordung in Europa,
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disputes taking place in the local and chancellery courts concerning claims to hidalgma.
The arguments made by these claimants and the municipal councils that opposed them,
and their sixteenth century heirs, incorporated elements from a variety of texts and
discourses that addressed status and privilege. The texts themselves provided a diversity
of pronouncements on status and privilege. Nevertheless this diversity only became
contradiction when litigants brought them together in courts of law or in claims about the
meaning of the law.

Law books and even petitions made at the Cortes expressed the fiction that the
definition of hidalgo remained unchanged. Despite the substance of these texts and these
claims about the nature of hidalgos, the political actions of Castilian monarchs and
municipal councils treated people of this status quite differently. Legal historians have
cited the introduction of royal law in the form of the Fuero Real and the Siete Partidas as
the cause for the noble revolt against Alfonso X in 1271. These historians claim that
concern with these new law codes resulted from a general anxiety over the increase in the
powers of the king at the expense of the nobility. Nevertheless they do not specify the
laws that these codes introduced that jeopardized the privileges of ricos omes or
hijosdalgo. In terms of claims about the nature of the hidalgo, the Fuero Viejo and the
Siete Partidas were in rough agreement. They both posited, one implicitly and the other
explicitly, an essentialist, blood-based, hereditary hidalgo.
The Fuero Viejo, alternatively referred to as the Fuero de Castilla and the Fuero
de Hijosdalgo, served as the source of authority for claims to privilege made by hidalgos
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in the courts of the Early Modem period. Litigants in sixteenth-century Castile appealed
to official recognition of their privileges as an hidalgo with the simple phrase "according
to the Fuero de Castilla" without ever saying what the charter specifically provided
conceming privilege. The great majority of the Fuero Viejo dealt with the rules of
obligation that bound the actions and behavior of hidalgos, the monarch, and royal
magistrates. By and large these rules had become obsolete in the social and political
conditions of the late fifteenth century and sixteenth century. Although these rules had
fallen out of use, the brief statements conceming exemptions and freedoms articulated in
the Fuero Viejo continued to make the text an attractive source of appeal for claims to
privilege.
In opposition to the political practices of the monarchs and the enactments of
royal law, the Fuero Viejo suggested that community estimation and opinion and not the
dictates of the monarch confirmed one's social status. The document provided a means
to assess a person's status in the event that it should be challenged. In such a situation
the person whose status has been questioned should provide five witnesses, three
hijosdalo and two farmers (labradores) or viceversa.'^^ The rules and precedents gathered
together to form the Fuero Viejo assumed an a priori possession of the status of hidalgo
in its treatment of how people of this rank should receive justice and treat one another.
Unlike municipal charters that often dealt directly with the jurisdiction of a particular
community and the ability (or rather inability) to alienate this jurisdiction, the Fuero

Fuero Viejo, 25; libro ], tit. 5, ley 18.
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Viejo, did not provide any explicit rules on how such status could be granted or revoked
by other parties.
The only rule in the charter that governed how one assumed or relinquished the
title of hidalgo placed this power in the hands of the individual and not the monarch. The
charter declared that if a hidalgo should wish to forgo his identity and become a member
of a municipal commune (villano) he only had to go to the local church and address the
council there saying that he desired to become a municipal citizen (vecino) and he could
thereby renounce his nobility.''^ In similar fashion the charter allowed that he could again
assume his hidalguia if he should so desire. These rules remain quiet about whether a
villano could take on the standing of a hidalgo, but whatever the case, the text suggests
that the determination of such questions was a local matter.'*^
In contrast to these statements about the identity of the hidalgo, what the charter
said about the privileges of hidalgos suggests that the work's fourteenth-century editors
did not consider these privileges to be inherently tied to the social status itself. The fuero
stipulated that an hidalgo who was paid his designated stipend and failed to fulfill his
obligation to provide martial service should pay double the royal tax."^^ Failure to
perform this duty cost a hidalgo his freedom from paying royal taxes; however, it did not
cost him his designation as an hidalgo. The implicit assumptions of the rules and
precedents contained in the charter posited essential, heritable qualities and hence denied

Ibid., 24; libro 1, tit. 5, ley 16.
It should be noted that the description of how an hidalgo could change his status is introduced as an
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the possibility that such qualities could be given or removed by second parties—even if
the second party were the king.

Most modem historical treatments of Spanish nobility begin with definitions
derived from the Siete Partidas, the vast legal encyclopedia produced under the direction
of Alfonso

Taking statements from diverse sections of this text, these historians

have defined hidalgo as someone of noble birth or of true nobility.^' Relying on this text
they state that nobility was hereditary, because, as the text provided: "an hidalgo is
someone whose father, grandfather, and great-grandfather were also noble.
Evident from the glosses of Gregorio Lopez, the sixteenth-century jurist and
editor of the Partidas, the text sought to reconcile the diverse situation of privilege and
elite status in Castile with European-wide theories of nobility. In the process it linked the
indigenous designation hijodalgo with the functional role of the knight (caballero), and
the client relationship of vassal (vasallo) and lord {senor). It is almost exclusively
through the treatment of the categories of lordship, vassalage, and knighthood that the
Siete Partidas indirectly referred to the status of hidalgo. The text gave the various
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actions that would result in a knight's loss of status or title, but nothing equivalent for an
hidalgo. However in the section of the Partidas dedicated to explaining who should be
considered for knighthood the text posited a close relationship between caballero and
hidalgo. The authors of the Siete Partidas presented this relationship through a mythical
account describing the origin of Castile's knightly class.
The ancients of Hispania originally chose knights for their strength of limb,
drawing men from the ranks of blacksmiths, stone masons, and other such
occupations as would produce a strong physique. These men, however, soon
forgot their duties, because they had no sense of shame, and fell to fighting
amongst one another. For this reason, the men of old refined their selection of
knights to men who were naturally susceptible to shame. In order to ensure a
concern with one's honor, the ancients consequently drew their candidates from
among the fijos dalgo.^^
The text then explained that in Castilian the term fijodalgo meant the descendent of a
family of substance, in both the material and moral sense. In the section that dealt with
vassalage, the text provided a brief definition of the types of lordship and jurisdiction
{senorio) that fijosdalgo held in different parts of the realm.^"^ Like the section on
knighthood that linked caballeros with fijosdalgo, this section presented fijosdalgo as
men who could hold rights of proprietary jurisdiction over a community.
The text's treatment and use of the terms caballero, vassallo, and sefior suggested
that one had to be a fijodalgo in order to be recognized as someone with any of these
other designations. Beyond the connection between these identities, the text did not
provide any commentary on the specific legal, economic, or political privileges of a

Siete Partidas in CECA, 2:476.
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fijodalgo, or link any specific privilege to this designation. In contrast the text explicitly
stated that caballeros could not be tortured except for treason against the monarch and
the kingdom. Furthermore caballeros held the privilege of making wills or bequests in
any way they desired, not withstanding restrictions placed on such procedures in other
sections of the Siete Partidas. Despite the treatment afforded to these various categories,
the Siete Partidas (as noted above) had little impact outside royal courts of appeal, and
even in these courts royal directives ordered judges to apply laws from this text only in
the last instance.

Enrique IV was not the only Castilian monarch to enact law and issue decrees
concerning privileges and those who possessed privileges. Through the fourteenth and
fifteenth centuries successive Castilian monarchs made law on these matters. As in the
case of Enrique's legislation, earlier monarchs did not produce these laws spontaneously
without cause. From a reading of these laws—which were essentially the monarch's
response to the petitions of the representatives in the Cortes—\i appears that these new
rlues resulted from the political interests of the kings and the immediate demands of their
subjects to resolve existing conflicts that led to litigation. As such they sought to provide
the means for identifying persons with privilege, determining their privileges, and
stipulating when they could enjoy these privileges.
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At the 1371 Cortes in the town Toro, Enrique II (1369-1379) provided the criteria
necessary to prove one's status as an hidalgoP Evidence from the laws enacted by
Enrique II shows how these laws were issued in response to specific legal disputes over
privilege, and that these disputes were common enough in the late fourteenth century to
warrant royal response. The law enacted by Enrique II specified that the freedoms and
liberties should be kept for both commonly recognized (notorios) fijosdalgo and for those
that should have a judicial ruling given in the proper manner. All other claimants to the
status of hidalgo "should pay their taxes even if {no emhargante) they have pending
lawsuits before our royal council, or before the judges of our appeals court, regardless {no
emhargante) of whatever they should say about beingMoreover the
criteria he provided for determining a claimant's possession of the status resulted from
the nature of the existing disputes. The king ordered that if the municipality where the
claimant now lived demanded that he pay his taxes and his grandfather and father lived in
the place where they now have the dispute and never paid taxes on account of saying they
were fijosdalgo then neither should the claimant. Additionally it stated that claimants
with a judicial ruling authorizing their possession of hidalgma, should not have to pay
their taxes. As one of the few rules that designated how judges should determine whether
someone possessed the status of hidalgo, the issue of tax-payment and tax-exemption
became the fundamental issue in later litigation.

Ordenanzas Reales in CECA, 6;383-384. The editors of the CECA erroneously give the year 1318 for
the Cortes Enrique II held at Toro in 1371.
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Many of the laws enacted by these kings provided useful precedents for the legal
efforts of later monarchs. Moreover they demonstrate the continuous practice of granting
privilege and the inevitable attempts to control and manage the enjoyment of these
privileges. Despite his own acknowledgment that he had knighted taxpayers (pecheros),
Juan I (1379-1390) made a law at the Cortes of Valladolid in 1379 saying that the king
could not knight such men. The law states that these men should pay royal and council
taxes "regardless (no embargantes) of any letters {cartas) or judicial statements (alvalas)
that they may have been given." Through this law he nullified the knighthood of all
those he had provided with this title and its accompanying exemptions since he had come
to the throne. The drafters of the law consciously recognized the potential for the
privileges to become hereditary and extended the nullity to the children of those the king
had knighted. The law is similar to the one made by Enrique IV for revoking grants of
hidalgma and employs the same language stating that this law should be implemented
despite any letters that might exist contradicting it. Juan I specified that only the king,
not his officials or any other lord, held the power to knight someone (this someone would
presumably not be apechero). In order to continue receiving their exemptions these
knights had to maintain a horse and arms of a specified value.
At the 1348 Cortes of Alcala, Alfonso XI not only arranged, confirmed, and
edited the Fuero Viejo, but he provided additional laws in the Ordenamiento itself that
addressed the privileges that should be accorded to hidalgos. Alfonso ordered that a
hidalgo's house of residence and armaments could not be seized either as repayment or as
securities on debts that might be owed. Additionally the same legislation provided that
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hidalgos could not be imprisoned for debt or put to judicial torture.The law limited
this privilege to private debts and not to debts owed to the crown or assumed while acting
in the capacity of a royal tax collector or tax-farmer. At the Cortes of Toledo in 1480,
Isabel and Fernando confirmed these laws and provided a justification for these privileges
based upon the service of the hidalgo, and not the hidalgo's lineage. '^Hijosdalgo ought
to be favored by the kings of Castile, because it is with them that they make their
conquests, and by them the monarchs are served in war and peace. It is with this
consideration that hijosdalgo were given privileges and freedoms, especially by the laws
contained above." The Catholic monarchs claimed that the privileges enjoyed be
hidalgos derived from their service to the monarch and the kingdom and not from their
descent.

Medieval monarchs acknowledged hidalgos' possession of privilege through the
confirmation of local customs and judicial rulings, and finally in the compiling of these
customs and judicial rulings into a single text—^the Fuero Viejo. Even as they recognized
these privileges they provided the settlers of towns (especially towns on the Muslim
frontier) the option to enjoy similar privileges through engagement in and maintenance of
a martial vocation (or rather part-time martial duties). With the rapid Christian expansion
into Andalusia following the battle of Las Navas de Tolosa in 1212, Fernando III granted
a frontier style municipal charter, containing important provisions related to military

The law explained that hidalgos should have immunity from torture, because this was a privilege
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service, to the city of Cordoba and many of the towns in the recently conquered
territory.

CO
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» ,

•

Citizens of these municipalities, who served as infantrymen (peones), had the

right to acquire the designation of knight (caballero) through purchase of the proper
horse, arms, and landholdings (heredades).^^ Fernando III gave charters of this variety to
other towns during his reign, and his son Alfonso X continued to grant similar fueros
through the thirteenth century.
Depending on the specific town and the date of the charter, the requirements for
exemption and the designation of who could receive the exemption varied. In the fueros
given to Cordoba and the towns of Northern Andalusia, residents had to reside in the
town and maintain a house there with their wives and children in order to receive the tax
exemption that accompanied municipal knightly status.^*^ The rules of the fuero
stipulated that the wife of the urban knight would maintain caballero rank during
widowhood, unless she remarried a taxpayer (pechero). In some cases, these townsmen
had to prove their continued adherence to these regulations. For instance, until the end of
the fifteenth century the municipal councils of the city of Seville and the town of Madrid
mandated musters of their caballeros de cuantia at least twice a year to verify the
possession of adequate weapons.^* However in Seville these caballeros did not receive
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an exemption from paying the pecho. Instead those citizens the city assessed as
possessing sufficient wealth were required to maintain a horse and appropriate arms, and
were fined for failure to appear at the muster.
In these cases, the quality of a man's lineage or his ancestor's participation in the
king's campaigns made little difference in the ability to claim the exemptions held by
caballeros and hijosdalgo. Instead the individual needed to possess the means to support
a horse worth 300 maravedis, the will to enter military service, the constancy to attend
the musters, and the acknowledgement of the king.

Contemporary historians have amended the portrait of Enrique IV as an
ineffective and incompetent ruler that comes to us from the chronicles written and
commissioned by his opponents. These historians emphasize that the situation Enrique
IV confronted was the result of structural changes in Castilian social relations since the
fourteenth century. Particularly they point to the increased political influence of the titled
aristocracy due to their possession of permanent lordships (senorios), and the subsequent
competition between noble factions over both access to lordships and influence on the
crown.^^ Seen in this light, the means that Enrique employed to preserve his rule and
advance his own interests did not differ in a qualitative manner from either his
predecessors' or his successors'. During the period of the civil war, Enrique's chief
opponent, the pretender Alfonso, made a series of similar grants to key supporters
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including jurisdiction over communities and the incomes from royal rents. Isabel the
Catholic, a monarch whom historians have praised for her political savvy, likewise
employed these measures.
Unlike Enrique, who ultimately tried to revoke many of his own grants, Isabel
elaborated existing measures to control the mercedes granted by her, by her predecessor,
and by earlier monarchs.^^ In the wake of fifteenth-century grants and confirmations of
the status and privileges of hidalgma and legal disputes over the possession of this status,
Isabel refashioned earlier royal mechanisms to control the number and privileges of
caballeros villanos and applied them to hidalgos. Throughout her reign, Isabel made
efforts both to require the verification and confirmation of privileges and, at times, to
revoke the privileges and exemptions of certain hidalgos. As with the actions of Enrique
IV, these efforts formed part of a larger pattern of actions designed to curtail resistance to
her rule and generate the necessary service to maintain it. Even as Isabel confirmed
grants to secure and reward service, the confirmation process she tried to develop served
to preserve the royal patrimony and limit the number of individuals with privilege.
The year preceding Enrique IV's death on 12 December 1474 witnessed intense
efforts to avoid a heightened conflict between those factions supporting the two potential
heirs, the king's half-sister Isabel and his daughter Juana. Equally intense were efforts to

Stephen Haliczer provides a detailed treatment of Isabel's efforts to rectify the disorder created by
Enrique's many grants of annuities (juros). His concern is to evaluate the effects Isabel's mercedes reform
had on the incomes of aristocrats who held annuities, and not directly with establishing procedures for
controlling these annuities. In the process he gives a clear and helpful description of the system of royal
income collection and tax-farming under the Catholic Monarchs. Stephen Haliczer, "The Castilian
Aristocracy and the Mercedes Reform of 1478-1482," The Hispanic American Historical Review 55, no. 3
(1975): 449-467.
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gain favorable positions and insure support in the event a war of succession did ensue.
When the band of nobles supporting Juana's accession to the throne refused to comply
with Enrique's last will, Isabel began to issue a wide range of decrees to undermine the
support and resources of her opponents. In a letter composed on 24 May 1475, and sent
to Castile's cities and towns, Isabel targeted the loyalties of towns and villages under the
jurisdiction of rebel barons. She ordered these municipalities to deny their lord entrance
or succor in their own fortresses, to withhold dues and taxes (rentas e pechos) from them,
and to reject their claims to seigniorial authority.The letter specifically cited as rebels
four of the more powerful and influential men of the kingdom, Alvaro de Stuniga, Count
of Plasencia; Diego Lopez Pacheco, Marquis of Villena; Rodrigo Giron, master of the
military order of Calatrava; and Juan Giron, Count of Uruena. Isabel accused them of
disturbing the realms, engaging in conspiracies, and inciting others to rebellion.
Furthermore she accused them of joining in leagues and conspiracies with other knights
and people of lesser estate. Since these men had directed their actions against the rightful
heir to the throne, they had committed ^'"crimen lege magestagias." Isabel claimed that
this offense provided her with the justification for depriving them of all their property and
inheritances. Consequently the letter released the towns and villages pertaining to the
rebels from their obligation to pay dues and taxes to these lords.^^
Isabel made a parallel effort to ensure the service and contain the rebellion of
those who did not pertain to the rarified strata of magnates with noble titles. The "other

El Tumbo de los Reyes Catolicos del Concejo de Sevilla (Sevilla, 1968), R. Carande and J. Carriazo,
eds., 1:38.
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knights and people of lesser estate" included many who did not possess seigniorial
jurisdiction, but who did hold substantial and valuable privileges in the form of annuities
drawn on royal incomes. On 2 June 1475, only a week after her edict against the rebel
captains, Isabel directed a royal letter to the cities of Seville, Jerez de la Frontera, Cadiz,
and Ecija and to the other towns and villages of the archbishoprics of Seville and Cadiz,
in an effort to consolidate her position in Andalusia. Importantly the letter also addressed
the wide range of tax collectors and tax-farmers operating in the southern half of the
kingdom, specifically those responsible for the customs taxes (almoxarifazgos) and sales
duties {alcabalas).^^ She explained to these municipal councils, royal officials, and fiscal
entrepreneurs that since certain knights and other persons had acted in disservice to her
and aided Alfonso V, Juana's betrothed and the king of Portugal, they should hold on to
all incomes owed to these malcontents: "we order you to take and receive on our behalf
all the maravedis and income in kind that they have from perpetual or lifetime annuities
designated by any letters of privilege of past kings."
Isabel not only sought to punish the disloyal, but to encourage active articulation
of her subject's fidelity and obligation to support their queen. The letter gave specific
instructions to the contadores mayores about how and to whom they should provide royal
letters freeing these assets {cartas de desembargos). Those who came to the contadores
mayores and gave the requisite oaths and securities stipulating that they served and
followed the Catholic Monarchs should receive the necessary letters. Those who failed to

"ibid., 1:37,38.
""^Ibid., 1:65.
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do so should have their incomes frozen and ultimately transferred to the Catholic
Monarchs. Isabel readily acknowledged that these annuities originated from letters of
privilege {cartas de previllegio) granted by her predecessors. Nevertheless if the knight,
or other person, of whatever estate or condition should not have the queen's letter of
release {carta de desembargo), the monies resulting from the annuities should not be
passed on to the designated party regardless {non embargante) of whatever royal titles of
privilege or favor that they might have {cartas de previlleios e mergedes).
While Isabel revoked seigniorial jurisdiction and royal annuities from those who
rebelled against her, she promised to confirm old grants of hidalguia and simple taxexemption for those who came to her aid. She responded to the king of Portugal's
invasion of Castile by appealing to the same men whom Enrique IV had provided and
then deprived of hidalguia. Like Enrique IV in 1465 she announced that if they served
her in this conflict, at their own cost, they would enjoy their hidalguias and the
accompanying exemptions. The queen made this promise in letters she sent to the towns
of the kingdom in 1475. In the Cortes of Madrigal in 1476, the representatives reviewed
for the queen the legislation made by Enrique in regards to this matter. They claimed that
the law enacted at the Cortes of St. Maria de Nieva in 1473, denying all of these men the
status of hidalgo, had brought great relief to the kingdom, and now the queen's actions
had again introduced legal uncertainty. To those men who had served in the recent
conflict, the Queen and her officials had given a range of letters of verification.^^ Despite
these letters, the representatives reported to Isabel that many of the kingdom's municipal

CLC, 4:58.
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councils and tax collectors did not recognize the recipients of these letters as hidalgos.
Consequently the councils harassed them and seized their property so that they should
pay royal and municipal taxes. The actions of royal and municipal officers had
consequently generated many disputes and lawsuits between these parties. Because the
cities now had to begin a collection of the royal tax, they required a definitive statement
on who should be considered a hidalgo. Consequently they asked that this ruling be
placed in those books and letters used to collect taxes.
In response to their petition, Isabel reworked laws given by her predecessors, to
formulate a decree that could address the contingencies of the moment. Taking a law
enacted by Juan I in 1379, she replaced the designation caballero with hijodalgo, and
applied the requirements necessary to enjoy the exemptions of being a knight to the status
flO

of hidalgo.

In the law she enacted, Isabel ordered that those who possessed

unquestionable letters {cartaspatentes) should enjoy their hidalguia and the exemption
from it, provided, as it says in the letters themselves, that they maintain horse and arms
and that the horse should be worth three thousand maravedis and the arms a thousand
maravedis. Concerning all the other hidalgos that had letters from Enrique IV, the laws
he made in the Cortes of Ocana and St. Maria de Nieva should be kept despite {sin
embargo) any letters that the claimants should have from the queen. With this second
clause Isabel gave primacy to a past law generated by the Cortes and confirmed by
Enrique IV (general law) over more recent royal letters (acts of specific law) that she
herself had provided.

Ordenanzas Reales in CECA, 6:381, 6:384-85.
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The articulation of this law recognized local variation concerning the status of
hidalgo and the existence of other previously granted communal privileges that
authorized this variation. For instance, despite this confirmation of general law, Isabel
adhered to a former privilege she had granted the city of Medina del Campo. In this
privilege she promised not to confirm any grants of hidalgma that Enrique had given to
pecheros of the town or its territory. More importantly the favor should be in effect
despite any letters that any monarch might have given the claimants since September
1464.'''^
The regulations and procedures the Catholic Monarchs elaborated consisted of a
conscious attempt to limit the number of hidalgos. Only those with the necessary letters
of proof, that is, those who had loyally served in the recent war, could receive the letters
of confirmation. Additionally the deadline removed those who lacked the means to press
their claims through attending the muster. Two months later, on 2 November 1476,
Isabel sent a letter to the municipalities of Castile ordering them to announce to those
hidalgos living in these communities that they had to confirm their status. Specifically
the letter addressed those men who earned their hidalgmas by fighting for Enrique in
1465, and who subsequently served in the recent war against the king of Portugal. The
order directed these individuals to present themselves before royal magistrates within the
next three months to confirm their privileges. If they should fail to do so within the given
deadline, the letter informed them that they would revert to being taxpayers.^"

Sin enbargo de qualesquier nuestras cartas que sobrello hayamos dado a quales quier que se decian
hijosdalgo, fechos desde el mes de Setienbre del dicho anno de sesenta e cuatro a esta parte. CLC, 4:59.
A los hidalgos que ganaron las hidalguias en el Real de Simancas en el ano 1465, que viven en los
obispados de Leon...que habian servido en la Guerra contra Portugal, para que dentro de tres meses se
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Municipalities in the Crown of Castile took advantage of this edict and the
accession of a new monarch to reject the privileges of some of their citizens. For
example, the village council of Alanis in the jurisdiction of Seville demanded that eight
men and women, each one an hidalgo, contribute in the village'spechos and other
• •
taxes.71 Additionally
the council denied them the freedom to graze their flocks in the

uncultivated communal lands {dehesas, terminos, and montes) of the village like the other
citizens. In response to these demands, Martin Sanchez, a citizen of the town of Penaflor,
on behalf of these hidalgos took the dispute to king Fernando. At the royal court in the
town of Toro, Martin Sanchez claimed that he, those he represented, and their ancestors
were all hijosdalgo notorios as the letter of privilege he presented described at length.
Nevertheless, he recounted that ever since the late king Enrique had died, because they
had not confirmed their privilege, the village council had tried to violate their freedoms,
in order to force them to pay taxes and deny them use of the commons.

After reviewing

the privilege presented by Sanchez, Fernando found in favor of the petitioners and
ordered the council to acknowledge the family's exemptions and rights. Furthermore he
required the council to return any securities or property it might have seized from these
citizens. Fernando set a penalty of 10,000 maravedis on anyone who did not comply

presenten a concertar y confirmar sus privilegios, con apercibimiento que pasado el termino sin
confirmarlos quedaran pecheros. Archivo General de Simancas (AGS), Seccion Mercedes y Privilegios,
legajo 393, folio 59.
The citizens of Alanis were Gon5alo Sanches de Nodar, his son Garfia, Gon^alo Gil, Gon9alo Martin,
Diego Alfonso, Juan de Nodar, Elvira Garcia, and Elvira Sanches. El Tumbo, 1:258.
El Tumbo, 1:258.
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with the king's writ. Despite this seemingly unequivocal language, the language of the
letter provided the possibility of further action by the council.
A standard procedure in the recognition of privilege and hidalgma allowed the
community denying the claim to the status of hidalgo the right to contest a royal ruling
recognizing hidalgma. A municipality held this right even after royal review of a
claimant's evidence and confirmation of this evidence by royal officials.

In the case of

the citizen hidalgos of Alanis, Fernando's letter announced to the village council that if it
wished to say anything against the ruling it had 15 days to appear before him to provide
any objections for why they should not comply. It this case the city council of Seville
and the town council of Alanis accepted the royal ruling and did not appeal the sentence.
Nevertheless through the sixteenth century many municipal councils found it to their best
interests to resist the recognition of privilege and used these procedures to deny their
citizens the freedoms and exemptions of hidalgma.
The royal government's efforts to actively verify and confirm individual status
were limited to special times. In the Late Medieval period in some towns and cities of
Castile such efforts had been part of the yearly musters required of caballeros and
hijosdalgo, and often supervised by an official of the king. On a kingdom-wide basis, the
crown tended to employ measures for verifying status at extraordinary moments either
during or immediately after periods of warfare. Once Isabel and Fernando had settled
matters with the king of Portugal and their main Castilian opponents, the need to draw on
substantial military support did not arise again until the outbreak of war with Granada in
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1482. Consequently the new monarchs did not attempt any mass effort to verify or
confirm status until this later date.
The conflict with the peninsula's last Muslim kingdom required Isabel and
Fernando to again address the issue of who could be recognized as a hidalgo. It also gave
them the opportunity to refine and articulate their control over the necessary means to
claim this status. On November 1484, Fernando gave notice to the cities and towns of
both Castile and Aragon that he was planning a campaign for the following spring in
Granada. Besides the royal guard, the militias of the Hermandad, the knights and
adherents of the royal court, the great nobles, and the cities, the king summoned all the
hidalgos of the kingdom. He specified those hidalgos made (fechos) by Enrique IV or by
the Catholic Monarchs since September 1464 until the present, and all the men knighted
by Juan II, Enrique IV or Fernando and Isabel. Fernando promised that he would pay
those who came what they should have for the amount of time they were in his service.
He then ordered that the municipal councils of his realms not keep the exemptions,
freedoms, and liberties of those who did not come to serve and thereby receive the
necessary letters. Additionally at such time when they were released from his service,
they would carry with them letters of faith (leuar e lieuenfees) signed by deputies of the
monarchs, to attest to their service in the war. The summons specifically required
attendance from anyone with privileges sanctioned by earlier royal letters, except in the
event that their absence from the campaign resulted from a just cause or physical ailment.
Nevertheless if the person impeded from service had the means and wealth to send a

"pero si contra esto que dicho es alguna cosa quisieredes dezir e alegar en guarda de vuestro derecho."
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proxy and failed to do so, the municipal council should not allow him to continue to
enjoy his privileges''^ Although addressed to recently "made" hidalgos, this order
effectively applied to all hidalgos.
Scholars of Late Medieval Castile such as Miguel Angel Ladero Quesada tend to
treat Enrique's grants of hidalguia as an isolated phenomenon.'^ These historians focus
on the reference to these grants in royal laws and orders made by Isabel and Fernando
that refer only to "those hidalgos made since 1464". In contrast, I argue that these grants
and the legal disputes they generated should be seen as typical of royal political practice
from at least the fourteenth century. Moreover due to the uncertainty of this status as a
whole, the rules articulated by Enrique--and subsequently by the Catholic Monarchs—in
response to disputes over possession of privileges applied to all who claimed hidalguia
and were not restricted to those '^hidalgos made by Enrique". Lacking tangible proof of
their hidalguia, the measures put into place by Isabel and Fernando forced so-called
"true" hidalgos to make the necessary efforts to acquire royal confirmation of their status.
Ladero Quesada maintains that a clear distinction existed between true hidalgos,
and those who received grants of hidalguia from Castilian monarchs, and were thereby
created by them. Significant fifteenth-century evidence from municipal councils,
members of the Cortes and Castilian monarchs themselves suggests that in practice no
legal distinction existed between natural hidalgos and those created through royal
grants—or at least they did not make this distinction when discussing the application of

El Tumbo, 1:259.
Ibid., 2:544-545.
Miguel Angel Ladero Quesada, Castillay la conquista del Reino de Granada, 2nd ed. (Granada:
Diputacion Provincial de Granada, 1993).
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the law. In the extant letters Enrique sent in 1464 calling for military support, the king
stated that those who came and served him would receive all the privileges as though
they were, hidalgos. In the mid-thirteenth century, the authors of the Siete Partidas wrote
that "the king could give the freedoms of the fijodalgo to those who did not have it by
birth, but he could not create fijosdalgo since only God and the blood they inherited from
nr

their ancestors made them fijosdalgo.'"

Although technically Enrique's letter offered

the privileges customarily tied to the status of hidalgo, and not the status itself—and
thereby followed the rule supplied in the Siete Partidas--, the representatives of the
Cortes and the king did not make such distinctions in their discussion of the grants in
1469 or 1473. Likewise no distinction was made at the first Cortes presided over by
Isabel at Madrigal in 1476. In fact the representatives themselves put the grant in terms
of the provision of status and said that Enrique had "made these men hidalgos". Either
they did not see a legal distinction, or they realized that over time such a distinction
would quickly disintegrate. Despite the theory and rules of blood descent, the actions and
language of the monarchs and the representatives to the Cortes denied the sharp
distinction imposed by modem historians.
Similarly the summons did not only apply to simple hidalgos, but to caballeros
hijosdalgo. Historians who distinguish between types of hidalgos describe caballeros
hijodalgo as men of higher social status and greater wealth, who held important local and
royal offices. Despite this distinction, in times of need, Isabel and Fernando willingly
threatened highly placed officials and city oligarchs—men with the title of caballero

Siete Partidas in CECA, 2:27:2.
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hijodalgo—W\X\i the loss of office and status if they did not provide personal support to
their monarchs. Significantly they followed through on their demands and forcibly
induced some to participate in royal campaigns. During the spring of 1489, following a
year of minimal fighting and the consolidation of territory, the Catholic Monarchs again
pushed the offensive against the Muslims of Granada.^' The object of the summer
campaign was the strategic city of Baza. The siege began on 15 June. The city's natural
defensive advantages forced the attackers to prepare themselves for a long wait, and the
king and queen turned their attention to the mustering and maintenance of sufficient
combatants. From the royal camp, Fernando sent a letter on June 22 to the city council of
Seville ordering it to notify all knights (caballeros) to come with their horses and arms
and the infantry with their firearms and pikes, each as dressed for war as they could be.
Additionally he demanded that the council members themselves and the hidalgos of the
city should come to the front as well.^^ If these men failed to comply for any reason, they
would be penalized with the loss of office. On June 27 Isabel reinforced Fernando's
•

command and added the threat that the Seville's citizens must comply within five days.
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She stated that the penalty would be as stated in the king's letter and that those hidalgos
who did not come to the summons would lose their hidalguias and exemptions.
Despite the monarch's stringent demands, a number of the city's officials and
hidalgos chose to defy the summons, while others made a brief appearance at the siege

Ladero Quesada, Castillay la conquista del Reino de Granada, 92.
El Tumbo, 3:6-7.
'''' Ibid, 3:7.
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only to return within the month to the safer confines of Seville. Consequently Isabel
contacted the Bachelor Valderrama, lieutenant to the assistente, and directed him to begin
actions against both the recalcitrants and the deserters.^'' She ordered that he should
impose the specified penalties on those who had not come to the front to fight and on
those who had left without permission. Despite this severe command, she acknowledged
the difficulty of overcoming local resistance and allowed a second warning to those who
had failed to depart for the siege. Isabel again stated that if they did not leave promptly
she would order that the loss of office and hidalgma be levied against them. In an earlier
letter, Valderama had reported to the queen the presence in the city of many deserters
from the royal camp. Valderama had further confessed concern that the great number of
those who had returned without permission would make it impossible for him to send
them all under guard and by force to the front. In response Isabel directed him to
apprehend and bring those whom he felt were most guilty, and those who would best
serve as an example to deter any future challenges to royal commands.^' For those who
were listed as suppose to go to the war and did not go, they should be forced, depending
upon their particular status, if a knight, to bring an extra horse, and if an infantryman,
another infantryman.
In the waning years of the fifteenth century other means for mobilizing men at
arms were eclipsing the Medieval Castilian methods of granting exemptions and

Ibid, 3:9.
"e en lo que dezi's de los que se han venido del real sin Ii9en9ia, e que os paresce que no de podrian
enbiar todos presos porque son muchos, lo que en ello aves de hazer es que deueys enbiar presos al real los
que OS parescieren que son mas culpantes e en quien se recibira mas enxenplo e castigo, para que non se
faga semejante atreuimiento" Ibid, 3:10.
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privileged status.^^ Consequently the martial role of hidalgos and caballeros became less
and less significant. Nevertheless the legal texts and customs that addressed hidalgos and
caballeros and their attendant privileges had been in a continuous process of
development and articulation for many hundreds of years. For the next three centuries,
royal officials, municipal councils, and those seeking privilege seized upon the rhetorical
resources available in these texts to advance their own interests in courts of law rather
than on the battlefield.

In Late Medieval Castile, monarchs repeatedly enacted general laws concerning
the status of hidalgo and repeatedly issued exemptions to them. When it proved
convenient, municipal authorities claimed that these laws should be applied universally
and employed them to justify their refusal of economic privileges to the recipients of
royal favors. Responding to municipal resistance, individuals and families who sought
the enjoyment of privileges on the basis of grants of status, appealed to extant legal texts
and the authority of royal grants. The multiple roles of the monarch as legislator, final
judge of the law, and benefactor led Castile's kings and queens to produce a diversity of
seemingly contradictory pronouncements about the nature and basis of the status of

In his study of the conquest of the kingdom of Granada, Ladero Quesada provides a detailed treatment
of the diverse mihtary forces employed by the Catholic Monarchs and the means by which they were
mobilized. The monarchs tapped into traditional forms of mobilizing forces, calling on their vassals to
provide military service and using medieval hermandades and town militias, while often often providing
these forces with monetary stipends for set periods of time. Ladero Quesada, Castillo y la conquista del
Reino de Granada, 163-215, 327-399. For an assessment of similar changes in the mobilization of forces
in the kingdoms of England and France in the fifteenth century see Christopher Allmand, The Hundred
Years War: England and France at War c. 1300-c. 1450 (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1980).
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hidalgo. Regardless of demands for clear and consistent laws, inconsistency and
ambiguity increased the power of the monarch as judge and every general law provided
another opportunity for the monarch to grant exemptions.
Historians of Spanish Law present the development of law as an evolution from
multiple legal regimes towards a single universal legal system—ultimately a state
constitution—with an accepted criterion for recognizing valid laws. Such treatments of
the law explicitly or implicitly suggest deficiencies or defects in the legal system of
Medieval and Early Modem Spain. In contrast, a study of the creation and use of law in
Late Medieval Castile reveals that the existence of multiple legal regimes provided
disputants, perhaps most significantly Castilian monarchs, with resources to draw upon in
the political and social contests of the period. The law itself did not always limit the
exercise of power, but it did provide the parameters for discourse on and justification of
the use of power. In this context other social and cultural factors operated alongside the
law to constraint monarchs, their officials, municipal governments, and the citizens of
Castile's cities and towns. The following chapters will address how the procedures of the
legal system and existing social relationships intersected with the law (or claims about
the law) to constrain or allow claims to status and privilege.
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CHAPTER 2
PRE-CONDITIONS FOR THE LITIGATION OF STATUS IN SIXTEENTHCENTURY SEVILLE

The debates at the meetings of the Cortes of Castile and the laws enacted at these
assemblies concerning the granting and revoking of status say little about what
possession of this status meant at the local level. In sixteenth-century Seville, buying
one's daily meal, the end of the year tax-refund on the sale of meat, and the less frequent,
but common employment of litigation for gaining recognition of one' social status
became important practices for the reproduction of group identities and consequently
group boundaries. In this context, municipal councils or factions within municipal
councils used litigation over status to keep unwanted rivals from attaining the status of
hidalgo and potential access to political office. In Seville the ability to use litigation in
this fashion resulted from structural changes in both the city's payment of its subsidy
(servicio) to the king and its requirements for public office. A study of these changes
shows how the enjoyment and use of legal rights tied to status evolved in a particular
local context. In 1515, after a series of disputes between the city government of Seville
and the royal government over the right to confer economic privileges on its own
officials, the royal government approved an ordinance requested by the city itself, which
required that city office holders be hidalgos. This new legislation eventually transformed
a dispute between the city council and the royal government over the right to grant
privileges into individual disputes between the city government and those who claimed
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the status of hidalgo. Simultaneously these new rules created a situation in which the
elites of the city began to appropriate the identity of hidalgo and to present themselves as
possessing this social status.
In 1530 a witness in a lawsuit between a claimant to the status of hidalgo and the
municipal council of Seville described how the city's citizens no longer paid the servicio
through a hearth tax (pecho), but through a sales tax on meat.
On each pound the [buyer] pays a blanca more than the value of the meat.
Everyone pays this tax, hidalgos as well as pecheros and clerics, and at the end of
the year by order of the city the accumulated sum of this tax is refunded to those
hidalgos, clerics, and other people that, for whatever privilege, are free from
contributing in the dues of the taxpayers.'
The witness's declaration testified to popular knowledge of the refund and the weight it
held for the determination of status. The witness noted that this had been the practice for
the last fifteen years, and that previously the city council had apportioned the pecho
•

2

•

among the good citizens {omes Buenos e pecheros vecinos) of Seville. The witness's
statement provided the Chancery judges with a brief history of Seville's 1515 reform in
the collection of its incomes and the payment of its subsidies to the king. Historians of
Seville have speculated that the city council made this change in an attempt to maximize
its revenues in the face of an influx of immigrants, and in response to the diversity of
' Digo que de quinze anos a esta parte los pechos de pecheros que antiguamente se solyan repartir entre
los omes buenos e pecheros vezinos de la dha cibdad se pagan agora por ynpusycion en la came en esta
manera que en cada libra de came se paga una blanca mas del precio que vale y esta blanca la pagan todos
generalmente ansy hidalgos como pecheros e clengos e al fin del ano por ma«do de la cibdad se buelve la
dha blanca a todo lo que en ella an pagado a los fijosdalgo clez-igos e religiosos e otras personas que por
qualquyer otro previllego son libres de pechar e contribuyr en los pechos de pecheros. AMS Sec. 1, carp.
37, num. 35, folio 18.
^ For a discussion of the meaning of omes buenos in Late Medieval Seville see Manuel Garcia
Fernandez, El Reino de Sevilla en Tiempos de Alfonso XI (Seville: Diputacion Provincial de Sevilla, 1989),
133-36.
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exemptions held by the city's residents.^ They have also alluded to the rise in litigation
over the status of hidalgo resulting from this change in tax-collection.'' These passing
observations have not addressed how this reform affected either the structuring of legal
inequalities among the city's citizens or access to public office.
Only a few months after the change in tax-collection the city petitioned the royal
government to approve new laws on the requirements for public office. These new laws
formally excluded those ofpechero status from important council positions. The city's
new ordinances created a situation in which it became necessary to litigate to gain
recognition of one's status as an hidalgo in order to enter or remain in the class of
politically active citizens. Due to the high cost of successful litigation, which exceeded
the meager economic rewards enjoyed from the refund of the blanca, only those with
sufficient means and political connections were in a position to claim the status of
hidalgo if the city contested it. In this situation, those with sufficient wealth to endure the
frequently lengthy disputes with the city council had a better chance of gaining
recognition of their status than those of little means. The reform of the servicio also
provided the council with greater control over the provision of privilege, in the form of
the refund, and consequently control over public recognition of status.
Documents from the chancery court of Granada provide evidence of a substantial
growth in the amount of litigation to gain recognition of the status of hidalgo involving

' Jose Diaz de Noriega y Pubal, La blanca de la carne en Sevilla (Madrid: Instituto Salazar y Castro
(C.S.I.C.), 1975), 25.
Francisco Morales Padron, La ciudad del quinientos (Sevilla: Universidad de Sevilla, 1989), 68.
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citizens of Seville after 1515. ^ For the first decade of the century, the archive possesses
records of only two cases, in each of the following two decades the number rose into the
mid-teens. In the 1530s and 1540s the number of lawsuits went into the twenties and
then it jumped to 48 in the 1550s. More dramatically, the incidents of litigation doubled
by the 1580s, when the total number of lawsuits for the decade reached 109. These
figures do not provide the total number of lawsuits either initiated or concluded. The fact
that Seville's municipal archive possesses trial rulings for individuals that have no legal
records at the Chancellery court suggests that many records have perished.^ Although an
incomplete count of the number of lawsuits, the surviving documentation shows a
dramatic increase in litigation after 1515. Moreover there is a substantial jump in the
number of lawsuits in the 1550s when the generation of councilmen who governed the
city in 1515 would have been completely replaced.

' The Catholic Monarchs established a chancellery court at Ciudad Real in 1494 for the territories of the
Crown of Castile south of the Tajo River. The monarchs moved the court to the recently conquered city of
Granada in 1505. Carlos Garriga, La Audienciay las Chancilerias Castellanas, 1371-1525 (Madrid, 1994),
147.
Additionally, both archives preserved records of cases without final rulings and final rulings without
preliminary documents, which suggests that a good deal of documentation has perished.
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Table 1. Litigation between citizens of Seville and the city council of Seville over the
status of hidalgo
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Decades
Note: The number of lawsuits given above includes only the cases with surviving
sentencias and cartas ejecutonas at the Archivo de la Real Chancillena de Granada.

Seville's 1515 reform in taxation established a set of practices that provided
financial privileges to a small minority. The city council of Seville, not the royal
government, initiated Seville's reform in tax collection. The reform effectively changed
the local rules governing exemption from taxation. Significantly it freed those who could
claim the status of hidalgo, including the council members themselves, from paying the
pecho. In other municipalities in the kingdom of Castile, though not all, recognition of
the status of hidalgo exempted a person from paying the servicio. Even many of the
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municipalities subject to the political jurisdiction of the city of Seville provided
exemptions to people they recognized as hidalgos during the fifteenth and sixteenth
centuries. Despite this practice in other parts of Castile and in some of its own subject
towns, hidalgos in Seville prior to this reform never held tax exemption. Records from
the meetings of the Cortes during the fifteenth century stated that "in Andaluzia all pay
their taxes, the rich, as well as caballeros hijosdalgo and all other people."' Although
municipalities such as the city of Seville and the town of Carmona followed this
description, actual local practices in the province were more complex and diverse. For
instance, in the town of Ubeda hidalgos held the privilege of paying a set nominal
amount of five maravedis in each tax apportionment.^
In many of the communities of Andalusia in the late fifteenth century municipal
councils defended local practices and resisted attempts by hidalgos in their communities
to assert their claims to economic privileges. In the town of Carmona, the municipal
council required all its citizens and residents to pay the pecho except the members of the
council itself In the early 1480s, the hidalgos of Carmona collectively initiated a lawsuit
against the town council to force it to recognize their privileges and allow them
exemption from the servicio? In 1483 the royal government ruled in favor of the council
supporting the position that all citizens, pecheros and hidalgos, had to pay this tax.

^ CLC, 3:633. Disposicion 42 from the ]451Cortes of Valladolid cited in M. Concepcion Quintanilla and
Maria Asenjo, "Los hidalgos en la sociedad andaluza a fines de la Edad Media" Las Ciudades Andaluzas,
Sighs XlIl-XVI, 424.
^ Quintanilla and Asenjo, "Los hidalgos en la sociedad andaluza," 424.
'' Quintanilla and Asenjo, "Los hidalgos en la sociedad andaluza," 424.
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Despite the fact that the crown ruled against the hidalgos of Carmona in general, the
same monarchs provided various documents to individual hidalgo families of Carmona in
the 1490s in which they required the council to respect the privileges of these particular
families.
Consequently the 1515 reform in Seville created a group of people who could
enjoy the privilege of partial tax-exemption. In making this reform, the city council
ignored Seville's traditional customs and uses, which, since the time of city's conquest in
1248, had required caballeros and hidalgos to contribute in the city's royal and council
taxes.'" Royal letters sent to the cities of Castile during the fifteenth century notifying the
respective councils of their share of the servicio often contained the formulaic statement
that all citizens and residents should contribute in the tax except caballeros, escuderos,
duenas, doncellas, and fijosdalgo}^ Despite the use of the formulary, the tax records of
the city of Seville for this period contained directives that the maestres, condes, ricos
hombres, caballeros, escuderos, hidalgos and all the other laymen should pay this tax
according to the charter of the city. More conclusively the city's tax records provided the
1

amounts these individuals paid.

Antonio Collantes de Teran, Sevilla en la Baja Edad Media: la ciudady sus hombres (Seville, 1977),
27, 223. The origninal fuero given to the city in 1250 AD makes no mention of the pecho, but states that
all citizens and residents have to pay the tithes on olive oil production and fig cultivation. "Et mandamos
comunalmientre a todos los que fueren vecinos e moradores en Sevilla asi cavalleros cuemo mercaderes
cuemo a los de la mar cuemo a todos los otros de la villa que nos den diezmo del axaraf e del figueral."
Guichot y Parody, Historia, 1:29. For evidence that the hidalgos and caballeros in Andalucia contributed
monies for the hermandad, see the summary of royal incomes ordered by Isabel in 1503. AGS, Diversos
de Castilla, libro 3, fol. 85 included in Tarcisio de Azcona, Isabel La Catolica: Estudio critico de su viday
su reinado (Madrid: Biblioteca de Autores Cristianos, 1964), 755.
" Francisco Jose Romero Romero, Sevilla y los pedidos de Cortes en el sigloXV (Sevilla: Collecion
Giralda, 1997), 19.
Romero Romero, Sevilla y los pedidos, 20.
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The reform of taxation served the interests of the city oligarchs and members of
the city council. The city now paid the royal subsidies (servicio) through the collection
of a sales' tax instead of through the traditional hearth tax (pecho). This change freed
those who could successfully claim to be an hidalgo from the economic burden of the
pecho, which until this time had been figured on a progressive basis according to a
household's wealth.

1

During the fifteenth century, the city had determined its citizens'

contribution to Seville's subsidies for the royal government, including the amounts owed
by seigniorial nobles and those in the highest offices.''^ Only a small segment of Seville's
population referred to as francos did not pay the pecho. The workers at Seville's royal
mint, the king's palace, and the crown shipyards almost exclusively comprised the group
offrancos, not the elites of the city.'^
The ability of the city to collect its own taxes had been a matter of political debate
in the thirteenth and early fourteenth centuries. By the fifteenth century the city of

Collantes de Teran, Sevilla en la Baja Edad Media, 23. The city placed those vecinos whose wealth
amounted to 200,000 maravedis in the cuanti'a of a thousand (1000/200,000, 1/200 or .5%). This was the
maximum limit placed on a person's wealth and the cuantia did not increase after this point. The
ordenanzas established that for the "ricos omes, maestres, e condes, e otrosi los oficiales, e alcaldes, e
alguasil, e veynte e quatros" of the city the regidores themselves set the amount of maravedis that each one
would pay. This method was a direct estimation and did not involve the phase of the cuantfa. This method
actually placed a greater burden on the elite, because they often had property worth much more than the
200,000 mrs. limit, and to follow the established system they would have paid a small amount of their
wealth. Romero states that in most cases the direct estimation of the amount owed resulted in a quantity
greater than the maximum established by the system of cuanti'as. Francisco Jose Romero Romero, Sevilla y
los pedidos de Cortes en el siglo XV (Sevilla, 1997), 37, 38.
''' The cabildo effectively generated special padrones for the amounts owed by the aristocracy living in
Seville and the oligarchy, which held the highest offices. The padrones for the ricos hombres and regidores
survive for the years 1432, 1442, and 1445. The quantities recorded in these padrones show considerable
differences. For the titled nobility the amounts ranged from 1,500 to 4,000 maravedis for Pedro Ponce de
Leon, Conde de Arcos, and Juan Alonso de Guzman, Conde de Niebia, whereas the amounts for the urban
patricians (veinticuatros, caballeros, and hidalgos) ranged between 100 and 500 maravedis. Francisco
Romero, Los Pedidos, 11.
" Collantes de Teran Sanchez, Sevilla en la Baja Edad Media, 233-252 and Romero Romero, Sevilla y
los pedidos, 20.
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Seville, like most of the cities of Castile, had secured the right to collect the yearly
servicio it owed the crown and actively administered the collection of this tax itself'^ In
contrast to Seville's administration of this tax, other royal and seigniorial towns in the
sixteenth century chose not to take a role in the collection of royal taxes, and left the task
to individual or group entrepreneurs who bid for the tax-farming contract from the royal
treasury.'^ The reform of 1515 brought a final conclusion to this process by definitively
placing collection of the servicio in the hands of the council. Due to the city
government's control of Seville's public butcher shops (carnecerias), the introduction of
an excise tax on this staple good not only allowed the council to continue overseeing the
collection of the servicio, it required it.

tQ

Other municipalities in Andalusia made similar changes in the collection of
incomes for paying the servicio during the early sixteenth century. Nevertheless such
reforms had different results due to their particular local context. In the city of Jerez de la
Frontera the switch from the collection of a direct tax on the property of each household
ipecho) in favor of a number of indirect excise taxes (sisas) led to a lawsuit between the
caballeros veintiquatros who formed the city council members and the rest of the
caballeros, squires (escuderos), and citizens of the city who sought to deny their

Romero Romero, Sevillay lospedido, 15, 16.
" Throughout the sixteenth century royal and seigniorial towns could choose whether they wished to take
a role in the collection of royal taxes, or leave the task to individual or group entrepreneurs who bid for the
tax-farming contract from the royal treasury. Helen Nader, Liberty in Absolutist Spain: The Habsburg Sale
of Towns, 7576-7 700 (Baltimore, Johns Hopkins University Press, 1990), 194, 195.
Antonio Collantes de Teran Sanchez, "Los mercados de abasto en Sevilla. Permanencias y
transformaciones (siglos XV y XVI)," Historia Instituciones Documentos 18 (1991), 60-65.
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exemption.'^ The councilmen of Jerez {veintiquatros) ]\x?X\i\Qdi their exemptions from the
sales taxes on the basis of a privilege the city had received from Pedro I in 1354 that
allowed for the creation of a closed city council. According to the privilege the commune
of the city had the right to nominate 30 caballeros to hold the office of councilman, and
the king chose 13 of them to form the municipal council. Various witnesses testified that
on the basis of these privileges the caballeros veintiquatros never contributed in the
pecho nor were placed on lists of taxpayers. Nevertheless at least one of the witnesses
acknowledged that the veintiquatros did contribute an unspecified amount of wheat to the
Catholic Monarchs in the time when Gon9alo Gomes de Cervantes held the position of
corregidor. In opposition to the claim of the veintiquatros, the city's other caballeros
claimed that the councilmen had been required to contribute in the taxes imposed to
maintain the siege of Baza during the conquest of Granada.
The evidence suggests that before 1511 Jerez's councilmen had held various
formal or tacit exemptions from paying property taxes due to their possession of office or
their control of tax-collection. Occasionally the extraordinary demands of Castiles'
monarchs, particularly in times of war, forced the councilmen to contribute money
(possibly through an excise tax), or material support, along with the other citizens of
Jerez. When the council implemented a reform in the payment of the servicio in 1511
the councilmen took the opportunity to claim formal exemption from the new excise
taxes. This claim generated a reaction from the other citizens of the town, who initiated a
Man'a Concepcion Quintanilla and Man'a Asenjo state that the community supported these caballeros
and hidalgos against the veinticuatros. It is more likely that whoever initiated the lawsuit to oppose the
councilmen's claim to exemption claimed to do so on behalf of the community. Quintanilla and Asenjo,
"Los hidalgos en la sociedad andaluza", 432.
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lawsuit to block the formalizing of this financial inequality. The citizens of Jerez who
initiated this lawsuit and the individual claimants to the status of hidalgo in Seville after
1515 explained their actions primarily in terms of economic ends. Nevertheless these
litigants knew that their actions held significant political and social consequences. In
Jerez the decision would set a precedent on tax exemption and for the individual citizens
of Seville it would either mark them as belonging to or excluded from a particular social
group.

Although some litigants in Seville after the 1515 reforms may have sought to
establish their status through legal action in the chancery court for economic reasons, the
material benefit was slight compared with the cost involved in litigating. On an
individual basis, hidalgos acquired minimal financial benefits from the city's change in
tax collection. In the 1577 account of Seville's sales tax on meat, the blanca de la carne,
the largest amount the city treasurer, Juan Ruiz de Montemayor, returned to any one
hidalgo was 4,424 maravedis, almost 12 ducados, the sum recorded for the Count of
Barajas, the asistente for the city.

Only two other hidalgos received returns greater than

1,000 maravedis or 3 ducados.21 The value of the returns for 1577 are roughly equivalent

For the amounts returned see AMS Seccion 3, tomo 4, doc. 1, fols. 22, 23. In addition to the canons
and clerics belonging to the Cathedral Chapter of Seville and adjacent royal chapel, the account gives the
returns to the clerics of five of the city's parish churches, the Iglesia de San Esteban, the Iglesia de San
Lorenzo, the Iglesia de Omnium Sanctorum, the Iglesia de Santa Catalina, the Iglesia de San Roman. The
account only lists the returns for six of the city's jurados, of which there were 2 for each parish. Ibid. fols.
7-21, 24. At the beginning of the sixteenth century the city had 27 parishes, by the end of the century the
council had incorporated two additional parishes. Morales Padron, La ciudad del quinientos, 26, 27.
AMS Secci6n 3, tomo 4, doc. 1, fols. 22, 23.
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to those paid at both the inception of the blanca de la carne in 1515 and those at about
mid-century.

Even the largest of these returns was only a tiny percentage of the average

income of a titled aristocrat, which in 1577 ran just over 28,000 ducados.

Excluding

the Count of Barajas, the average return for this account was 715 marvedis.

Table 2. Average Annual Refund from the Blanca de la Carne
Year
1515
1542
1547
1583

Average Refund
in maravedis
318
769
454
1,072

Standard Deviation
501
720
448
794

While not a paltry sum, the refund did not constitute a substantial amount of the
average Castilian's finances. For most, the return would have amounted to, at best, a few
weeks' income. A miller in Andalusia in 1576 received annual wages of 6,636 mrs (140
mrs a week with no vacation), in the same year a nurse in Old Castile received wages of
2,040 mrs., and a hired laborer in New Castile earned 76 mrs. a day.^"^ Moreover, the
final material remuneration of these workers is difficult to calculate. In addition to their

AMS Seccion 1, carp. 175, doc. 48. The 1542 account of the blanca de la came recorded a return of
11,000 mrs to the Count of Gelves, but more modest amounts (250, 600, 1,700, 170, 700, 700, 600, 800,
1,800, 1,000, etc.) for those listed as hidalgos. AMS Seccion 1, carp. 178, doc. 95.
For a discussion of seigniorial incomes see Helen Nader, "Noble Income in Sixteenth-Century Castile;
The Case of the Marquises of Mondejar, 1480-1580," Economic History Review 30:3 (1977) and Modesto
Ulloa, Las rentas de algunos senores y senorios castellanos bajo los Primeros Austria (Montevideo, 1971).
These figures are taken from the appendix provided by Earl J. Hamilton in his study of sixteenthcentury inflation. The figures give absolute wage levels for specific occupations in designated regions of
Spain on a yearly basis. Earl J. Hamilton, American Treasure and the Price Revolution in Spain, 393-401.
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wages, many of these workers received an allowance of meat, bread, and wine, or
monetary commutations of these items, and either lodging or a dwelling.

Similarly

some of these workers engaged in their occupations on a seasonal basis, and worked their
own lands or garden plots during the growing seasons. The value of the refund suggests
that for most of these hidalgos the sum was relatively insignificant. Nevertheless, it is
important to note that the worth of the refund increased for those with larger households
and greater expenditures for staple goods such as meat.
Excluding the blanca de la carne, hidalgos in Seville continued to pay the rest of
the royal and council taxes.^^ In the lawsuits for hidalguia made by citizens of Seville,
the litigants demanded only the return of the sales tax on meat, and the council provided
only these monies to those who gained recognition of their status.27 Moreover for the
royal government the servicio was just one of the incomes it drew from the city of Seville
90

and its territory.

After 1515a substantial amount, if not the entirety, of the servicio

ordinario y extraordinario came from the city's sales tax on meat. For the year 1542, the
city paid the royal government 1,245,708 maravedis from the blanca.

This sum did not

Ibid., 393.
For the medieval period, all citizens of the city paid direct and indirect taxes. Miguel Angel Ladero
Quesada, La ciudad medieval, 129.
AMS, Seccion 3, tomo 8, doc. 32, folio 199.
Morales, 239.
From the incomes collected on the blanca de la came in 1542 the city paid the royal government
1,245,708 mrs. AMS, Seccion 1, carpeta 178, doc. 95, fol. 10. In the record of the monies paid from the
blanca in 1577, the treasurer Juan Ruiz de Montemayor stated that he tumed over to the city's
procuradores to the court 1,232,250 mrs. for the servicio ordinario and extraordinario and 18,483 mrs. for
the derechos de quinze al miliar. AMS Seccion 3, tomo 4, doc. 1, fol. 7.
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increase significantly through the century. Considering the rise in inflation, the sum of
1,250,733 maravedis paid to Philip in 1577 from the blanca may actually have been a
decrease in revenue. From the perspective of royal finances, the better part of the
crown's income from Seville and its territory came from the customs dues paid on goods
entering and leaving Seville's territory, the almojarifazgo mayor, other sales taxes
{alcabalas), and the royal portion of the church tithes, not the traditional servicio. The
revenues from the almojarifazgo mayor increased dramatically through the century.
Fixed at about 17,000,000 maravedis annually through the 1520s, this state income
increased to almost 40,000,000 in the 1540s and exceeded 100,000,000 maravedis a year
orv

by the 1560s.

The other sales taxes, referred to as alcabalas, were leveled on over 80

different commodities ranging from foodstuffs to building materials in both the city and
-2 1

its subject municipalities.
^9

annually.

These alcabalas produced almost 160,000,000 maravedis
•

• •

Hidalgos in Seville held no privilege that exempted them from paying these

other diverse taxes.
In contrast to the annual sum a household paid for the tax on its meat
consumption, the expenses necessary for the successful litigation of status were
considerable. The main characteristic that divided the types of litigants in sixteenthcentury Castile was whether they had a constant legal retainer or whether they had to hire
their counsel on a case-by-case basis. Castile's titled aristocratic families retained
Morales Padron, Ciudad de los quinientos, 233. Modesto Ulloa, La hacienda real de Castilia en el
reinado de Felipe II (Madrid; Fundacion Universitaria Espanola, 1977), 283.
Morales Padron., 238-239.
Ibid., 239.
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•
retinues of lawyers and other legal experts to advise
them on legal matters.33 The

constant access to men trained in the law allowed these families to respond quickly if
they needed to pursue disputes in court. Access to these services could at times constitute
a considerable expense, as some of these attorneys (procuradores) received substantial
salaries. In 1582 the Duke of Medinaceli paid one of his legal advisors, Dr. Mateo de
Espinosa, a salary of 37,500 maravedis.^"^ In addition to Dr. Espinosa, the Duke
provided his representative at the Chancellery court of Valladolid a salary of 30,000 mrs,
and two other advocates retainers of 20,000 and 16,000 mrs.

In similar fashion the

larger municipal councils of the kingdom retained lawyers for their constant litigation. In
1555, the city of Seville alone paid for the services of at least 12 attorneys to represent its
various interests.
For private individuals, who had to hire legal counsel as it was needed, there
existed licensed attorneys in the cities and at the royal courts. For both civil and criminal
cases, plaintiffs and defendants paid their attorneys a specified fraction of the monies at
stake in the case. In a civil lawsuit, the value of the property disputed determined the
amount to be paid to the legal counsel, and in a criminal case the penalties to be assessed
against the accused served as the basis for payment. Seville's ordinance stipulated that
the city's licensed attorneys should earn 50 maravedis for the first thousand, and after the
first thousand, 30 maravedis for every subsequent thousand, and no more. The ordinance

Richard Kagan, Lawsuits and Litigants in Castile, ]500-1700 (Chapel Hill: UNC Press, 1981), 11.
Ibid., 12.
Ibid. 12.
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stipulated that this was to prevent the fees (salario) of the attorney from exceeding the
quantity of 1000 maravedis regardless of the worth of the lawsuit.

[Include information

from the Ordenanzas de la Real Chancilleria de Granada about the payment of the court
officials and the licensed attorneys.]
In addition to the costs paid to legal counsel, sixteenth century litigants also had
to pay court fees for the production and copying of documents, and the expediting of their
case. Official royal tariffs similarly provided these fees and the amounts that various
court officers should receive for specific tasks as a right of their office. In the 1570s the
officially recorded fees for lawsuits settled at the Chancilleria of Valladolid ran between
2,500 and 5,000 maravedis.

For lawsuits involving the recognition of hidalguia, the

claimant frequently had to appeal at least two rulings, effectively initiating new cases,
and additional legal fees.^^ The total expenses involved in litigating for the status of
hidalguia could easily add up to a lifetime's refunds from the blanca de la carne.
Nevertheless the refund of the tax held a meaning and value distinct from
immediate economic concerns. The demand that the city refund the tax on the purchase
of meat became the initial moment and site where one advanced one's claim to the status
of hidalgo. Gaining the refund became a sign of this status. Consequently the reform
created potential barriers to keep both upper class immigrants and newly rich locals from
entering the city's oligarchy. Seville's tax-collection was connected to the city's
Guichot y Parody, Historia, 1:346.
Kagan, Lawsuits and Litigants, 39.
Janine Fayard e Marie-Claude Gerbet, "Fermeture de la noblesse et purete de sang en Castille a travers
les process de hidalguia au XVIeme siecle" Histoire, societe et economie (1982), 5 l-s75.
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determination of status and consequently involved the council in litigation. Since the city
controlled who received the tax return, it held first-instance determination of its citizens'
privileges and status. City officials, specifically the parish representatives (Jurados), now
possessed the responsibility for deciding whom the city would exempt from taxes.39 The
lawsuit Diego Jaymes, a citizen of Seville, initiated in 1526 against the city council's
refusal to recognize his status as an hidalgo illustrates local concern with the power of
these officials. In his initial petition to the judges of the court, Jaymes complained
particularly about Juan Aguado and Francisco Pinelo the jurados of the parish of Santa
Maria la Mayor where he lived, singling them out as responsible for the denial of his
status.'*'' Additionally the reform made it easier for the council to act against obstinate
claimants to the status and privileges of hidalgo, because the city no longer had to seize
property if someone refused to pay the pecho. The city already held the monies the
individual paid in the form of the sales tax and simply refused to provide them with the
refund. Moreover after 1521, the city began to demand that those who sought the refund
of this tax {refraccion) had to provide their parish's representative with a royal letter in
the form of a court ruling in order to establish their status.'*' As collector of its own
servicio the city became a principle participant in disputes over privilege. These

''in 1515 Fernando Diaz de Santa Cruz, citizen in the parish of Santa Maria and treasurer of the city,
refused to pay the pecho amounting to one gold ducat. He claimed that he was a hijodalgo and had never
paid any pecho for the twelve years he had lived in the city. Consequently the jurado for his parish with an
order from the city council had the local constable seize one armchair {sylla de caderas) and two bags full
of wool {dos coxines de haz llenos de land) in lieu of the ducat. Diaz immediately filed a suit that dragged
on until 1532, at which time he himself had acquired the office of jurado. AMS Sec. 1, carp 116, num. 69.
AMS 3, 10, 7, folio 13v.
Morales Padron, Ciudad de los quinientos, 68.
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disputes, which, in other municipalities and at different times in Seville's own history,
had involved municipal citizens and tax-farmers, now involved Seville's citizens and
their municipal council.
Even as the status of hidalgo allowed a person to receive the refund, the refund
itself served to establish and prove one's status. Seville's new tax practices allowed the
council to partially exempt its officers, but more significantly for local understanding of
status, they conflated possession of public office with the status of hidalgo.
In the second decade of the sixteenth century, Seville's council addressed two
matters at roughly the same time: access to council offices and the freedom of
officeholders from taxation."^^ The governors of the city incorporated new rules into
Seville's ordinances, which either required municipal officeholders to belong to the social
status of hidalgo, or simply denied pecheros the office. Even as the city required the
status of hidalgo to fill these positions, it began to provide tax returns to those holding the
offices of councilman (veinticuatro), parish representative (jurado), constable {alguacil),
and treasurer (mayordomo).
The new rules for office did not mean the loss of office for pecheros who held
these positions. Instead these new rules provided the city council or factions within it
the means to deny future candidates or unwanted incumbents possession of their offices.
In 1515 the treasurer of the city, Fernando Diaz de Santa Cruz, a citizen in the parish of
Santa Man'a, began a lawsuit to gain recognition of his hidalguia. Although the
Isabel and Fernando authorized a compilation of the city's ordinances in 1502. The city began the
collection and ordering of these laws in 1515 and finished the task in 1519. The finished collection
included a number of rules originating from letters issued both by the Catholic Monarchs and by Juana 1
during these years. Guichoty Parody, Historia, 1:301 n. 1.
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chancellery court did not settle his dispute until 1532, the on-going case did not prevent
him from keeping his office or acquiring the position of jurado during this time."^^
The changes to the city's rules for holding public office were a significant legal
innovation from the city's past. Following the Christian conquest of Seville in 1248,
Fernando III gave the new settlers the charter (fuero) of Toledo as the basis for their
municipal government. In this initial grant, the king explicitly distinguished between the
grant of the fuero of Toledo given communally to all citizens, and the grant of freedoms
and privileges held by the caballeros of Toledo that he gave to those cahalleros that
settled in the city. Nevertheless the fuero itself did not designate who could hold specific
offices nor did it provide quotas based on status for these offices.'^'^ Following the
conquest, the city of Seville followed the model of Toledo in the organization of its
government. By the fourteenth century, the main body of the council consisted of four
royal judges appointed by the king {alcaldes mayores), one chief constable (alguazil
mayor), and thirty-six councilmen (veinticuatros).

A fluctuating number of parish

representatives (jurados), and six municipal judges {alcaldes ordinaries) supplemented
the council's administrative manpower.

AMS Seccion 1, carpeta 116, doc. 69.
Damos vos a todos los vecinos de Sevilla comunalmente ffuero de Toledo, e damos e otorgamos
demas a los cavalleros todos las ffranquezas que an los cavalleros de Toledo. Joaquin Guichot y Parody,
Historia del excelentisimo ayuntamiento de la muy noble, muy leal, muy heroica e invicta ciudad de Sevilla
(Sevilla, 1896), 1:27.
The nineteenth century historian Gichot y Parody claimed that half of the veinticuatros came from the
noble estate and half came from the estate of the common man.Guichot y Parody, Historia, 1 ;39. There is
no evidence that this was the case until the ordinances of Pedro I in the early fourteenth century. Manuel
Garcia Fernandez, El reino de Sevilla en tiempos de Alfonso XI, 1312-1350 (Sevilla: Diputacion Provincial
de Sevilla, 1989), 138.
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Historians have documented the hold local elite families had on Seville's highest
council offices from at least the fourteenth century as well as the addition and
disappearance of families from this oligarchy.''^ The leading families of the city,
typically referred to generically as caballeros, consisted of both long established lineages
and families of new prominence whose wealth actually required them to maintain horse
and arms and consequently assume the designation caballero de cuantia.'*^ Although
these caballeros filled the offices of councilman in the first centuries after conquest, no
established rule designated a particular status for council members until the midfourteenth century. In 1351 Pedro I attempted to reform the number and division of city
councilmen, who by this time were already referred to as veinticuatros ordering that,
"there should be twelve fijosdalgo and twelve cibdadanos."'^^ As an effort to reduce the
number of councilmen, which may well have exceeded 36 at the time, Pedro appealed to
an archaic custom or tradition, quite possibly based on the traditions of the city of
Toledo, that the city council should consist of 24 councilmen, split between fijosdalgo
and cibdadanos. Pedro's claim about the proper number and division of the regidores

Rafael Sanchez Saus, "Sevillian medieval nobility: creation, development and character," Journal of
Medieval History (1998) vol. 24, no. 4.
This group, the caballeros de cuantia, is well recognized and discussed in the existing literature. See
Collantes de Teran, Sevilla en La Baja Edad Media and Sanchez Suaz, Caballeria y linaje. Sanchez Sauz
has pointed out the permeability that existed between caballeros de cuantia or caballeros ciudadanos and
caballeros hidalgos, Sevillan medieval nobility," 370.
..e que sea doze fijos dalgos e doze cibdadnos segun que lo husaron fasta aquy." Garcia Fernandez
maintains that Pedro issued this letter to settle internal tensions in the oligarchy by providing equal seats to
hidalgos and ciudadanos. Conversely this may have been part of an effort to reduce the number of
councilmen, an issue that concerned city and monarch through the medieval period. In either case the order
appeals to the way things had always been, and served as a future precedent for how things should be.
Ibid., 138.
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says more about the monarch's efforts to control appointments to this office than it does
about the social make-up of the council. The only other reference to hidalgos in the city
ordinances pertained to the office of city treasurer (mayordomo). A letter from Alfonso
XI dated 1346 stipulated that for the two city treasurers one had to be an hidalgo and the
other a ciudadano.'^'^
The 1515 change in the city's ordinances concerning the stutus of jurados was
particularly significant due to the functions and duties of this office, and the prior lack of
requirements of formal status to hold the office through the Late Medieval period. As the
council officers daily present in their respective neighborhoods and as the officers
responsible for the collection of the royal pecho, the jurados played an important role in
the recognition of their parishioners' social status and their enjoyment of privileges. The
citizens of the parishes had traditionally elected the jurado from among the men of their
neighborhood.^" Royal letters described the jurados as the representatives of the
common people and as guardians of community interests. In the fourteenth century, the
city's ordinances only required that the citizens choose "a good and honorable man of
impeccable reputation".^' Additional ordinances originating from Juan II (1406-1454)
stipulated that the person elected should be "a citizen of means, and a capable man of

A later ordinance recorded that during the reign of Juan II, it came to the king's Icnowledge that the
city was appointing two hidalgos for the position in violation of the letter of Alfonso XI. Juan II
consequently ordered the council to appoint a ciudadano to the office. Gichot y Parody, Historia de
Sevilla, 349.
Give the quote for how the jurado was to be elected by the citizens of the parish.
Guichot y Parody, Historia, 1:330.
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good reputation".

Not until 1515 did a royal letter from Juana 1 add the requirement

that the parish could not choose apechero for the office.

CO

Council efforts to exempt its officials from council and royal taxes and the
implicit claim to the right to exempt its officials had led to an on-going conflict between
the city council and the royal government. In the early years of the sixteenth century, the
Catholic Monarchs responded to complaints that the city was exempting many of its
officials from paying the pechos and servicios. In a letter directed to the city, the
monarchs accused the council of providing these exemptions without the proper
authority, and ordered it to desist from allowing its officers such economic privileges.
Specifically they commanded that the jurados of the city include all city officials,
presumably jurados as well, on the lists of taxpayers and require them to contribute to the
pecho.^'^ Moreover they ordered that this be done regardless of any exemptions these
officials might possess.

vecino abonado cuantioso." Ibid., 1:333.
In his history of Seville, Gichot y Parody states that Juana issued this letter in 1512 and provides a
transcription of a letter from Juana to the council of Seville that he says was issued in May 1512, but he
does not provide the citation. "Mando e defiendo que daqui adelante non sean proveidos para los oficios de
Juraderia e alguaciladgo de la Ciudad de Sevilla, ninguna persona que sea pechero, salvo personas
escusados de los dichos Pechos; non embargante que los tales oficios vaquen por muerte, o por crimen, o
privacion o en otra cualquier manera; e si en alguno de los dichos pecheros fuere proveido, mando que non
sea recebido en el e que la tal eleccion sea en si ninguna e de ningun effecto e valor." Ibid., 204. Both
Morales Padron and Collantes de Teran Sanchez place the order in 1515. Collantes cites AMS Seccion 1,
carp. 25, doc 252 as evidence. This is the source I use in my discussion below. La ciudad del quinientos,
212.

''' "Por cuanto somos informados que la Ciudad de Sevilla, no pudiendolo hacer, exenta y exime a
muchos oficiales y otras personas, de pechos y servicios; y lo que aquellos habian de satisfacer carga sobre
las viudas y huerfanos y otras personas miserables, lo cual es en perjuicio de la Ciudad: Por ende,
ordenamos y mandamos, que de aqui en adelante la Ciudad no pueda dar exenciones y libertades de
ningunos pechos reales, ni concejales, ni mixtos; salvo aquellos que de derecho se deben dar: y si las dieren
de hecho, mandamos que no valgan: y, sin embargo de ello, aquellos a quienes dieren las dichas
exenciones, pechen y contribuyan como los otros vecinos de la Ciudad. Y mandamos a los Jurados de la
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The language of the royal order suggests that Isabel and Fernando wished to
reserve final say on the matter to their own ruling. Despite the fact that the crown
ordered the city not to give any more exemptions to its officers, they included a clause
that would allow such grants in certain instances. "We order that henceforth the city
cannot give exemptions or liberties from any royal or council taxes, except those that by
law should be given."^^ The ordinance, however, did not specify the instances that the
law (derecho) allowed.
Litigation during the early years of the century supports the complaints made to
the Catholic Monarchs that Seville's city council, or individual council members,
provided exemptions from the pecho to city officials. City officials did not always
receive these exemptions in a consistent or regular manner, and the possibility that they
might lose these exemptions existed. The city treasurer Fernando Diaz de Santa Cruz
began a lawsuit to gain formal recognition of the status of hidalgo, because the city
forcibly seized property from him on October 31,1515.^^ On the eve of the reform in the
servicio, the forcible impounding of Diaz's property in 1515 would have been for the
sums apportioned to him for the previous year.

In his complaint to the chancery court,

Diaz claimed that he had not paid the pecho for the previous twelve years. Diaz's claim
suggests that either through a form of collusion among the officials of the council or
agreements with local jurados, members of the city government had succeeded in
Ciudad, que no obstante tales exenciones los empadronen y los hagaan pechar." Gichot y Parody, Historia,
1:308.
See the above quote. Ibid., 1:308.
AMS Seccion 1, carpeta 116, doc. 69.
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evading the payment of their taxes. In the case of Fernando Diaz de Santa Cruz, the city
treasurer sought to continue his tax evasion by gaining recognition of the status of
hidalgo.
The ordinance that the Catholic Monarchs issued to the city of Seville predates
the order given in Juana's name on the nineteenth of May 1515, which established that
pecheros could not fill the office of parish representative or constable. Juana's letter
claimed to respond to complaints from the city, but it did not designate who made these
complaints or who requested royal intervention. Regardless of the source of the
complaints, two months later, in another letter from Juana, the royal government
extended this rule to the more powerful position of councilman {veinticuatro) and the
offices offiel ejecutors.
Historians who have cited this document have focused on the new criteria for
filling office and not the reasons given for its introduction or how the drafters of the law
intended it to function. As evidence of the role of pecheros and hidalgos in city
government the letter provides significant evidence that pecheros held council offices
before 1515 and no support for the claim that the city or royal officials succeeded in
using the law to keep pecheros or the descendants of pecheros out of the city
government. Nevertheless from this law, historians, by repeating its demands, have

The section treating the alguaciles of the city ends with the statement that henceforth each parish
should elect hidalgos for the office. Although the ordinanza does not specify the monarch's name, the fact
that the monarch ordering the rule refers to "el Rey, mi senor padre, y la Reina, mi senora madre" suggests
that it is Juana. "pero advierto que en adelante han de ser elegidos, para ejercer el cargo, hombres
hijosdalgo." Gichot y Parody, Histoha, 337.
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characterized the nature of the city government and claimed that Seville's citizens had to
be hidalgos in order to fill a council office.58
The new ordinance had little to do with royal interests in strengthening hidalgo or
elite control over the government, although it may have ultimately contributed to this end
by creating a group of people who identified themselves as hidalgos. The law was part of
an existing contest between the royal government and local elites concerning who had the
right to provide privileges of tax exemption and who could control entrance to political
office. Recognizing the council's resistance to collecting taxes from its own officers (and
aware that the city had begun the practice of refunding the excise tax on meat to its
officers) the letter changed the requirements for office rather than insisting that these city
officials pay the tax. The letter began with the claim that the royal government had
recently received reports and complaints about how the city allowed offices to be filled.
Specifically it stated that, by means of election and by means of renunciation of office,
pecheros had been appointed as parish representatives and constables. Furthermore the
reports had indicated that by virtue of their offices these men were exempt from paying
and contributing in the city's taxes. While pecheros had always filled these offices, the
letter confirmed the fact that the city now exempted these officers from paying taxes.
The authors of the letter then claimed that providing pecheros with the privilege of
exemption would harm the welfare of the city as a whole. Using this appeal, the letter
declared that Juana "wanted such persons to pay so that these offices not be a burden on

Morales Padron argues that one had to be an hidalgo in order to be a veinticuatro or jurado. In support
of this claim he states that from 1515 pecheros were prohibited from holding the office of jurado.
Nevertheless he does not provide supporting evidence. Morales Padron, La ciudad del quinientos, 212.
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the poor, the widows, and the citizens of the city." Consequently the queen's letter
related that the city petitioned the queen to provide an order that from now on "no
pechero would be provided with this office, but only hidalgos notorios, because in this
way the harm to the city would be remedied."^^
Through Juana's letter, officials of the royal government asserted the monarch's
right to appoint the candidate of their choice in the event of a conflict over office.
Juana's letter achieved this end through the inclusion of specific clauses, which reserved
for the monarch the final decision about who could fill an office and maintained the
monarch's ability to violate earlier grants and favors.
I order that no pechero should fill the offices of parish representative or constable
in the city except those that should be exempt from the pechos even if these
offices should become open through death, renunciation (renunciacion),
inheritance (patrusque), exchange (permutacion), or any other manner.^"
The clause effectively invalidated the conditions of earlier royal grants to municipal
offices, which had provided the recipient with the right to designate the office to the
person of his choice {renunciacion), leave it to his heir {patrusque), or hand it over to
another party {permutacion), and left the final decision about who should enter office
with the monarch.^' The following sentence specifically acknowledged the monarch's
rights to appoint the person of their choice, in the event that the law was violated. "If any
"y me fue suplicado cerca dello mandase proveer mandamyento que de aqui adelante no fuesen
proveyidos de los dhos officios nynguno dellos dichos pecheros salvo personas hijosdalgo notorios porque
desta manera se excusar a el dho v dafio." AMS Seccion 1, carpeta 25, doc. 252.
"mando e defiendo que de aqui adelante no sean probeydos para los dhos officios de jurados e
alguaziles de la dha ciudad nyguna persona que sea pecheros salvo personas que sean exsentas de los dho
pechos no enbargante q los dhos officios vaquen por muerte o rrenunciacion o patrusque o permutacion o
en otra qualquier manera." Ibid.
For examples of these grants see El Tumbo de los Reyes Catolicos de Sevilla.
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pechero should be provided with any of these offices, I order that they should not be
recognized and that such election should be invalidated, and I declare this so that I should
be able to provide the said office to persons exempt from the pechosT

62

*

Juana's assertion

in this instance ran directly against actions of previous Castilian monarchs who had
repeatedly claimed the power to exempt individuals from the pecho and claimed the
authority in the royal appellate courts to determine an individual's possession of privilege
and status.
Instead of excluding individuals of pechero status from the city council, Juana's
letter allowed members of the city council to surreptitiously assume the status of hidalgo
regardless of their lineage. That is, it provided them, and the heirs to their offices, with
the opportunity of identifying themselves as hidalgos. There is no evidence that royal
officials initiated litigation against council members in the years following the ordinance,
that councilman had their office seized, or that councilman was kept from transferring
their office to the person of their choice. Nevertheless in a second letter from the royal
council issued July, 20 1515, the author stated that on account of the great benefits the
first order had produced for the city's citizens and residents, Seville's representatives to
the Cortes requested the royal favor of extending this rule to future appointments to
offices of councilman (veintiquatro) and flel executor. The effect of these letters and
more importantly their inclusion in the city ordinances, was to provide a useful

"e si alguno de los dhos pecheros fuere probeydo para alguno delos tales officios mando que no sean
rescevidos e que la tal elecion sea en si nynguna e de ningun valor y efecto e que declaro para que yo pueda
proveer del dho officio a personas esenta de los dhos pechos." AMS Seccion 1, carpeta 25, doc. 252.
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justification for denying the office of jurado and veintiquatro to political rivals, who
could not demonstrate that they were hidalgos.
Whether or not these new rules kept people of pechero descent out of city council
office, within a generation they significantly changed the way the city council
represented why it provided privileges and how elites in the city and members of the city
oligarchy represented themselves. A close examination of Seville's fiscal records
detailing the tax refunds the city's treasurer provided in the years 1515-1520 suggest that
the status of hidalgo initially played little part in who received an exemption from the
excise tax on meat. The city clerk recorded the person's name, the amount of meat
consumed, the amount of the refund, the amount of time it had accumulated or the ending
date for the amount refunded, and the person's office if he held one. During the first year
•
•
• •
63
of the blanca, the city clerk recorded that the city
paid
refunds to 210 lay recipients.

This number excludes laymen who received refunds because they worked at the royal
mint or the royal palaces. 109 of the 210 recipients held some sort of municipal or royal
office ranging from the lowly council doorman to the monarch's asistente.

AMS Seccion 1, 175,48.
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Table 3. The Recipients of the Refund Listed by Office for the Year 1515
Councilmen (veinticuatros)
Parish representatives (jurados)
Constables {alguaziles)
City clerks {escribanos publicos)
Court clerks {escribanos de la justicia)
Judges {alcaldes/juezes)
Lieutenants to the royal magistrate
{tenientes de asistente)
Military commanders {comendadores)
Chief constable {alguazil mayor)
Total

18
39
13
12
3
4
2
2
1
94

In addition to the person's name, the clerk wrote that they received the refund "por
cedula de su jurado'\ Cedula in sixteenth century documents could mean a variety of
things. Government officials used it to designate an official decree or statement, often
originating from the king or a royal officer and to indicate a written certificate or
testimony. In the 1515 entries for the refund of the blanca, it is unclear whether the
authoritative decree or certificate {cedula) of the jurado in this formulaic expression
referred to the amount of meat consumed or the jurado's authorization of the individual's
status. Since there is no mention of a person's status in the document and the reference to
a cedula follows the statement that the city provided the refund for a given number of
pounds of meat it follows that the cedula served as a testimony to the amount consumed
by the individual. Among those listed as receiving the refund, who did not hold office a
substantial percentage shared family names with members of the city council.A high

The family names listed in the record that included a council officer and another recipient without a
stated reason for the return: Catano, Alcazar, Anosco, Briones, Esquivel, Fuentes, Guzman, de la Fuente,
Mesa, Morales, Saavedra, Vergara, Esteban, Fernandez Marmolejo, Ortiz, Osorio, Pinelo, Perez, Ramos.
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number of these had family members listed as jurados, the very officials responsible for
authorizing the refund. In the extant records of the refund from 1515 to 1520, city clerks
continued to record its operations in this manner.
A generation later in 1542, the first year we have surviving records of the refund
after 1520, the description of the recipient changed significantly. By 1542 the city clerk,
in addition to providing the amount returned and the period of time it had accumulated,
provided a brief statement explaining why the city had given the refund. The clerk
expressed the reason with the simple phrase "for being (por ser)" Some of the men
recorded as receiving the refund "for being an hijodalgo" also held city council offices,
including the positions of veinticuatro, jurado, and alguazil. The clerk also recorded
dispersing refunds to men who held these offices without mentioning whether or not they
were an hidalgo or whether they had received the refund for being one. Among those
listed as hidalgos in the 1542 refund were many of the family names that lacked any
designation of status in the first five years of the refund.
Certain laywomen from elite families, like their male counterparts, also succeeded
in appealing to the status of hidalgo to secure a refund from the council. Of the 132
recipients listed as hidalgos in the 1542 refund 28 were women. Because of the changing
circumstances in the city both men and women found it more advantageous to identify
themselves as hidalgos. Among the women who received the refund in 1542, the clerk

Not all the city officials appeared in this record. Some of the family names listed as receiving the refund
without a stated reason had relatives on the city council. This group included the Alfaro, Ribera, Mexia,
Melgarejo.
AMS, Seccion 1, carpeta 175, doc. 48.
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distinguished between those who possessed this privilege through their husband,
sometimes indicated as deceased, and those who possessed the privilege in their own
right as an hijadalgo. The clerk listed 16 women who held the privilege to the refund in
their own right, and 9 who held it through their husbands. The clerk did not provide a
reason for Senora Dona Juana Mendoza's refund, but did note that she was the mother of
Pedro de Pineda. The Poem of the Cid contains the earliest recorded use of the word
hijodalgo and the reference is to women, hijasdalgo. Nevertheless when the clerk
applied this identity to elite women of Seville he introduced a term that locals had not
previously used in this manner. Prior to the sixteenth-century the authors of royal letters
and narrative chronicles employed the designations duenas and doncellas for women of
the upper classes, those who controlled property and possessed political influence. The
new use of hijadalgo paralleled the use of hijodalgo for men. Unlike the designations
caballero, duefia, and doncella, existing laws that tied various privileges to status made
the status of hidalgo advantageous to claim. In the 1515 account of the refund the city
clerk listed 12 women out of a total of 210 recipients. He provided ten of these women
the title Doha and they came from some of the most prominent families in the city.^^
Three of these entries listed the recipient as a wife and only one listed the recipient as a
widow.
Despite references to hidalgos in the post-conquest division of city properties and
in late medieval municipal ordinances few hidalgos were recorded in the fiscal records of
These women belonged to the following families; Esquivel, Fuentes, Guevara, Martel,
Melgarejo/Cervantes, Mendoza/Peon, Ponce de Leon, Ribera, Saavedra, and Valderama. AMS Seccion 1;
carp. 175; doc. 48. Rafael Sanchez Sauz profiles ten of these families in his genealogical study of the
principle caballero families of Late Medieval Seville.
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the city before the sixteenth century. Moreover there appears to be little continuity
between early hidalgo settlers and the city oligarchs of the late fifteenth century who
claimed this title and the councilmen {veinticuatros) of the fifteenth and sixteenth century
who styled themselves caballeros hijosdalgo. Only ten of the original 200 families listed
as hidalgos in the original apportionment of properties after the conquest can be
connected with any certainty to families in the city in the fifteenth century.Through the
fifteenth century, the city'spadrones record a meager 150 hidalgo households, many of
relatively humble means.

Historians who have described Castillian elites in this period

treat the various terms applied to the nobility as designating fixed and differentiated
groups. They have explained the erosion of the original hidalgo segment of the
population as the result of their abandonment of the city, and the failure of their lineages
to reproduce.Another cause for the seeming disappearance of these hidalgos in the two
centuries after the city's conquest may have to do with political and economic practices
in the city. In a context where the status of hidalgo afforded no economic privileges few
sought to maintain it, a situation that led to the general disuse of the term as a designation
70

for elite status until after 1515.

Rafael Sanchez Saus, Los linajes de la baja nobleza en la Andalucia de los siglos XIII alXIV cited in
Concepcion Quintanilla "Los hidalgos", 423. The families included the Carranza, Cerezo, Cervantes,
Esquivel, Gallegos, Medina, Montemolm, Ortiz, Quadros, and Santillan.
These numbers exclude many of the leading citizens and office holders referred to specifically as
caballeros hijosdalgo. Collantes de Teran Sanchez, Sevilla en la Baja Edad Media.
Rafael Sanchez Saus, "Sevillian medieval nobility; creation, development and character" Journal of
Medieval History (1998) vol. 24, no. 4, 369.
™ Sanchez Sauz states that after the thirteenth century, any professed link with the hidalgos of the city's
conquest was no more than a genealogical fiction that all the Sevillian aristocracy aspired to whether or not
such claims were well founded. Despite his recognition that city elites appealed to titles when it is in their
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Historians of Late Medieval Castile who have looked at elite groups on a regional
level have argued that in the municipal councils of Southern Castile and Andalusia in the
fourteenth and fifteenth centuries the caballeros of the oligarchy in order to emphasize
the distance between themselves and other caballeros (de premia or de cuantia), took
7I

advantage of their status as hidalgos to call themselves caballeros hidalgos.

As

evidence for this claim, these historians point to changes in the titles used in the address
of royal letters to the city council, which during this period began to employ the
•

•

79

designation caballero hijodalgo.

•

•

•

The elites of the city began to employ this

designation, but there is no evidence that those who began to call themselves caballeros
hijodalgo, or began to be called this designation by others, actually came from lineages of
hidalgos. The assertion that these families came from such descent is comes from the
qualifications set down in the Siete Partidas. Nevertheless subsequent laws enacted in
the Cortes, the political practices of monarchs, and evidence of litigation suggest that
these qualifications did not represent actual social conditions.

Historians of sixteenth-century Spain have described both the existence of local
elites and these families' control of municipal governments. In this chapter I described
some of the structures these dominant families used to maintain their positions and hold

interest, he continues to discuss hidalgos as belonging to an essentially closed and fixed group, clearly
differentiated from other groups. Ibid., 368.
M. Concepcion Quintanilla and Maria Asenjo, Los hidalgos en la sociedad andaluza a fines de la Edad
Media" Las Ciudades Andaluzas, Siglos XIII-XVI, 420.
Cf., Gerbet, Nobleza. Concepcion Quintanilla, "Los hidalgos", 420.
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on to public offices and how the litigation of status derived from these structures. In the
city of Seville, elites refashioned existing legal structures and norms to effectively limit
entrance into the municipal government. These changes established a situation in which
those who lacked sufficient means could not gain recognition—through litigation—of the
status necessary to enter the political class of the city. Inequalities in Seville in the
sixteenth century were not founded in distinct legal rights linked to estates. Instead those
with material advantages (wealth and connections) were able to appeal to such legal
rights to gain and perpetuate their superior social and economic positions.
In the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries those families that dominated city
government appropriated— when it was convenient to do so- the titles of hidalgo and
caballero, by achieving the necessary social influence and reputation (typically through
control of public office, advantageous marriage, and acquisition of property). In the
sixteenth century, with changes in the requirements for municipal office, it became
increasingly necessary for aspirants to city government to be authoritatively recognized
as hidalgos to acquire or hold on to their positions. Most individuals who claimed the
status of hidalguia gained recognition of their status tacitly through the operations and
favors of the city council, only those that faced opposition from the council had to
achieve recognition of status through litigation.

Rafael Sanchez Saus has argued that the essential condition for membership in Seville's fifteenthcentury elite was possession of a fortune, and little importance was given to the way in which the fortune
was acquired. Nevertheless he states that income itself did not suffice to enter the ranks of the elite.
Successful social promotion depended upon engaging in the habits and customs of the rest of the
aristocracy. I argue both that in the changing context of the sixteenth-century it became necessary to
appeal to the status of hidalgo to ensure membership in the elite, and that a family's possession of wealth
allowed them to engage and succeed in the litigation for status. Rafael Sanchez Saus, "Sevillian medieval
nobility: creation, development and character" Journal of Medieval History (1998) vol. 24, no. 4, 377, 378.
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CHAPTER THREE
CLAIMING STATUS: ANATOMY OF A LAWSUIT OF HIDALGUIA

In the chancery courtrooms of sixteenth-century Castile, litigants spoke about the
status of hidalgo—hidalgma—as though it was a sort of heritable and inalienable property.
In actual practice, both municipal councils and officials of the royal government regularly
challenged individual and family possession of hidalgma, possession that had often been
recognized at an earlier time or in a different community. Municipal complaints made in
the meetings of Castile's Cortes and the royal laws enacted in response to these
complaints indicate that contestation in the form of legal disputes claiming and denying
hidalgma had troubled the royal appellate courts since the late 1300s. In contrast to the
several hundred patents of hidalgma sold under all the Habsburg monarchs, royal judges
adjudicated and issued tens of thousands of royal writs {cartas ejecutorias) concerning
hidalguia} In the sixteenth century the citizens and residents of Seville alone brought at
least 443 lawsuits of hidalgma to court. The crown, represented by the royal prosecutor.

' In an article questioning the extent and significance of the sale of hidalgma, I. A. A.Thompson directs
attention to the importance of related legal disputes. In contrast to the sales of a few hundred patents of
hidalguia made over a century and a half, tens of thousands of cartas ejecutorias concerning hidalguia
were adjudicated in the chancellery courts. Although Thompson's point is to highlight the much greater
number of lawsuits as compared to sales, his estimate of the amount of litigation is probably low since he
bases his figure on the extant documents in the chancellery courts, and not on those taken by victorious
municipal councils and individuals. I. A. A. Thompson, "The Purchase of Nobility in Castile, 1552-1700,"
Journal of European Economic History 8, p. 339. Domingo Ortiz mentions an increase in the number of
reviews (probanzas) of hidalguia starting at the beginning of the sixteenth century, but does not provide an
explanation for the phenomenon. Antonio Dominguez Ortiz, Las clases privilegiados (Madrid: Ediciones
ISTMO, 1973), p. 31.
^ Like Thompson's estimate of the total number of lawsuits for the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries,
this figure is probably low because it includes only the number of lawsuits preserved at the chancery
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generally supported municipal resistance to these claims in order to limit the proliferation
of privilege.
In these lawsuits disputants on both sides simultaneously used the term hidalgo as
a social category and made it an object of argument. As an object of argument, the term
hidalgo itself became a legal claim in a greater effort to acquire or deny privilege.
Litigants appealed to a diversity of existing rules about the status of hidalgo that proved
advantageous and convenient in order to achieve their ends. The arguments made by
municipal councils and royal officials at court contributed to a dominant discourse that
defined the status as based on descent and lineage rather than merit. Consequently the
efforts of municipal councils and royal officials to prevent the proliferation of privilege
contributed to the instituting of a form of legal inequality based on the need to appeal to
essential inheritable qualities rather than service as the authoritative basis for privilege.
Lawyers in these disputes appealed to an essentialist definition of hidalgo in the rhetoric
of their arguments, and thereby nominally strengthened the biological and racial aspects
of this social category.
Nevertheless despite the evidence presented, success depended on whether the
claimant had the means and will to pursue the lawsuit to its full completion. Although
litigants typically appealed to rhetoric that justified the enjoyment of privilege as the
result of descent that carried with it heritable essences, this did not keep people who did
not descend from hidalgos from attaining recognition of their status, or conversely save
people who did descend from hidalgos from losing their status.
archive in Granada. Archivo de la Real Chancillen'a de Granada, Catdlogo de Hidalguias [CD-ROM]
(Madrid, 1999).
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The ability to gain recognition of the status of hidalgo, either for the first-time, or
re-recognition in a different municipality or as the representative of a new generation of
the same family did not depend on the litigant's descent, but rather on their ability to
engage in litigation itself The ability to litigate involved not only the means to pursue a
long lawsuit, but the ability to construct arguments for the recognition of status through
the presentation of witnesses and written documents that appealed to existing social rules.
A claimant's success also required the skill and fortune to counter the arguments made by
opposing municipal councils and the royal prosecutor, who likewise appealed to a
diversity of existing legal norms.
Although municipal councils did not always provide the same degree of resistance
to these claims, these councils held certain advantages in these contests over privilege.
Due to the nature of tax collection in most municipalities under royal jurisdiction,
councils held the power to refuse to provide a claimant their privileges. When claimants
appealed to the chancery court to force the provision of their privileges, municipal
councils were free to use a diversity of charges to deny the claimant's possession of the
status of hidalgma. In most cases a form of complicity existed between municipal
councils and royal officials to deny the majority of claimants their recognition of status.
They denied this status not through substantive rules, but through the creation of a legal
process that required considerable economic means and the support of local authorities to
successfully traverse.
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The form of the lawsuit itself played an important role in the ability of a litigant to
succeed in gaining recognition of the status of hidalgo. Like other lawsuits disputed at
the chancery court, lawsuits of hidalgma consisted of a series of legal actions or stages.
The formal process began with the presentation of a complaint (demanda) before the
judges of the hijosdalgo at one of the two chancery courts. The judges then notified the
opposing party of the complaint. The opposing party, usually a municipal council
responded either by letter or, as in the case of the city of Seville, through their
representative at court, invariably denying the validity of the complaint. The court then
gave a preliminary ruling that agreement between the parties was impossible {sentencia
interlocutorid) and issued to both parties a summons to appear at court within a specified
amount of time to provide evidence in support of their respective claims. The court
conventionally dictated a deadline of 15 to 30 days, but these deadlines were often
extended to well over 60 days. Within this time the parties presented witnesses and
written testimony. After the presentation of evidence, the judges of the tribunal provided
their final ruling {sentencia definitiva) on the matter. The losing party had the right to
appeal {apelacion en vista) the ruling of the judges of the hijosdalgo to the review of the
president of the court and two other appeal judges. In the event of another unfavorable
ruling the truly determined litigant could appeal the matter a second time to the president
{apelacion en revista).

^ The amount of time dictated by the court could vary considerably. In the case of Pedro Sanchez
Paneque treated below, the court provided 80 and 90 day deadlines, and extended these deadlines on
multiple occasions.
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Although both municipal councils and claimants to the status of hidalgo brought
complaints, the tendency of councils to initiate litigation declined significantly in the
sixteenth century and in some areas almost never occurred."* Whether or not a council
initiated a lawsuit depended on the manner of tax collection and the relative strength of
the hidalgo to resist a municipal council's demand that he pay his taxes.
During the sixteenth-century the city of Seville almost never initiated these
lawsuits against its own citizens because it successfully controlled the means for allotting
the fiscal and political privileges tied to the status. The city's control of these privileges
forced individual citizens who did not get recognition from the council to call for royal
intervention at the chancery courts. In contrast during the fifteenth century, a few
powerful citizens in Seville, including the Count of Niebla, the Master of the Order of
Santiago, and the alguacil mayor, Alonso Guzman, at different moments challenged the
city's traditional practice of collecting the pecho from all its citizens regardless of their
status.^ Due to the size and strength of the households involved and the military force
they could bring to bear, the city did not attempt to coerce them into paying, but resorted
to other means of collecting the money owed such as freezing the payments of royal and
municipal bonds.^ It is important to note that in these cases the city did not deny the

In a study of lawsuits involving citizens and municipalities of southern Extremadura between 1490 and
1609, municipal councils initiated only 54 of the 255 complaints examined. Moreover the municipalities
made 23 of these complaints between 150 land 1516. Jaine Fayard and Marie-Claude Gerbet, "Fermeture
de la noblesse et purete de sang en Castille a travers les proces de hidalguia au XVIeme siecle" Histoire,
economie et societe (1982), 51-75.
^ Francisco Jose Romero Romero, Sevillay los pedidos de Cortes en el sigloXV (Sevilla, 1997), 85, 88,
89.
Ibid., 88, 89.
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status of hidalgo to these men, it simply upheld the principle that they too were
responsible for contributing in thepecho. In contrast to the city's restraint in dealing with
powerful aristocrats, when the parish representative Fernando Diaz de Santa Cruz refused
to pay the pecho in 1515 claiming that he should be exempt on account of his status as an
hidalgo, the city constable with an order from the council broke into his home and
impounded a number of sacks of wool as well as some arm chairs. The seizure of Diaz
de Santa Cruz's property took place on the eve of Seville's reform in the payment of the
servicio in 1515. After 1515, when the city began paying the servicio through an excise
tax on meat, the desire to gain a refund from this tax definitively placed the burden of
initiating a lawsuit on the individual claiming hidalguia.
A lawsuit that an obscure citizen of Seville named Pedro Sanchez Paneque began
in 1526 to gain recognition of his hidalguia demonstrates how sixteenth-century
disputants strove to impose their own definition of hidalgo and their own claims about
how one arrived at this status. In the course of litigation, the disputants' efforts to define
this term itself became an object of contestation. The litigants both appealed to two
distinct discourses in their competing efforts to define an hidalgo: one discourse
emphasized the performance of service to the king (and consequently respublica) and the
other possession of an essential heritable quality or qualities. In the case's final ruling in
1536, Pedro lost rights and freedoms that his family had held for the previous hundred
years. After ten years of litigation, two separate rulings against Pedro and two appeals to
overturn these rulings, the president and judges of the Chancellery court issued a final
sentence definitively declaring Pedro Sanchez Paneque a good taxpayer. In Early
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Modem Castile, the development of legal praxis and the language employed in it created
potential obstacles for social mobility and undermined the ability of families to maintain
their status. These procedures barred families and individuals from the ability to enjoy
the privileges of hidalugia that that they had previously held and kept some newly
wealthy families from acquiring these same privileges. In Pedro's case, the development
of legal practice and procedures provided the city of Seville with the means to deny long
time Jewish converts to the Christian faith the privileges of hidalguia they had possessed
for over a hundred years.
Settling in a different municipality often allowed for the beginning of these legal
procedures. Migration placed the recognition of privilege in jeopardy, and provided royal
and town officials the opportunity to deny a family their privileges. A person or family
could move easily from one municipality to another, but the privileges they possessed
could not.^ The litigation the Paneque family had to endure in 1478 and 1526 highlight
the troubles encountered by hidalgos that tried to move to other localities. In 1478
Pedro's grandfather had succeeded in gaining royal recognition against the city council of
Carmona, a town where the family had not previously gained recognition. In 1536 Pedro
did not manage the same feat against the city council of Seville.
In almost all the lawsuits of hidalguia disputed at the Chancery court of Granada,
the clerk listed the claimant as a citizen of the city that opposed the recognition of the
claimant's status. In these cases the litigant was either a new citizen, who had acquired

^ Richard Kagan claims that the principal reason for cases of hidalguia was the continuing geographical
mobility of Castilians, especially the movement from the North to the South. Richard L. Kagan, Lawsuits
and Litigants in Castile, 7500-7700 (Chapel Hill, 1981), 121.
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his citizenship after a seven-year residence in the city or was the descendent of a family
that had acquired citizenship a generation earlier and had been unable to acquire
recognition of the status of hidalgo in their first generation of residence in the
o

municipality. In Pedro's case, during his adolescence his family moved to Seville from
the city of Ecija, where he had been born, was raised, and went to grammar school.
Sometime after the family moved to Seville, Sanchez married, possibly to a citizen of the
city. In any case, Seville's attorney later claimed that Pedro had lived in the city as a
citizen for 15 years.
In the early decades of the sixteenth century, citizens of Seville from diverse
backgrounds actively engaged in trade in the Indies and the farming of royal and
municipal incomes in and around Seville. Pedro and his family participated in both of
these economic activities. One witness testified that Pedro had been involved in the
Indies trade before coming to Seville. Moreover in 1526 shortly before the start of his
lawsuit of hidalgma, Sanchez sold a Berber slave to a citizen of Santo Domingo.^
Besides Pedro's commercial activities in the Indies, his grandfather and father had
possessed properties in and around Ecija, and the family appeared to have continued to

^ The ability to initiate litigation to gain the refund of the blanca started with acquisition of citizenship.
In order to become a citizen in Seville a person had live in the city for seven years. Jose Diaz de Noriega y
Pubal, La blanca de la came en Sevilla (Madrid: Insituto Salazar y Castro (CSIC), 1975).
^ Archivo Municipal de Sevilla (AMS), seccion I, carp. 37, num. 35, folio 7. The records of the city
notary Francisco de Castellanos record how Pedro Sanchez Paneque sold a 23 year-old female Berber slave
to a citizen of Santo Domingo the same year he initiated this lawsuit. Catdlogo de los fondos Americanos
del Archivo de Protocolos de Sevilla Tomo V Siglos XVy XVI (Sevilla, 1937).
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maintain these properties.Additionally various members of the family had engaged in
tax-collecting and tax-farming enterprises since the mid-fifteenth century.
On July 16, 1526, Pedro presented a complaint (demanda) before the judges of
the hidalgos {alcaldes de hijosdalgo) at the Royal Chancery court of Granada. In this
complaint he claimed to be an hijodalgo, and declared that the opposing party, the city
council of Seville, obligated as it was to keep and recognize his rights and privileges,
had—in violation of these rights—seized securities from him. Pedro insisted that the
chancery judges order the city council to erase his name from the list of taxpayers
(pecheros) where they had placed him, and return to him either the property they had
seized or goods of equivalent value. Within the summons deadline, the city's advocate
appeared to deny his claims. Contradicting the litigant's statement, the city contended
that he was not an hidalgo, but instead a common taxpayer who had never been exempt
from paying taxes in the city of Seville or in any other municipality where he had lived.
In sixteenth-century Castile, municipal councils freely denied their citizens
extraordinary privileges, and seized securities from them if they did not pay their taxes.
In response to such actions these individuals began lawsuits, but as the disputant
initiating the lawsuit the burden of proof rested with the claimant. The council's decision
to respond to this challenge denied Pedro an easy recognition of his family's privilege.
Moreover the first round of proceedings demonstrated the decided bias of Castile's legal

AMS, seccion 1, carpeta 37, num. 35, folio 12.
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structure against an easy recognition of privilege." After both sides had made their
original claims at the royal appellate court in Granada, neither side returned to give
supporting evidence within the given deadline. Consequently on November 27, 1527, the
judges ruled that Pedro had not proven his case while the council had completely proven
its objections.

19

The position that the king and his immediate representative took in these disputes
further highlights the existing structural resistance to privilege. From the late fourteenth
century, Castilian monarchs had placed a royal prosecutor (fiscal) at the chancery court in
Valladolid to oversee cases in which the crown had a stake and to defend the monarch's
interests in these cases.

Io

By the early sixteenth century the chancery courts in Valladolid

and Granada each had two fiscales, who were particularly active inpleitos de hidalguia}'^
The records of these lawsuits always listed the royal prosecutor as a partner of the
municipal council in its opposition to its own citizen's claims to the status of hidalgo}^
Through these officials the king nominally took part in thousands of disputes, in which he
denied the status and privileges of litigants. In addition to acting on the king's behalf,
these officials ideally kept the monarchs informed of hard cases and problems in the
'' Although Thompson initially claims that if the litigant took the case to court they stood a good chance
of winning, he recognizes that the supporting evidence for this claim is a politically biased complaint in the
Cortes. He also admits that the exact cost of litigation is unknown and therefore places doubt on the ease
of gaining a favorable ruling. Thompson, "The Purchase of Nobility," 334.
AMS, seccion 1, carpeta 37, num. 35, folio 4.
Miguel Angel Perez de la Canal, "La justicia en la corte de Castilla durante los siglos XIII al XV,"
Historia Instituciones Documentos 2 (1975), 429.
Perez de la Canal, "La justicia," 440.
Considering the solidarity between the royal prosecutor and Castile's municipalities, it is difficult to
accept Antonio Domi'nguez Ortiz's claim that the responsibility of the court was to protect those hidalgos
whose municipal councils denied them their privileges. Dominguez Ortiz, Las clasesprivilegiadas, 38.
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application of laws governing status in the kingdom. In contrast to the prosecutor's
constant participation in cases of hidalguia this official rarely intervened in either
commercial or inheritance cases.
Nevertheless the royal judges' tendency to rule against these claimants was not
absolute. The structure of sixteenth-century legal proceedings allowed a litigant with
sufficient resolve and means to continue the dispute in later rounds of litigation. The
city's resolve in sending a representative to the chancellery court denied Pedro an
uncontested acknowledgement of his hidalguia in the first instance. Through this simple
maneuver, the city had initiated a new round of litigation and had considerably increased
the efforts that Pedro had to expend to win the dispute. He now appealed the ruling by
submitting a petition of grievances (peticion de agravios) claiming that this sentence was
harmful and that it should be revoked due to past ineptitude and the resulting violation of
his rights {por las causas de nulidad e agravio). In order to present favorable evidence,
Pedro now had to pay various scribes to take witness depositions, copy existing judicial
rulings, and pay the travel expenses for himself, his legal representative and his
witnesses.
Success in lawsuits of hidalguia required the presentation of witnesses either to
attest to or deny both a claimant's status as an hidalgo and their possession of privileges.
In these lawsuits each side had to pay for the presentation of their own witness, including
the expenses of transporting them to the court and lodging them during the trial or until
they gave their statements. Age, infirmity, or sickness often impeded important
Kagan, Lawsuits and Litigants, 122.
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witnesses from making the sometimes long trip to the chancery court. In these cases the
court dispatched a court recorder or clerk to take the depositions of citizens living in the
municipality were the claimant currently resided or the municipality from which the
litigant or the litigant's family originated. The party that presented the initial complaint
to the judges of the tribunal paid the expenses of the court official who made the trip. In
some cases, deposing witnesses required long trips to multiple locations. In some
lawsuits, especially later in the century when royal prosecutors took a more active role in
pressing litigation, the payment of these officials became an issue of dispute between
claimants, municipalities, and the courts themselves.''
Considering the number of stages in the lawsuit and the time involved in travel
back and forth from the court, the lawsuits often took many years and the length of
lawsuits of hidalgma appear to have grown in the course of the century. In a study of
lawsuits from Southern Extremadura, the average case before 1520 lasted only a year and
a half For the period 1520 to 1539 the average jumped to a little more than six years.
For the next 20 years the average increased to ten years, and then dropped to a little more
than seven years for the rest of the century.'^ Long lawsuits required not only multiple
presentations of witnesses, but also the retention of legal counsel to draft frequent
correspondence with the court. The need to retain an attorney gave certain advantages to
large municipalities and families involved in significant commercial and business
enterprises, who permanently kept lawyers on salary.

" Archivo de la Real Chancilleria de Granada, 304-589-216.
Fayard and Gerbet, "Fermeture de la noblesse," 62.
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Castilian municipalities in the sixteenth century made it increasingly expensive
for their citizens to acquire recognition of status by effectively extending the length of
these lawsuits. Whether claimants to hidalgma ultimately proved successful in their
litigation the growing tendency of municipal councils to appeal adverse rulings
demonstrates municipal resistance to the proliferation of privilege and the enjoyment of
privilege by individuals and families outside the ruling elites of these towns and cities.
The data collected on lawsuits involving towns in Extremadura show a significant
increase in the number of rulings appealed in the course of the sixteenth century. Before
1520 litigants appealed roughly 25% of the extant lawsuits. For the period from 1560 to
1609 the total number of rulings appealed increased a dramatic 50% and the rulings
appealed twice constituted 20% of the lawsuits.
The spotty preservation of court rulings makes it difficult to determine the degree
of success of those who litigated for status. In all but two of the cases reviewed in the
study of Extremadura the municipality, not the claimant, appealed the original sentence.
Moreover in all but two of these lawsuits the municipality lost the case. The evidence for
these figures comes exclusively from the archives of the chancery courts in Valladolid
and Granada, and does not include documents preserved in the municipal archives of the
towns in Extremadura. A comparison of surviving documents in the municipal archive in
Seville with those in the Chancery archive in Granada suggest that the court itself, as
opposed to the individual court clerks, sporadically preserved the rulings of lawsuits in
which the claimant won the case. In 1530 at the end of a series of lawsuits in which the
city council of Seville had successfully denied the claims of five of its citizens, the city's
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attorney solicited written copies of the rulings for the city's records. In these documents
the chancery judges ruled against the hidalgwa of Pedro Sanchez Paneque, Diego Jaimes,
Juan Ortega de la Pena, Hernando de Medina, and Luis Calderon.'^ Despite the
appearance of these men in the documents preserved by the city of Seville, the chancery
archive in Granada only possesses records concerning Luis Calderon from 1528 and
Diego Jaimes in 1543.
The figures quoted above give the appearance that claimants to hidalgma
typically succeeded in gaining recognition of their status, but this may only be the result
of the documents available at the chancery archive. The statistics about the number of
appeals reveal that a litigant needed both sufficient means to engage in a long bout of
litigation, and the influence to present the necessary evidence to support his claim.
Neither of these ends necessarily required familial descent from ancestors who authorities
recognized as hidalgos', rather it required the means to fashion evidence of such descent.
In response to the efforts of genuine or fraudulent hidalgos to fashion the required
proof of their status, municipal councils employed scattershot accusations in order to
obtain information on the claimant that could be used to deny their status. The municipal
councils' ability to employ a diversity of charges or objections against a claimant to
hidalgma provided these authorities with a significant advantage in their resistance to the
recognition of an individual's status.^" In the official response (respuesta) that Seville's

AMS, seccion 3, legajo 10, doc. 7.
Antionio Dominguez Ortiz argues that the diversity of criteria for establishing hidalgma and the
problems proving adherence to these criteria provoked innumerable lawsuits. Dominguez Ortiz, Las closes
privilegiadas, 33. I believe that the causal relationship between criteria and dispute worked the other way
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city council submitted against Pedro Sanchez Paneque to the chancery judges, the
municipal attorney listed a wide range of reasons why he either was not or should no
longer be considered an hidalgo.
The manner of litigation further reveals both how the burden of proof rested on
the claimant to status and the structural bias of the legal system against these individuals.
From the start of the dispute, the city responded with formulaic and general accusations
without particular details about Paneque or supporting evidence for these accusations.
The royal judges could not help but identify the charges as formulaic, but allowed this
advantage to the municipal council. Moreover chancery officials allowed the council to
modify its accusations against the litigant in light of information Pedro presented during
the course of the litigation.
Initially the city drew the language for its charges from the pages of old legal
codes and the edicts of past monarchs. At the first summons, in addition to the charge
that Pedro was a tax-payer (pechero), the advocate had claimed that he and his
forefathers had never come to the muster calls of the hidalgos. Furthermore the city
claimed that the litigant, his father, and his grandfather had all asked for and been given
public offices in the city and in other places, but that these offices were of the sort held
by pecheros. After Pedro's first appeal, the city added the claims that neither Pedro nor
his father nor grandfather was legitimate or natural, but instead each was a bastard bom

around. In the effort to deny a person's claim to status, the opposing party appealed to a diversity of rules
that had been articulate in response to other issues.
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from wicked sexual intercourse?' Having denied his legitimacy, the advocate made an
abrupt shift in topic to explain how for the last fifteen years the city had paid the royal tax
(servicio) through the imposition of an excise tax on meat. All consumers of meat
purchased at municipal butcher shops paid two maravedis more per pound on the value of
the meat. The residents of Seville, hidalgos as well as common men and clerics, suffered
this excise tax indiscriminately. At the end of the year the city returned the accumulation
of this tax in its entirety to those hidalgos, clerics, monks, and other people that, for
whatever privilege, were free from paying taxes. The lawyer stated that Pedro had never
received this return while he lived in the city, and then added that if he had received it
this was due to some special connection he had.
The accusations against Pedro had less to do with those qualities that ought to
pertain to someone with privileges or hidalgma per se and more to do with the legal
justifications the city could mount to deny his claims. Moreover the city fashioned some
of the charges against Paneque from archaic or general rules that no longer (or had never)
applied to political and social practices of the city.

"Yten digo ql dho Pero Sanchez Paneque q litiga e los dho sus padre e abuelo no fueron ligitimos ny
naturales antes fueron y son espurios bastardos nacidos de danado ayuntamyento. AMS, seccion 1, carpeta
37, doc. 35 folio 18.
"Yten digo que de quinze anos a esta parte los pechos de pecheros q antiguamente se solyan repartir
entre los omes Buenos e pecheros vezinos de la dha ciudad se pagan agora por ynpusycion en la came en
esta manera. Que en cada libra de came se paga una blanca mas del precio que vale y esta blanca la pagan
todos generalmente ansy hidalgos como pecheros e cl[er]igos e al fin del ano por m[an]do de la cibdad se
buelve la dha blanca a todo lo que en ella an pagado, a los fijosdalgo cl[er]igos e religiosos e otras personas
que por qual quyer otro prvillego son libres de pechar e contribuyr en los pechos de pecheros." Ibid.,, folio
18. In a brief study of this excise tax Jose Diaz de Noriega y Pubal suggests that the city resorted to the
imposition due to the number of foreigners drawn by the Indies trade, and the diversity of exemptions held
by the city's residents. Both of these issues made the drawing up of assessments of property (padrones)
difficult and the imposition of an excise tax more appealing. Jose Diaz de Noriega y Pubal, La blanca de la
came en Sevilla (Madrid: Institute Salazar y Castro (C. S. I. C.), 1975), 25.
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Court officials and opposing municipal councils did not pose questions about the
military service of claimants to hidalgma in order to see if they lived nobly and were
therefore authentic hidalgos. They asked these questions as a way of appealing to existing
laws and royal edicts to deny the claimant's right to this status. In the earliest extant
lawsuit of hidalgma from 1395, Gonzalo de la Torre, a citizen of the village of Barajas,
sought recognition of his status because the village council had placed him on the tax lists
and seized some of his goods. In Gonzalo's case the royal prosecutor made arguments
about his absence from required military service that proved to be similar to the ones the
city of Seville made about Pedro Sanchez Paneque in 1526. Specifically the prosecutor
charged that he had not joined Juan I's campaign in Portugal in 1384. In response
Gonzalo's witnesses testified that his father had served at the siege of Montiel (1369) and
in the Calatayud campaign (1362).

Despite the royal prosecutor's concern with

Gonzalo de la Torre's military service and the service of his father and grandfather, the
litigant himself denied the fact that his failure to attend the royal summons should cause
him to lose his status. Angus MacKay has argued that in these cases the performance of
military service was not a legal requirement, but simply additional evidence favoring the
claim to noble status.^"^
In fact Gonzalo de la Torre's statement about his obligations as an hidalgo was a
claim about what legal norms should hold primacy and ultimately whether the monarch
held the right to make laws tying status to service. By 1395 royal laws enacted in the

MacKay, "The Lesser Nobility," 162.
MacKay, "The Lesser Nobility," 162.
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kingdom's assembly required military service in order to maintain hidalgo status. Only
the year before at the Cortes of Zamora in 1394, the king had enacted a law that required
all the men that he had knighted to maintain horse and arms and serve the king in
9S

wartime in order to enjoy tax exemption.

Although the law from 1394 specified

caballero and not hidalgo, at the Cortes of Valladolid in 1417, the government of Juan II
confirmed the law made at the assembly in Zamora and added the clause that those who
adhered to it "should not pay taxes, except for those taxes that hijosdalgo pay." Over a
hundred years later, when Pedro Sanchez Paneque began his lawsuit, a series of
monarchs had issued and confirmed similar laws and edicts demanding service or
attendance at royal musters. In both the war of succession against her niece and during
the conquest of the kingdom of Granada, Isabel I called on all hidalgos to join the royal
musters. As punishment for the recalcitrant, she issued a series of edicts threatening
those who failed to come with the loss of their status as hidalgos. Consequently the
accusation that the Paneques had not attended the muster calls of the hidalgos had little to
do with living nobly, and more to do with discovering a legal basis for denying them
fiscal privileges.
Furthermore many of the accusations made by the city's attorney and the royal
prosecutor rested on norms they claimed to be universal, but which were either archaic or
had never applied to the particular legal context of Seville. In fifteenth-century Seville

Alfonso Diaz de Montalvo, Ordenanzas Reales de Castilla in Los codigos espanoles concordados y
anotados 2nd edition (Madrid, 1872), 6:381-382.
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no rules existed to limit pecheros from holding most public offices.

Access to office m

fifteenth-century Seville depended on membership in and connections to powerful
families and social networks and not on the ability to claim to be an hidalgo. Likewise
the city neither held individual musters for hidalgos, nor used the category hidalgo to
keep account of its military strength or its citizens' military obligations. In the
documents recording Seville's military forces during the first quarter of the fifteenth
century, city officials listed both citizens and residents in terms of their military function
as knights {caballeros), crossbowmen (hallesteros), or pikesmen {lanceros)?'' In these
lists the clerks occasionally recorded whether a caballero was a vasallo del rey, vasallo
de senores, caballero de gracia, or caballero de cuantia. Nevertheless all these men
were required to appear in Seville's military musters and were considered members of its
military forces as citizens of the city. In addition to these lists, the city kept records of
the annual musters these men were required to attend. The failure to attend could result
in the imposition of a fine, whose amount depended upon the person's military function,
50 maravedis for a caballero and 40 for a ballestero. In the fifteenth century, although
attendance at the muster allowed for a public demonstration of a person's wealth and
military occupation it did not distinguish a person as a pechero or hidalgo.

Ruth Pike and Angus MacKay quoting Pike are mistaken when they say that pecheros could not hold
the office of jurado or alguacil. This rule did not go into effect until 1515, when Juana also specified that
regidores had to be hidalgos. Fourteenth-century ordinances for the city did specify that one hidalgo and
one ciudadano should be appointed to the two positions of contador and the two positions mayordomo.
See the discussion of this issue in chapter 2 above.
Collantes de Teran, Sevilla en la Baja Edad Media, 16, 17.
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The accusation that the Paneques had not come to the musters called for hidalgos
did not agree with the military practices of the city of Seville, or for that matter with the
practices of the city of Ecija, during either the late fifteenth or early sixteenth century.
The accusation appealed instead to an extraordinary edict issued by the Catholic
Monarchs during the conquest of Granada as a means to force recalcitrant individuals to
join the campaign.
Likewise general Castilian legal norms on inheritance denied illegitimate children
any right to their parent's property, and various monarchs had issued specific edicts
depriving bastard offspring the enjoyment of hereditary privileges.

Consequently the

first questions in the depositions from Pedro's witnesses sought to clear his family of
these charges. The clerk asked if the litigant's grandfather, Juan Sanchez Paneque, had
married Blanca Gonzalez according to the law and with the blessings of the Church, had
consummated the marriage, had lived with her in matrimonial state, and in this state had
conceived as their legitimate son Manuel Sanchez Paneque. These questions were
repeated for the litigant's father Manuel Sanchez and his mother Beatriz Sanchez. Like
many of the charges leveled by the city, this accusation says less about the inherent
qualities of an hidalgo and more about the legal basis the city had for rejecting the
litigant's claims. In Late Medieval and Early Modem Europe prior to the Council of
Trent's decrees on marriage, a diversity of opinions existed among clergy and laity about

Los hijos, ilegtimos, legitmados por cartas 6 priviligios Reales, no se entiendan serlo para gozar de
hidalgufa ni exencion de pechos. Nueva Recopilacion in Los codigos espanoles concordados y anotados
vol. 12 (Madrid, 1847-51).
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what constituted a marriage and how marriage could be established.29 Consequently the
questions about the relationship between the litigant's grandfather and grandmother and
about his mother and father can be seen as a means to determine whether there had been
any violations of consanguinity, failures to properly fulfill the requirements of marriage,
or false claims of paternity, and therefore grounds to dismiss claims to hidalgo status.
Furthermore in the context of early-sixteenth century Seville these questions could be
seen as efforts to detect judaizing ancestors whose failure to adopt Christian ceremonies
could be presented as heresy and likewise grounds for denying status. The witnesses
attested not only to the fact that certain Paneques had fought in these wars, specifically
that his grandfather had sent a proxy to fight in the campaigns against Granada, but also
to their legitimate births.
The fact that the city made the dual claims that Pedro Sanchez Paneque had never
received a refund from the blanca and the claim that if he had it was due to some
connection and not on account of being an hidalgo further indicates that the city knew
very little or nothing about its opponent. The willingness of royal officials to accept not
only unsubstantiated charges, but charges that made distinct claims about the litigant
further supports the bias against claimants to the status of hidalgo.
The city's seemingly more particular accusation—that in the event Pedro had not
paid taxes it was due to some connection and not due to any specific privilege—resulted
from a long history of Castilian institutions (religious and secular) providing tax

James Brudage, Law, Sex, and Christian society in Medieval Europe (Chicago, Chicago University
Press, 1987 and Sex, Law, and Marriage in the Middle Ages (Brookfield, VT: Variorum, 1993).
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immunity to those who served or had served them. The cities and towns had repeatedly
complained about this issue in the meetings of the Cortes. In the 1455 Cortes of Cordoba
the cities' representatives had pressed Enrique IV to curtail the practice whereby clerics,
cathedral chapters, universities and monasteries extended their own exemptions to
laymen who worked for them.^*^ The representatives of the cities viewed the extension of
these exemptions as an abuse of corporate privileges. Similarly Juan II had responded to
complaints about these abuses with edicts prohibiting exemptions for those without
privilege in at least four assemblies of the realm, the Cortes of Palencia in 1431, Zamora
in 1432, Madrid in 1435, and Valladolid in 1447.^' The fact that the issue was raised
time and again indicates both the frequency of the practice and the crown's inability to
curtail the practice to the satisfaction of the Castilian municipalities. Moreover its
frequent use as an explanation for a person's enjoyment of tax exemption in cases of
hidalguia highlights the diffuse border between privilege and exemption that existed
during the Early Modern period. Both royal officials and municipal councils employed
laws enacted in the Cortes against the extension of privileges and against the inheritance
rights of illegitimate children in order to restrict access to privilege and retard the
proliferation of individuals who enjoyed these privileges. As a result, language drawn
from these laws became fundamental components of the accusations that councils made
in lawsuits of hidalguia during the sixteenth century.

Manuel Colmeiro, Cortes de los Antiguos Reinos de Leon y de Castilla (Madrid, 1884), 2:4.
Ibid., 2:5. La Real Academia de la Historia, Cortes de los Antiguos Reinos de Leony de Castilla,
(Madrid, 1866), 3:141, 144.
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Recognition of status in the Early Modem period was a continual process that
required the cultivation of community recognition and the acquiescence of local
authorities and not a one-time event realized through a royal grant or a royal judge's
ruling. Families often had to obtain authoritative recognition of their possession of the
status of hidalgo multiple times in different locations and at different times in the same
municipality. The ability to enjoy the privileges of hidalgma depended on the local
authority's recognition of status. Families with members that established themselves as
citizens of different municipalities often had to prove their status in each new place of
residence, making the recognition of status an event that occurred multiple times for the
same family.
At times due to contingencies involving changes in the manner of tax collection
or local political rivalries, members of different generations of the same family had to
defend their status in the same locality. The documents and copies of documents Pedro
brought to court as evidence recorded six separate cases of litigation concerning the
family's claims to hidalgma during a period of almost a hundred years.

The family's

opponents in these legal contests varied and included tax-farmers in the city of Ecija in
1420, the city of Ecija itself in 1440, the town of Carmona in 1478, a councilman of Ecija
in 1517, and finally the city council of Seville in 1526. During this time two different
monarchs, Juan II and Isabel the Catholic provided executive writs ordering municipal

Not all of these cases, however, were initiated in order to gain or deny tax exemption. In one case, a
Paneque had initiated a suit of hidalguia to avoid imprisonment for debt. In another incident, Pedro
Sanchez Paneque himself appealed to his status as an hidalgo to escape judicial torture.
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councils and royal officials to recognize the family's status and the privileges tied to this
status.
The possession of royal documents did not free claimants to status from having to
initiate litigation and it did not guarantee victory in lawsuits of hidalgma. Despite the
family's possession of royal documents recognizing their status Pedro Sanchez Paneque
still had to present a range of evidence in his particular lawsuit. Pedro provided
depositions taken in 1527 and 1528 from citizens of Seville who had previously been
residents of Ecija or held offices in that city, and were thereby able to testify to the
family's reputation and status. Included with the royal letters were copies of earlier
judicial rulings, one of which contained a set of depositions from citizens of Ecija in
1420. Both sets of depositions expressed public knowledge of the family's rights and
honors as hidalgos and their long history of exemption from tax-paying in the city of
Ecija.
Historians who have addressed these cases frequently give the impression that
only fraudulent claimants to the status of hidalgo litigated at court. In contrast, Antonio
Dominguez Ortiz recognized that individuals of authentic hidalgo descent often lacked
•
•
*
•
33
the means or the will to press for recognition
of their
status through litigation.
Just as

some "genuine" hidalgos failed to maintain their status because they could not litigate,
others hidalgos—boih descendants of families who had previously been recognized as
hidalgos and newly rich families that wished to enjoy the privileges of hidalgma-actively pursued recognition or re-recognition. In the case of the Paneques, at least three

Antonio Dominguez Ortiz,

Clases privilegiados, 34.
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generations of the family had received royal recognition and local acceptance of their
status despite having Jewish ancestors.
The process of litigation placed Pedro in a disadvantageous situation. The very
authoritative documents testifying to the family's status as hidalgos, which he had been
compelled to present, revealed information about the family that Seville's attorney and
the royal prosecutor now used to deny his status. Although the earliest judicial ruling
from 1420 recognized Juan Gonzalez Paneque's possession of hidalgma, the
accompanying depositions revealed the family's Jewish ancestry. Until the presentation
of this evidence, neither the city nor the royal prosecutor had made any charges against
Paneque that involved his status as a converso or his descent from judaizing heretics.
The responses of the witnesses in this earlier dispute indicate that during the
fifteenth century the citizens of Ecija had applied the term hijodalgo to all persons with
hereditary privileges regardless of their status either as recent converts to Christianity or
their being Jews. The witnesses stated that they had known the father of the litigant, Don
Samuel Paneque w h o after h i s conversion w a s called Hernando Gonzalez P a n e q u e . T h e
deposition responses recorded that Don Samuel was in fact a hijodalgo before his
conversion, and that the entire Jewish community of the town (aljama) recognized him as

Another witness specifically states that Juan Goncalez Paneque was the great-grandson of Don Yucef
within the third degree for being the son of Hernando Goncalez. AMS, seccion 1, carpeta 37, doc. 35, folio
23. Cf. Antonio Ballesteros, "Don Yu9af de Ecija," in Sefarad, VI (1946), 253 and Benzion Netanyahu,
"The Conversion of Don Samuel Abravanel," Toward the Inquisition: Essays on Jewish and Converso
History in Late Medieval Spain.
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such.

-5 C

Multiple witnesses stated that he was a fijodalgo de linaje and that among the

Jews and among the Christians he was so recognized.

After a review of this testimony

the presiding magistrate had ruled in favor of Juan Gonzalez Paneque, and royal
secretaries had issued a writ in Juan II's name supporting this ruling. In the early
fifteenth century, not only the citizens of Ecija, but the crown's magistrate and the king
himself all appear to have found the convergence of Jewish blood (and even faith) with
the title of hijodalgo to be unproblematic. Nevertheless Pedro's legal representative
found the coincidence of these factors to be a significant obstacle in the chancellery court
of the early sixteenth century.
The Paneque family won their first two cases of litigation for status under the
reign of Juan II (1419-1454) and the royal government headed by Alvaro de Luna.
Benzion Netanyahu has argued that Alvaro de Luna actively promoted conversos to
important royal offices as a means of developing a loyal corp of officials.

Moreover he

has claimed that Luna actively supported both Jews and conversos. Whether the support
of conversos was an active royal policy or not, some conversos held important offices in
the royal government and in municipal governments at the local levels. 38

"e que syenpre se razonaron por omes fijsdalgo seyendo judios e que despues ql dho don Samuel
paneque fue tornado xpiano que syenpre se razon6 e estuvo en posesyon de ome fijodalgo." AMS, Seccion
1, carp. 37, num. 35, folio 23, 24.
Ibid., folio 24.
Netanyahu, The Origins of the Inquisition, 238, 239.
Ibid.
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Arriving at the issue of the family's Jewish past, the disputants began a more
explicit contest to define the status of hidalgo. In the arguments made in the second and
last appeal, Paneque's legal counsel went as far as to claim that the prejudice arising from
this knowledge had cost his client a favorable ruling. While still claiming that his client
possessed tax exemption and hidalgma, Pedro's advocate explicitly attempted to
associate hidalgma with nobility and argued that converts could obtain such nobility.
The understanding of nobility the attorney applied to his client combined both essential
inherited qualities and an eminence resulting from virtuous actions. Importantly he
denied that the inherited qualities of this nobility were tied to particular races, and
consequently blood-descent. To make this argument, the lawyer appealed to discourses
articulated by Church authorities that argued for the ability of converts to acquire all the
rights and privileges of their fellow Christians.^^ The attorney asserted that even if his
client "should be descended from Jews on his father's side, he, his father and his
grandfather had all been very good Christians and noble people." Additionally he stated
that "no one can possibly doubt that this right of nobility can be earned and proven by
immemorial prescripcion.Contemporary jurists definedprescripcion as the
acquisition of rights or privileges from possession over multiple generations. With this
last assertion, Pedrp's attorney claimed that the possession of this right for a lengthy

The Siete Partidas established that "they [converts] should retain all their goods and their rights of
inheritance as if they were Jews, and they can have all the offices and honors which other Christians have.
Siete Partidas libro 7, tit. 24, ley 6. Cited in Benzion Netanyahu, The Origins of the Inquisition in
Fifteenth-century Spain, (New York: Random House, 1995), 261. Netanyahu also cites the Council of
Basle's decree that converts should enjoy the privileges of those cities and localities in which they were
regenerate, 276.
AMS, Seccion 1, carp. 37, num. 35, folio 46.
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period of time—at least three generations—undeniably provided the holder of privilege
with hidalgma for perpetuity. The advocate stated that:
The reason the ruling should be revoked is because although the family's
beginning was depraved, by converting, as [the litigant's] ancestors converted of
their own free will to our holy Catholic faith, they and their descendants should
have been and were capable of nobility and they were able to prove their nobility
by the above said immemorial prescripcion or by the legal efforts of the father
and grandfather in accord with the laws of these kingdoms.

In order to substantiate his claim that conversos could acquire the privileges of hidalgma,
the attorney appealed to a principal substantiated by specific decrees of the Church and
laws of Castile that he left unspecified. Therefore, according to the decrees of the
Church, they rightfully deserved all the offices and privileges open to other Christians."*^
Moreover through a review of the family's history and Castilian custom Pedro's
advocate attempted to deny the claim that hidalgma and former Jewish blood and faith
were incompatible. Having addressed the issue of his descent, the lawyer made a forceful
claim about the nature of hidalgma, derived from observations of monarchical practices
rather than from a reading of royal legal texts. He stated that "It cannot be doubted that
all the nobility of hidalgma at the beginning had its origin in the grant of royal privilege.
"Lo otro por que ny se podia dezir que seyendo el ynycio vicioso e yncapaz de nobleza no se podia al
dho su parte ayudar de la posesyon en que avia estado el y su padre y abuelo de la libertad de fidalguya
porque aunque el ynycio fuera viciosso convertiendose como se convertieron sus antepasados a nra santa
fee catolica de su voluntad ellos e sus decendientes fueran y heran capaces de nobleza y la podian p[r]ovar
por la dha prescrvicion ynmemorial o p[r]ovando de padre e de abuelo conforme a las leyes destos reynos."
Ibid., folio 46.
The lawyer developed these arguments in the context of existing fifteenth and early sixteenth
discourses about the ability and right of Jewish converts to participate fiilly in Christian society. Alfonso
de Cartegena, the Bishop of Burgos and son of the converted rabbi Solomon ha-Levi, argued in the
Defensorium Unitatis Christianae that Jews did and could possess nobility. See Benzion Netanyahu's
treatment of this work. 563-569, 580. Cartagena defined Jewish servitude as a theological subordination, as
opposed to a natural or civil servitude, and consequently one that ended when a Jew converted to
Christianity. Netanyahu, 564-565.
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[and] the prescripcion of time immemorial had the force of royal privilege."'*^ By this
claim he sought to legitimize both the grant of royal privilege and prescripcion with the
assumption that his client had shown possession of both. On the one hand he held
evidence of royal recognition of his hidalguia through royal judicial rulings if not a grant
itself, and on the other he had given evidence that his family had held this privilege for at
least three generations and thereby satisfied the terms of prescripcion.
In response to these assertions Seville's lawyer revised the city's basis for
denying Pedro his hidalguia. Challenged on the nature of hidalguia itself, the city finally
discarded the use of formulaic charges, directly addressed Pedro's claims, and sought to
employ the claimant's evidence to its advantage. The city's attorney articulated precise
(and apparently novel) distinctions between privilege and prescripcion, created new
categories of privilege based on descent, and authoritatively made claims about the
meaning of the witnesses' depositions, earlier judicial rulings, and royal letters.
The attorney pointed out that although some of the witnesses said that Pedro's
ancestors were free from paying taxes because they were held to be hidalgos, the litigant
did not possess the other qualities that the laws and ordinances of these kingdoms
demanded should converge in order for someone to be held as an hidalgo. He left these
qualities unstated, but in light of the evidence the city now produced these qualities
included Catholic orthodoxy and old Christian blood. While in the depositions some of
the witnesses had merely stated that the family held tax-exemption, which hidalgos also
possessed, some had specifically said that the community had esteemed the family as

AMS, Seccion 1, carp. 37, num. 35, folio 46.
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hidalgos and treated them as such. Consequently the advocate's argument sought to
undermine the authority of community recognition in favor of the possession of certain
essential and undefined qualities. The city's advocate simultaneously sought to establish
a precise distinction between those who held mere privilege and those who held
hidalguia, and to lump Pedro among the former, "[the witnesses] meant that [the
Paneques] had privilege from past kings, but that is not the same as saying that one is an
hidalgo by blood."'*'* With the use of this phrase, the city's lawyer placed greater
emphasis on a racial and hereditary element inherent in hidalguia, which stood in stark
contrast to the formulation typical of the Late Medieval period. Jurists and royal scribes
through the fifteenth-century had almost exclusively employed the phrase "hijodalgo of
known family" {hijodalgo de solar conocido). The use of this formulation in earlier
documents typifies the period's concern with community standing.''^
Since Pedro had substantiated his claim through an appeal to both the grant of
royal privilege and to prescripcion, the city attempted to use these dual appeals as a
means to deny their respective worth as sources of legitimacy. The procurador argued
that privilege and prescripcion were not only different things, but that they were mutually
exclusive. Using Pedro's evidence the city created its own version of the family's past.
In his argument the procurador acknowledged that perhaps past kings had provided this
family of pecheros with certain liberties and freedoms, but this was not because the

Ibid., folio 47.
The use of the phrase hijodalgo de solar conocido is the preferred, and, to my knowledge, only
extended formulation of hijodalgo used in fifteenth-century petictions of the Cortes and in royal letters.
See Las Cortes de los antiguos reinos de Ledny de Castilla, passim.
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family descended from hidalgos. He then gave the proposition that whoever was trying
to attain privilege by legal means cannot be called hidalgo by blood, because privilege
and prescripcion are different things and they cannot coincide in order to acquire
hidalguia or any other lordship. "If the ancestors of the opposing side were free by
privilege they are not afterwards able to acquire it by prescripcion. That is, once free and
liberated from the servitude in which one was born, or in which one falls, one is not able
to be more liberated."''^ These statements assume a clear distinction exists between
hereditary privileges and privileges that end in the grantee's lifetime. The lawyer's
statements implied that even if earlier members of the family had possessed privilege,
these privileges were not hereditary and therefore could not serve as means to legitimate
Pedro's current claim to hidalguia and tax exemption.
Although the city's attorney addressed a number of issues in his final arguments,
the evidence it brought to court in response to this last appeal focused exclusively on
demonstrating Pedro's Jewish ancestry and the family's guilt as false converts in the
1480s.

The first piece of evidence consisted of the account book of the compusicion, a

forced loan Andalusian conversos had paid to Fernando the Catholic. The document
48

recorded the precise amounts that two members of the family had contributed.

*

The city

"Si los recendientes o predecesores de la parte contraria fiieron libres por privillejo no pudieron
despues adquerirlo por prescripcion ques q[ue] una vez hera libre o libertado de la servidumbre en q[ue]
nacio o en que cayo no podia ser libertado mas." AMS, Seccion 1, carpeta 37, doc. 35, folio 47.
"Charles V forbade the sale of hidalguia to anybody guilty of public infamy, to sons of clerics,
descendants of unpardoned comuneros, or to anyone with any trace of heretical or Jewish blood."
Thompson, "The Purchase of Nobility in Castile", 324. This edict Thompson cites is thirty some years
after Paneque's case and involves, as he notes, the sale not the recognition of hidalguia.
The book of the 1518 compusicion contained various chapters for the city of Ecija. These entries listed
two members of the Paneque clan and the amounts they had contributed, Goncalo Myn Paneque 3,572
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also presented an Inquisition record documenting an auto de fe held on September 14
1485, at the town of Constantina, in the territory of Seville. Among those named were
Manuel Sanchez Paneque and Juan Paneque. The inquisitors ruled that they had
committed the crimes of heresy and apostasy and were sentenced to the loss of all their
material property. These men had abjured their crimes and errors, and confessed the
faith, so the Church had absolved and reconciled them. With the claim that the litigant
did not possess the necessary qualities and this choice of evidence, the advocate implied
that the essential qualities of hidalgos and Jews (or Jewish converts and their
descendants) were mutually exclusive.
Material problems involved in the reproduction and preservation of written
documents during this period made it difficult for disputants to provide written evidence
of the possession of hidalgma. The difficulty in providing written documents and the
ability to make use of this evidence proved to be problematic. The frequent absence of
written documents, due to the expense involved in producing and the difficulty in
preserving them, often left claimants, and their multiple descendants in future
generations, without tangible proof to present at court. In a sample of cases involving
citizens and municipalities of Southern Extremadura, litigants produced a document in
only 43 out of 255 lawsuits, or 16.8% of the cases."^^ Moreover despite modem
historians' frequent allusion to grants or patents of hidalgma, almost all so-called grants
were usually issued in the form of executorias in response to previous litigation. Among
maravedis and Pero Gonsalo Paneque 2,250 maravedis. Juan Gil, Los Conversos y la Inquisicion Sevillana
(Sevilla: Fundacion El Monte, 2000), 1:238-248.
Fayard and Gerbet, "Fermeture de la noblesse," 60.
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the 43 documents presented in the lawsuits from Extremadura, 39 of the 43 documents
were executorias, two were written documentation of earlier litigation, and only two were
letters granting hidalgma.^^ This evidence suggests that royal grants of the status of
hidalgo were not the usual manner that individuals acquired the status, but that they
served as a means to buttress existing status or pretensions to status in a community.
Community recognition was what mattered in most cases. Moreover the rarity of formal
written grants as opposed to the greater number of judicial writs recognizing status
suggests that grants were given in the form of judicial rulings and were sought primarily
when a person's status was challenged. Although the crown may have claimed the right
to grant status, government officials found it easier to justify the confirmation of status in
the form of a royal writ ordering the implementation of a judicial ruling rather than the
straight provision of status. In contrast, litigants sought documents that testified to
existing status, because it offered them additional arguments for their enjoyment of
privilege based on previous possession.
As the case of Pedro Sanchez Panque shows, the possession of documents, or
typically copies of documents, testifying to earlier recognition of status or a grant of
status did not insure that a litigant would win his case. Both city councils and the royal
prosecutors employed arguments to cast doubt on the authenticity of earlier documents,
question whether they deserved to have been given in the first place, or deny their
continued validity. Municipal attorneys also commonly accused litigants of providing
altered or forged documents. Sanchez's own lawsuit ended with an official investigation
Fayard and Gerbet, "Fermeture de la noblesse," 60.
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to discover which court clerk had assisted his son in a last minute attempt to change
deposition answers that had testified to the family's converso background. The
difficulties involved in the production and preservation of documents and the ambivalent
worth of the documents as authoritative evidence of status required the balancing support
of community opinion and estimation.
The most conventional and ubiquitous type of proof that both claimants and the
opposing parties presented was the testimony of witnesses. Not only did these witnesses
give information about the community's assessment of the claimant's status, they also
gave information on his possession of privilege, most notably his payment of taxes.
Positive proof that an individual held some sort of exemption from taxation allowed
claimants to use the enjoyment of privilege as the basis for substantiating one's
authoritative right to privilege. Witness depositions suggest that the two issues
sometimes became confused in the community's opinion and estimation (publica \ozy
famd) of the litigant, and the actual enjoyment of privilege—for lack of supporting
documentation—could serve as the basis for the right to privilege.
Community confusion between the enjoyment of privilege and the right to
privilege made it necessary for the city to make the dual charges that Pedro was not a
hidalgo and that he had always paid his taxes. The two charges also addressed the
difficulty officials faced when trying to assess who should hold privilege in a society
where local standing vied for authority with written documents, especially when written
documents (either court rulings or municipal tax records) could not be produced. In
Pedro's case the court clerk asked the witnesses if they knew whether the litigant was a
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"well-known hijodalgo from his father and grandfather and therefore deserving of
remuneration of 500 sueldos according to the ancient charter of Castile".^' The clerk also
asked if the family members, in the places where they had lived, had been in this state "or
in a similar or quasi state" (vel casi de omes de hijosdalgo). The court clerk subsequently
asked the witness whether or not the litigant and his family had contributed in either royal
or council taxes or any other tributes that pecheros of these places paid and that
hijosdalgo did not. Last in this series of questions the witnesses declared whether
municipal authorities had ever placed any of the family on the lists of taxpayers.
The formulation of these questions and their responses demonstrates how the
court officials and the disputants recognized the need to appeal to both the authority of
royal documents and the voice of public reputation in the presentation of their evidence.
The witnesses' testimony, resulting from these specific questions, minutely focused on
the physical existence of a document and on the actual transaction of the tax collection.
Furthermore they linked both document and non-payment specifically to the possession
of hidalgma. Seventy year-old Juan de Hoyo claimed that he had seen the privilege in
person, but owing to his inability to read had heard it read aloud. Likewise Anton Nunez
Paneque claimed that Pedro's father Manuel had never paid the pecho in Ecija, because

The expression is "ome hijodalgo notorio de padre y de abuelo devengar quinientos sueldos segun
fuero de Castilla", and its source and meaning remain debated. It has been suggested that the expression
refers to the right to be recognized as someone, who received this quantity as a stipend when they went to
war or that it designated those who could receive this amount as indemnity for the injuries they incurred in
battle. Vicente de Cadenas y Vicent, "El hidalgo y el caballero" Hidalguia 12, 615. See also Nueva
Recopilacion, libro 6, titulo 2, ley 8.
AMS, Seccion 1, carp. 37, num. 35, folio 7, 18.
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of a privilege that the family had on record with
the city
council.
The silk
weaver,

Anton Rodriquez Carmona, provided a more graphic account. As a neighbor of Manuel
Sanchez in the parish of San Juan in Ecija many years earlier he had seen how the taxcollectors had come to his own house and those of other pecheros in his neighborhood,
but when they had arrived at Paneque's house they had walked on by without entering or
demanding the pecho. He stated that the officials exempted the house because Manuel
w a s f r o m t h e linaje o f t h e Paneques, w h o w e r e publicly held t o b e h i d a l g o s . D i e g o
Lopez de Lorca, a former notary, citizen of Ecija and hidalgo, provided similar
testimony, and even included supporting dialogue. He stated that roughly 20 years earlier
he had accompanied some tax collectors on their rounds. "When they arrived at
Manuel's house one of these men asked why it was that they weren't going in, and the
other man, with the list of tax-payers, responded that Manuel was exempt and didn't owe
the pecho on account of being a hidalgoP
The last questions put to the witnesses sought to substantiate this possession of
privilege by showing his family's participation in activities appropriate to hidalgos, such
as holding the proper offices, attending the musters of hidalgos, and going to war with
the king. Anton Rodriquez Carmona testified that for the muster of the hidalgos
{llamamiento general) made for the war against Granada the litigant's father Manuel

Ibid., folio 13.
Ibid., folio 9.
"E que se acordava que podia aver mas de veynte anos que pasando un cogedor con un padron que
pensava q hera de las monedas foreras e yva con el otro honbre y llegando a la casa donde bivya el dho
manuel sanchez dixo el uno dellos porque no entramos aquy e que dixo el otro que por q hera ensento e no
debia aq[ue]l pecho diziendo q hera fijodalgo." Ibid., folio 15.
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Sanchez, as a hidalgo, had sent a proxy to serve in the war in his place.^^ The auditor
(fiel ejecutor) of Seville's slaughterhouse, Juan Ruyz Toquero, originally a citizen of
Ecija, had heard that the Paneques were held to be hidalgos in Ecija because they had
some sort of privilege that their grandparents had earned in the war. In addition to the
services that the family would have provided as hidalgos, the witnesses mentioned the
family's possession of other privileges that accrued to hidalgos. Toquero for instance
had heard told that some of these Paneques had been freed from paying certain debts
cn

because of this privilege.

Migration to a different community placed the recognition of privilege in
jeopardy, and provided royal and town officials the opportunity to deny a family their
privileges. A person or family could move easily from one municipality to another, but
CO

the privileges they possessed could not.

. »

»

The litigation the Paneque family had to

endure in 1478 and 1526 highlights the troubles encountered by hidalgos who tried to
move to other localities. In 1478 Pedro's grandfather had succeeded in gaining royal
recognition against the city council of Carmona, a town where the family had not
previously gained recognition. In 1536 Pedro did not manage the same feat against the
city council of Seville.

Ibid., folio, 10.
Ibid., folio, 11.
Richard Kagan claims that the principal reason for cases of hidalguia was the continuing geographical
mobility of Castilians, especially the movement from the North to the South. Richard L. Kagan, Lawsuits
and Litigants in Castile, 7500-7700 (Chapel Hill, 1981), 121.
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Both the manner in which municipal lawyers formulated their accusations against
claimants to hidalgma and the support they received from royal magistrates contributed
to a dominant definition of hidalgo as a hereditary nobility. None of the depositions or
judicial letters made use of the term "nobility". Reference to an hidalgo's nobility only
came into play in the disputant's arguments in the final appeal. At that moment both
Paneque and the city's lawyers sought to emphasize the noble nature of the hidalgo in
order to advance their opposing claims. Nevertheless the one emphasized meritorious
nobility arising from service to the monarch and the other a blood-based essence
incompatible with Jewish ancestry. Although the litigant lost his claim due to his Jewish
ancestry (or his family's alleged Judaizing heresy) the city's opposition to Pedro's claim
did not begin with this knowledge. Instead the city began with a number of general
accusations that led to particular knowledge, about the litigant and ultimately served as
the basis to deny his claim.
The final ruling of the president and supreme judges at the chancellery court
denied Pedro recognition of his hidalguia. Despite this sentence the court did not order
him to pay the opposing side's costs of litigation, a typical penalty assessed on the loser.
Through this gesture, the judges acknowledged that Paneque's claim had not been an act
of frivolous litigation. Nevertheless they could not accede to his claim. In an age when
monarchs aggressively sought to increase state income, the interests of royal and
municipal revenues could not allow an easy recognition of privilege.
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CHAPTER 4
THE POLITICS OF PRIVILEGE: MUNICIPAL PREROGATIVES AND ROYAL LAW

Scholars who have addressed litigation between municipalities and their citizens
over recognition of status give the impression that municipal authorities consistently and
conscientiously applied the appropriate laws to all claimants or at least to those that did
not descend from hidalgos} In fact, during the sixteenth century, Seville's city council
deliberately allowed many of its officials and magistrates and their family members the
privileges and consequently the status of hidalgo. Through these actions the council
extended both privileges and status to individuals and families from diverse backgrounds,
who entered the ruling class by means of political and economic alliances and marital
ties.
In contrast to the city's tacit conferment of privilege, the royal government
occasionally made irregular initiatives to control the recognition of status. Royal
prosecutors and their subalterns, often pursuing their own economic interests as much as
the diligent implementation of crown policy, applied universal laws on status in order to
limit the number of people with legal privileges. Consequently the efforts of royal
officials to impose these norms clashed with the desire of municipal governments and
local factions to regulate and determine the status and privileges of the citizens in their
communities.

' Jaine Fayard and Marie-Claude Gerbet, "Fermeture de la noblesse et purete de sang en Castille a travers
les proces de hidalguia au XVIeme siecle," Histoire, economie et societe (1982), 51-75.
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In sixteenth-century Seville, existing political and social networks and
relationships played a greater role in determining an individual's ability to gain
recognition of the status of hidalgo than a person's actual descent or what existing laws
said about the connection between status and descent. In the first section of this chapter,
I examine the inability of royal officials to implement what they claimed to be royal
policy and the proper norms of society. This seeming failure devolved from particular
political relationships between the crown and Seville's influential city government. The
city council's defense of its own control over local matters, including the determination
of status, and the subsequent support the council gave to its citizens' claims to being
hidalgos ultimately served to deflect the application of universal laws concerning status
In the second half of the chapter I demonstrate how individual and family
interests supported by and realized through powerful social networks often impeded the
application of laws governing status or significantly influenced their interpretation. The
important social networks for establishing status in this context included: marriage
alliances between families, business partnerships, political patronage between members
of the city council, and relations between city council officials and royal officials at court.
Individuals and families who previously lacked privilege or the status that authorized
privilege typically came to acquire them through the support of these social networks and
not initially through litigation. In the process of acquiring their status they evaded the
laws intended to restrict them from the enjoyment of privilege. Only when these
networks broke down, did these individuals and families become susceptible to efforts by
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of local or royal authorities to limit the number of people with privileges and in turn have
to resort to litigation to prove their status.

One of the key factors that impacted the recognition of status had little to do with
an individual's particular history, and instead involved the relations between royal and
local authorities concerning the application of royal law. In matters involving the
application of rules governing privilege, royal authorities generally delegated oversight
and determination of status in the first instance to local municipal councils. In this role
the city council often chose not to apply royal law governing status in a consistent or
regular manner. The council used royal law governing the status of office holders to keep
unwanted and unconnected individuals from entering the political elite of the city. At the
same time, relative newcomers from diverse backgrounds, succeeded in entering the
city's oligarchy through the support of powerful local figures and through connections to
families with long-time membership on the council.
Although the most conventional contests over the status of hidalgo occurred
between municipal councils and their own citizens, royal judicial officials periodically
became involved in these disputes. In the last chapter I described how individuals
claiming to be hidalgos appealed to the royal appellate courts to circumvent local
resistance to their status. By the second half of the sixteenth-century royal prosecutors
actively initiated lawsuits against people they claimed to be falsely enjoying legal
privileges. The efforts of royal prosecutors and chancery judges to apply royal law on
status at times led to more significant disputes between central and local authorities over
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who had the de facto power to recognize and bestow privilege. These disputes highlight
the constraints on the royal government's ability to impose its will in the face of
concerted resistance from city and town councils. When municipalities chose to resist the
efforts of royal officials to impose inconvenient laws and execute royal orders that
infringed on local prerogatives they could force these officials to acquiesce to their
control of municipal life.
In late sixteenth-century Seville, a series of legal contests between the city council
and royal officials over the control of privilege reveals the relationship between social
and political networks and laws governing status and privilege. On 7 September 1583 a
petition from the royal prosecutor Diego de Amezaga arrived at the chancery court in
Granada. In this petition, the prosecutor charged that the city council of Seville was
providing a number of its high ranking officials and some of its leading citizens with
undeserved economic privileges. Specifically naming the men, he claimed that despite
the fact that they were taxpayers (pecheros) and the descendents ofpecheros, the city was
providing them with the refund from the excise tax on meat. Having denounced these
men, he requested that the king, through his judicial representatives, the judges of the
court, grant him a royal writ {provision) which included a copy of the law (pragmdtica)
of Enrique IV so that these men would contribute these taxes, and so that the justices of
Seville would place them on the registers of taxpayers and strike their names from the
registers where they were listed as hijosdalgo. The judges reviewed the charges that

^ Unless otherwise noted the prosecutors' charges, the court's rulings, and the minutes from the city
council are taken from the Archivo Municipal de Sevilla (AMS), Seccion 1, carpeta 146, documento 192.
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same day in public audience and ordered that the court provide Amezaga with the writ he
requested and the copy of the law.
Through his request for royal writs from the chancery judges, the royal prosecutor
tried to use the law enacted by Enrique IV at the Cortes of Ocana in 1469 as a precedent
for denying anyone without hidalgo ancestry the privileges of tax exemption. The Cortes
in 1469 had produced this law in response to a particular political problem.^ The law
itself referred to a limited set of individuals and stated that the king revoked and nullified
the grants of hidalguia he had provided to those men who came to his defense after
September 1465. Nevertheless in Alfonso Diaz de Montalvo's collection of royal
legislation, the presentation of this law included the clause that "all those who were
pecheros or who descended frompecheros should not enjoy the privileges, exemptions,
offices of hidalgos."'^ Neither Amezaga nor the royal judges made any explicit reference
to the language or substance of the law, and simply invoked it as the authoritative basis
for the writs against Seville's citizens.
During the following weeks, Amezaga filed seven more charges of this nature
against additional officials and citizens of the city of Seville. In total he denounced as
fraudulently receiving the refund 16 councilmen (veinte y quatros) and 58 prominent
citizens, including a judge of Seville's appellate court {audiencia), a judge of the regional

^ I treat the enactment, substance, and evolution of this law in detail in chapter one.
First printed in 1485, this collection was reprinted numerous times in the course of the sixteenth
century. Montalvo provided the law with the title "Como fueron rebocadas todas las mercedes de noblezas
y fidalguias, y quales deven ser guardadas" Ordenanzas Reales in CECA (Madrid, 1872), 6:257, 259. Libro
4, titulo 2, ley 9.
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police force (hermandad), the constable of the city walls, and the city council's chief
clerk.
By the end of the month, the city council of Seville received notice of these writs.
On September 28 the councilmen met together in the city hall in the presence of the
crown's representative in the city (asistente), Juan Hurtado de Mendoza Guzman y Rojas,
the Count of Orgaz. The asistente, referred to as corregidor in other municipalities,
served as a proxy for the king in the settlement of disputes in the city and held important
voting powers on the city council.^ At the meeting the attending councilmen deliberated
on the city's course of action and ultimately crafted a response that denied the claims of
the prosecutor and delegated power of attorney to the councilman Gon9alo de Saavedra
and the parish representative Pedro de Fuentes (both of who were already resident at the
court in Granada), to contest these charges.
After being notified of the city's refusal to execute the writs and its decision to
contest the charges, the royal prosecutors Amezaga and Doctor Heredia sent a detailed
list of arguments to the chancery court arguing why the judges should not hear the city's
objections. Four days later, on October 15, Doctor Villalta, as attorney for the city of
Seville, wrote to Antonio de Torres at the court of Granada, countering the prosecutor's
arguments and presenting the city's reasons to dismiss the writs.

' In his history of Seville, Ortiz de Zuniga addressed the development and expansion of the corregidor's
voting powers and the council's resistance to this development. Diego Ortiz de Zuniga, Anales
ecclesiasticos y seculares de la muy noble y muy leal ciudad de Sevilla (Madrid, 1796), 3:99. For a
description of this office during the fourteenth and fifteenth century see Agustin Bermudez Aznar, El
corregidor en Castilla durante la Baja Edad Media (1348-1474) (Murcia, 1974).
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Over a year later, on 5 November 1584, the judges of the court provided their
ruling on the city's objections. They declared that after examining the eight charges
ipeticiones) submitted by his majesty's prosecutor and reviewing the writs ordered by the
court itself and the responses of the city of Seville they revoked their earlier declarations
{autos) and declared them void. Although the judges did not provide an explanation for
their decision, they ruled that they did not have the authority to provide the royal
prosecutor the writs (provisiones) and with them the law of Enrique IV.
Sixteenth-century Castilian judges customarily offered rulings with no
explanation for their decision, and this case was no different.^ Multiple legal regimes
existed and disputants appealed to the laws and procedures of these regimes according to
the nature of the suit in order to claim the judicial superiority of their cause. In cases
appealed to the chancery court, the ability of litigants to draw from multiple sources of
law and precedent also provided leeway for the judges interpreting the laws and deciding
the cases. In such a system it would appear natural forjudges in cases touching royal
interests to rule in accord with these interests since these officials were ultimately
beholden to the crown for their offices and future advancement.
Nevertheless certain factors constrained royal judges from arbitrarily ruling in the
monarch's favor. Throughout the early modem period litigants by the thousands brought
their disputes to the royal appellate courts in search of justice. Often their cases involved
^ Historians of Early Modem Castile often treat judges' decisions as representing an objective application
of the law or as the result of the respective strength of arguments submitted by the opposing sides. These
historians then describe judges' decisions as arbitrary when they determine that these magistrates issued
sentences that did not properly follow the historians understanding of past law. These historians base their
representation of judicial rulings on an understanding of the rule of law that does not pertain to the legal
system of sixteenth-century Castile.
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complaints against crown officials and royal policy, and, like the council of Seville in the
case initiated by the prosecutor Amezaga, succeeded in gaining a favorable ruling. In
order to make a ruling, judges in sixteenth-century Castile, (much like judges in twentyfirst century America), based their decision on the conventions held among legal experts
about how to assess, apply, and interpret existing rules. These conventions in turn
resulted from the education of the judges, shared values about justice, and understandings
of authority and the use of power. Despite these conventions, judges could disagree on
the validity or superiority of contrary norms that applied to the same case. This was
especially true in a legal system constituted from multiple legal regimes, without a clear
designation of a hierarchy among the existing norms. Consequently this system gave
considerable freedom to judges to apply their own interpretation of the law, based on the
particular moral and political conceptions they embraced or contingencies they faced.
Importantly their interpretations did not always correspond with historians' evaluations of
what was in the interest of the monarch.
In contrast to sixteenth-century judicial sentences, which lack any explicit
rationale, the arguments of litigants and their lawyers present the range of norms that
judges had to evaluate and consider to make their decisions. The litigants operated
within certain parameters dictated by the language available in the existing laws of the
kingdom. The ability of litigants to accuse the opposing side of failure to comply with
the law did not require a consistent presentation of the legal rules that had been violated;
it required only that sufficient arguments had been given to support one ruling over
another. In the dispute initiated by the royal prosecutor, both sides gave multiple
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arguments for their respective causes and appealed to several laws at once. Responding
to different issues they crafted arguments that sometimes presented facts in an apparently
inconsistent fashion. Nevertheless the arguments presented by the attorneys reveal the
nature of the dispute and the language the disputants needed to employ to resolve it.
The prime issue in this conflict involved a clash between municipal prerogatives
and crown prosecutor's application of royal law. Although this was the main point of
conflict, at least two levels of dispute existed. On the one hand the situation involved
conflicts between individuals and their families on the one side and a royal prosecutor
over possession of privilege. On the other it constituted a stage in a history of conflict
and negotiation between the city and the royal government (represented by this same
official and various royal judges) concerning the right to determine who could hold
privileges in the city and territory of Seville.
In order to successfully argue the position of their clients, the attorneys had to use
existing legal rhetoric to present the actions of the city government, of royal officials, and
of individual citizens and the consequences of their actions. This rhetoric included
statements about how these actions impinged on the interests of the royal patrimony, the
good of the kingdom, and the well being of the local community, and how these actions
agreed with or violated authoritative rules and norms.
The royal prosecutors justified their actions to the royal judges by claiming that
the maintenance of government incomes and the welfare of the city's disadvantaged
citizens required the application of and adherence to the laws previously enacted in the
Cortes of Castile and thereby universally applicable. After the city's initial denial of the
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charges and attempt to dismiss the writs, the royal prosecutors Amezaga and Heredia
began their attack on the city's opposition by appealing to technicalities saying that the
city had not responded in time or in the proper manner. Then they quickly shifted to
central issues of conflict, and highlighted the city's history of resistance to royal orders.
The prosecutors claimed that in the past the city publicly had announced that it would
obey and implement similar royal writs and orders against other citizens of Seville, but
n

had failed to do so. Moreover they argued that the judges of the court could not refuse
to provide them with the necessary writs to force the city's compliance. They requested
that the court confirm these laws, since the prosecutors had asked for them and since
these laws were in effect at the court and applicable to all. For their last argument, they
charged that the city council engaged in practices that harmed both the royal patrimony
and welfare of the taxpayers of Seville. The councilmen did so by allowing citizens in
the city to acquire positions reserved for hidalgos. The prosecutors did not explain the
matter further, but acquisition of such positions would provide tax exemption to the
individual and reduce the tax-base of the city. In this way some of the city's richest
citizens would gain exemptions from taxation and the burden of their dues would fall
upon their neighbors. Therefore the two royal officials asked the court to disregard the
city's objections and impose on the city the penalties that it had incurred in accord with
the law and laws of these kingdoms.

^ "Lo otro porque la dicha ciudad notoriamente alega cossas que despues abiendosele notificado otras
semjantes provisiones contra otros vecinos de la dicha ciudad rrespondio q las obedezia y mandava cumplir
no solamente aquellas pero las que despues dellas se obtubiesen como consta por las dichas provisiones
originales notificaciones y rrespuesta a ellas dada por el dicho c[onsej]o de que hazemos presentacion."
AMS, Seccion 1, carpeta 146, doc. 192.
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In these arguments the prosecutors employed conventional language about
municipal resistance to royal demands based on past contests between Castile's towns
and cities and the royal government in general and relations between the city of Seville
and crown officials in particular. Amezaga and Heredia claimed that the city had a
history of resisting royal orders by refusing to implement them. Specifically they said
that this included the city's refusal to implement similar earlier orders to place particular
citizens on the lists of taxpayers. Their description of the city's actions employed
language from the legal formula "we obey, but we do not implemenf {obedezcemos pero
no cumplimos), that municipalities regularly used to counter royal orders and legislation
that they did not wish to apply.

o

By the 1580s this formula had a long history of use in Castilian political disputes.
Manuel Garcia-Gallo has argued that the formula was a response to the problem of unjust
law, understood as royal edicts or dispositions that ran contrary to the law {derecho)!^ In
his Manual de Historia de Derecho Espanol, Garcia-Gallo argued that in the Late
Medieval and Early Modem period it was a legal norm that if any law enacted by the
monarch {ley) was contrary to the existing bodies of law {derecho) or was harmful, then it
lacked legal force and did not oblige compliance. In such a case the law was obeyed, that
is to say deference to royal order was shown, but the law was not implemented.
According to Garcia-Gallo and other scholars of Castilian law, the refusal to implement
the law or order did not nullify it. Instead local officials simply deferred implementation
^ See the language in the note above.
' Benjamin Gonzalez Alonso, "La formula 'Obedezcase, pero no se cumpla' en el derecho castellano de
la Baja Edad Media," Anuario de historia de derecho espanol 50 (1980), 470.
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until the king could ratify or revoke the order or law.'° More recently Gonzalez Alonso
has argued that the formula evolved from a means to maintain municipal rights in the
face of the development of royal law in the thirteenth and fourteenth centuries into a
means to conserve royal law enacted in the Cortes that came to be violated by the edicts
and orders of the monarch and his officials in the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries."
Nevertheless he believes that the formula itself proved to be a weak instrument of
resistance.
This treatment of the formula misrepresents how municipal governments and
local officials resisted inconvenient or disagreeable royal orders. Although disputants at
times made claims about the justness of an order (and often they did not), the principle
nexus of the dispute rested on competing claims about the authority of existing legal
principles. Gonzalo Alonso bases his claim about the weakness of the formula as a
means to resist royal power on the assumption that local authorities ultimately acquiesced
to the monarch's ruling after their initial resistance to the order. Alonso and other
scholars who support this position use as evidence records from the meetings of the
Cortes, collections of laws, and legal commentary on these laws. They do not actually
examine specific conflicts and lawsuits in which municipal authorities employed the
formula. Examining this particular dispute between Seville's city council and the
chancery prosecutor, it appears that other factors affected the decision of the judges. The
city's committed decision "to obey, but not implement" the royal writs forced the royal

Gonzalez Alonso, "La formula," 484.
" Gonzalez Alonso, "La formula," 487.
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judges to reevaluate the situation, and they tacitly acknowledged the existence of other
authoritative principles and issued a favorable ruling for the city.

Parallel to these direct acts of resistance to royal authority, the city also had a
history of ignoring royal laws when they proved inconvenient. The city government
simply chose not to enforce or apply certain laws that went against the interests of the
city's principal families. In matters concerning legal privileges this included the active
violation of laws restricting access to public office, specifically the laws issued by Juana I
in 1515 requiring the status of hidalgo to hold any of the main positions in the city
council.
Both city council and royal government selectively applied the laws for their own
benefit and accused each other of failure to enforce laws at convenient moments. In the
case of Juana's law on public offices in Seville, the royal government chose to demand
compliance from the city council on two separate occasions in the years 1562 and 1581. 12
In both instances letters from the crown complained that the city violated the law and
provided the offices of veinticuatro and jurado to men ofpechero status. The crown
issued the first order for Seville to comply with the old law in the 1560s, a time when
Philip II's government had initiated efforts to force other Castilian city councils to
implement locally distinct laws regarding status and access to public office. In the case
of the city of Toledo, Philip II demanded the implementation of fifteenth-century statutes
of blood purity in 1566 and again in 1569. Unlike Seville, the Toledo city councilmen in

AMS, Seccion 1, carpeta 25, doc. 252.
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the late sixteenth-century were split into two benches, one for pecheros and one for
1T

hijosdalgo.

The king demanded that those men on the noble bench be hijosdalgo de

sangre and those on the commoners bench be Old Christians of pure blood.
In both Seville and Toledo, the crown's efforts to require the implementation of
the laws served as a means for the royal government to introduce measures to control the
verification of status during the transfer of office from the incumbent to his heir or
designated successor. Philip's order to the city council of Seville introduced an
innovation to the law originally confirmed by Juana in 1515. The new ordinance
specified that any successor to an office had to present evidence of his status to the
asistente, who would then provide the candidate with a written confirmation. The
candidate would then have to present this certification to officials at the royal court.
In these cases the crown's ability to obtain municipal agreement to implement the
royal edicts was not always an easy task. In order to achieve implementation of a
particular law, council and crown had to agree to the legitimacy of that law. In the royal
letters addressing the status requirements for public office in Seville, the authors repeated
two claims about the law: that the law originated from local requests and that it served to
alleviate a harmful situation. In the 1562 letter, Philip began by reviewing the letters and
provisiones issued by his grandmother Juana in 1515. The king's secretary then gave a
copy of the Queen's letters and provisiones each of which emphasized that the monarch

" Martz presents the division of the regidores into two benches as a traditional structure of the council,
but there is little evidence for this division in the documents of the fifteenth century. Linda Martz, "Pure
Blood Statutes," Sefarad 54 (1994).
AMS, Seccion 1, carpeta 25, doc. 252.
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issued the ordinance at the request of the city.'^ Considering the language used in the
letter it might be more appropriate to say that she confirmed an ordinance presented by
the city council. In 1562 Philip's letter likewise claimed that the city had petitioned him
to examine Juana's provisiones and to provide an authoritative declaration on them.
Whether the request came from the council, a faction within it, or worried citizens, the
king took advantage of the request to try and introduce new procedures to verify status
during the transfer of office. Upon receiving the king's letter, the council agreed to obey
it and stated that they would execute it according to the king's demands.
Despite the council's apparent acquiescence, the city did not apply the old laws or
the new procedures, or at least they did not apply them in a regular or consistent manner.
Almost 20 years later in 1581, Philip again wrote to the council on this issue and
provided copies of the earlier letters. Crown officials had attempted to apply these laws
and the council had questioned their authenticity. Consequently municipal and royal
officials had to verify the authenticity of the law. This involved a formal comparison of
the original order from Juana~or a copy of the original—held by the royal government
and the one in the city archive. On 7 March 1581 Bartolome de Hoces the city's
representative to the Cortes, presented a notarized copy of multiple documents to Juan de
Aguilera, lieutenant to the asistente}^ Included with the documents was a writ

"And 1 was petitioned about the matter so that I might provide an order that from now on no pechero
would be provided with this office, but only hijosdalgo notorios." "And now the representatives to the
Cortes for the city of Seville petitioned me for a favor {merced) [that] I should order that the previous letter
should be extended to the offices of councilman and fieles executores." AMS, Seccion 1, carpeta 25, doc.
252.
AMS, Seccion 1, carpeta 25, doc. 252.
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{provision) from the king and a letter drafted at a city council meeting. The city clerk
Baltazar de Godoy noted in his description of the event that the letter and writ required
the attendees to verify and copy the documents so that the city might "possess" the law.
Consequently the letter ordered the clerk to produce his register so that any necessary
copies could be made and so that these officials could establish that the documents agreed
in substance. The process of verification ended when the lieutenant of the asistente
announced that the notarized documents from the king were authentic.
The letters from Philip II to the council of Seville in 1562 and again in 1581,
which ordered the city to implement the laws restricting public office to hidalgos,
described a history of the city's selective application of these laws. In the 1562 letter,
after describing the procedures that he wanted the city to follow in the transfer of office,
the king demanded that the offices only be given to hidalgos and that the councilmen
follow these rules, "notwithstanding that until now, these letters and writs may not have
been used or kept."'^ Consequently the letters also provide evidence of selective efforts
on the part of the royal government to gain adherence to these laws. Since at least the
fifteenth century the transfer and confirmation of a council seat in Seville required the
formal recognition of the crown. Consequently the royal officials who certified and
documented the sale and transfer of public offices since 1515 likewise disregarded these
rules and were complicit in the violation of royal laws and the failure to oversee status
requirements for office.

AMS, Seccion 1, carpeta 25, doc. 252.
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Philip's efforts to apply laws restricting access to public office according to status
in the cities of Seville and Toledo had similar outcomes. Like the orders sent to Seville,
those directed to Toledeo's council required that the determination of social and racial
status occur after the initial office holder died and the municipal office was transferred to
his heir or sold to another person. The city council responded by doing nothing, and the
order was suspended in April of 1566. The crown justified the order as a means to avoid
"differences, litigation, and passions" that had caused much "uneasiness and anxiety".
Linda Martz speculated that the order was a stratagem for extorting money from office
holders. Under the dictates of the law new councilmen would have had to have their
nobility confirmed either by the crown or the chancery courts, or pay more in bribes to
have their lineage certified locally.18 As we will see, royal officials extorted bribes from
councilmen, but the money from these corrupt practices typically stayed with the official
and did not pass on to the royal treasury. Nevertheless the efforts to implement these
laws appear to be part of larger royal policy with both political and economic ends. The
royal government sought to assert its control over claims to status by giving local royal
officials, such as the asistente, a greater role in determining status,

Amezaga and Heredia cited specific acts of the city's resistance in their
arguments, but they did not address the political culture of resistance to royal intervention
in local affairs and the defense of municipal prerogatives founded on unique municipal
charters and privileges. In contrast to the royal prosecutors, the city's attorney Doctor
Marz, "Pure Blood Statutes", 93.
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Villalta emphasized the unique circumstances and status of the city, and the special
privileges the royal government had previously granted it and should continue to allow it.
In order to legitimize the city's control over the designation of status, Villalta also
expressed his arguments in terms of the good of the community, its citizens, and the royal
government. In contrast to the royal prosecutors he argued that the local government was
in the best position to provide for the matters of the community. Consequently Villalta's
arguments stressed the role of Seville's city council in policing privileges and the dangers
that would arise from royal interference in this role.
.. .although the provisiones should be able to be given for other places they
shouldn't be given for the city of Seville because there are so many foreigners and
the city has royal writs {provisiones) so that such foreigners can't acquire
possession of the status of hidalgo or [gain exemption from paying] the dues on
the excise tax even if they should reside in the city for a long time.'^
The authority of the writs rested on the law made by Enrique IV that applied to all of
Castile. To deny the basis for the prosecutor's actions the city tried to show that such
laws should not be applied to the city of Seville because of unique circumstances. To
convince the royal judges of the city council's concern with the matter, the attorney
remarked specifically on the economic dangers involved. "If [the writs] should be
allowed, foreigners would be able to litigate with the city of Seville concerning their
status of hidalgo and there wouldn't be enough revenues from the city properties to pay

"lo otro porque aunque las dichas provisiones se pudieran dar para otras partes no se avian de dar para
la dicha ciudad por aver en ella como ay tanto numero de forasteros e tener la dicha ciudad provisiones
reales para que los tales no puedan adquirir posesion de hidalguia aunque esten mucho tienpo que la dicha
ciudad." AMS, Seccion 1, carpeta 146, documento 192.
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the expenses for all the lawsuits."^® In other words, the attorney argued that the royal
prosecutor's use of writs, backed by general or universal law, to determine a person's
status would only increase the number of disputes and deplete the city's resources. He
repeated this point a few lines later saying that to give the prosecutors these writs would
"initiate 200 some lawsuits for his client, the city of Seville, without any of these actions
producing an advantage for the royal patrimony or for the city."
Despite the attorney's call for municipal control over issues of privilege and
status, he continued to maintain that the city had followed and continued to follow royal
laws concerning these matters. Villalta contradicted the prosecutors' claims and argued
that the city had allowed privileges only to those who warranted them. He repeated that
the people who received the refund from the excise tax were hijosdalgo notorios or
hijosdalgo from royal writs and letters of privilege or from some other manner. "In this
matter the city takes such great care and diligence that no one can claim otherwise,
because it is common knowledge that the city has always observed what is to the service
91

of your highness and the benefit of the city."

As part of his argument, Villalta exaggerated the city's autonomy from royal
interference and claimed that royal officials like Amezaga had violated this autonomy
with the introduction of innovative practices. The city's last objection to the writs
presented by the prosecutor had to do with the change they might initiate in the

"si se diese lugar aquellas provisiones qualquier forastero pudiese litigar con mi parte sobre hidalguia
no serian bastantes los propios que tiene para los gastos delos dichos p[lei]tos." AMS, Seccion 1, carpeta
146, documento 192.
" Ibid.
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procedures and practices of recognizing someone's status in the city. Villalta pointed out
that this had already begun to happen and with bad effect. According to the attorney, the
city had refused to provide the refund to some men who were not hijosdalogo, and yet
claimed to be. He stated that these men then gathered evidence and testimony and taken
their claims to the chancery court and did not pursue the matter in any other way.
According to the attorney these men essentially sought to circumvent the authority of the
council by appealing to the royal court as a third party. As further evidence of the
prosecutors' efforts to undermine the autonomy and prerogatives of the city, Villalta
reported that they attempted to make a general list of the Seville's citizens and that they
shouldn't be allowed to do so.
In the presentation of the city's case, Villalta did not attempt to provide a
logically consistent representation of practices in Seville. Instead he sought to provide a
number of authoritative arguments. For instance in these diverse arguments, the attorney
made a number of claims about the city's treatment of foreigners that did not agree. As
we saw above, he claimed that the city had special privileges to prevent foreigners from
gaining the status of hidalgo. Nevertheless after arguing why the judges should revoke
the writs, Villalta sought to explain the city's failure to comply with the most recent
orders from the court. "The city's officials did not [complete] the recently presented
writs even after the council ordered them implemented, because the people listed were
foreigners and not known." In a strange reversal of logic concerning foreigners the
attorney claimed that the city had not placed these men on the tax lists, because their
status was unknown and needed investigation. Similarly despite the attorney's claims
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and the fact that the active involvement of the prosecutor in local matters may have been
unusual, citizens of Seville had appealed to royal mediation in their efforts to gain
recognition of status for over seventy years. In the end, the marmer of litigation allowed
the city and the judges deciding the case flexibility in developing and interpreting legal
arguments. Whether on the merit of these arguments or due to other influences and
pressures the judges ruled in favor of the city council of Seville.
During their deliberation of legal disputes, royal judges had to take into account
the short and long-term interests of the crown and how their decisions might affect future
relations between royal and local authorities. Consequently previous relations and
transactions between the city of Seville and the royal government had important effects
on the city's autonomy from the royal government in matters involving the determination
of privilege. In his arguments the attorney made the notable claim that the city possessed
royal writs that prevented foreigners from acquiring the status of hidalgo. He did not
elaborate on this writ or provide a copy of it. Only a year earlier, in April of 1582, the
city had presented Philip II the sum of 50,000 ducados (18,750,000 maravedis) so that he
would not sell the status of hidalgo to any citizen or resident of the city or territory of
Seville.22 According to the copy of the agreement, the dire needs of the crown for more
income than the government could raise from ordinary sources had forced the king to sell
the status of hidalgo to interested buyers. For the city and territory of Seville he had
given the commission for this duty to the Count of Villar, the asistente in 1582.

The

AMS, Seccion. 3; tomo 8; doc. 34.
Morales Padron lists Don Fernando de Torres y Portugal, Count of Villar, as the asistente for the years
1579 and 1580, and the Count of Coruna as the asistent for 1581. Francisco Morales Padron, La Ciudad
del Quinientos (Seville: 1989), 330.
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count had proceeded to sell titles of hidalguia to both citizens of the city and foreign
residents who desired the status.
In order to stop these transactions the city had to provide the government with the
sums it hoped to acquire and a justification for ending these practices. Consequently
much of the agreement listed the dangers to the royal patrimony, to the king's service,
and to the good of the city that would come from continuing and fulfilling the sale of
status.
To concede the said privileges in this manner would bring the greatest harm to the
royal patrimony and result in many inconveniences to his majesty's service and
the good and public welfare of the city, especially to the poor, and the people of
less means and recourse. Those rich men, who acquired these privileges in this
way, and all their descendants forever would come to be a great number, and the
subsidies and taxes they paid would overburden the poor. As such a Christian and
pious prince, his majesty would not allow such a thing to take to place.^"^
Whether moved by these pleas or the offer of a cash payment, Philip agreed to end the
sales and set a price for his compliance.
In order to halt the sale of hidalguia the city had to aquire possession of a special
legal privilege. For the payment of 50,000 ducados the king not only ended the sale of
status, he also provided the city with a royal favor or privilege (merced). The merced
ended any future sales, it terminated those being processed by royal officials, and it
nullified ones that had already been given. The clauses of the city's privilege set limits
on the future actions of the king and his successors. Not only did Philip agree not to sell
"el dafio que a su real patrimonio se siguiria y los muchos inconvientes que a su servicio y al bien y
benefficio publico de aquella ciudad y su tierra resultarian de concederse los dichas previlegios por esta
forma mayormente a los pobres y gente de menos sustancia y fiierfa sobre cargarian todos los servicios y
pechos que los hombres ricos heran los que habrian estos previlegios por este camino y sus decendientes
para siempre que venian a ser gran numero habrian de pagar y contribuir a que su md como principe tan
xpiano y piadoso no debria dar lugar" AMS, Seccion. 3; tomo 8; doc. 34.
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any titles in the future, he bound his heirs to adhere to these stipulations. In more than
one place the document stated the king's pledge not to sell the title of hidalgma, but also
not to bestow it for any service or thing of equivalent worth, no matter how great the
needs of the monarchy might be in the future. Furthermore the document stated that the
merced should stand even if the king should desire to return to the city the payment he
had received. The drafters of the document fully acknowledged that this grant of
privilege to the city might violate the individual privileges of others. The document
deprived the king and his descendants of the right to "give or ennoble with the said
privileges of hidalgma persons that in other places should have served them in such a
way that they deserved to be honored and ennobled."25 In other words if the city of
Seville refused to recognize as an hidalgo someone that authorities elsewhere had
26

recognized, not even the crown had the authority to bestow this status on the person.
From the perspective of the city council the sale of status by the asistente

infringed on the council's control over who could be considered an hidalgo. Control over
status held immediate economic and political ramifications for the city's incomes and
access to local public offices. Rather than addressing these issues in their plea to the
crown the city government focused on the harm that would be done to the poor of the
city, and for a promise to pay 50,000 ducados received a royal merced. Only a few years
later when crown prosecvitors applied royal law to citizens and councilmen of the city, the
"q su md y sus subcesores no puede dar y ennoblecer con los dhos previlegios de hidalguia a las
personas q en otras partes les hubieren servido de manera q merescan ser honrrados y noblecidas" Ibid.
The text that outlined the agreement did not indicate if the ability to provide the status meant through a
grant or through adjudication. Although the final document signed by the royal secretary, Antonio de
Eraso, stated that the crown "would not sell privileges of hidalgua to the citizens of Seville", it specifically
bound the king to other conditions listed in the proceeding agreement (asiento), which were broader in
nature. Ibid.
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city argued that it had obtained formal concessions from the royal government that it
would remove itself from issues of status in Seville and its territories. Whether or not the
royal judges took this transaction into account four years later, they ruled in favor of the
city council
II. Social networks and Status
European historians in general and scholars of Spain in particular have long
recognized the ability of individuals and families of wealth to enter what they
traditionally designate as the "nobility" or urban aristocracy.

They typically describe

the process in terms of new and old elites. I argue that in the case of Early Modem
Seville, the use of such classification obscures the process of social mobility and class
transformation that was actually going on. The process of mobility involved the
incorporation and even absorption of individuals and families, most graphically evident
in the assumption of "old elite" family names by those who married into these families.
Despite the momentary victory that the judges' ruling gave the city council in
November 1584, the royal prosecutor, Diego de Amezaga remained undeterred from
advancing similar charges almost immediately after this ruling. Within months of the
decision, Amezaga filed new denunciations against Juan Antonio Corzo, Don Pedro de
Cespedes lord of the town of Carrion and councilman of Sevilla, and Don Juan de
Cespedes his brother, all three citizens of Seville. The new charges met with continued
opposition from the city council, which on 11 April 1585 again designated power of

Antonio Dominguez Ortiz, Las closes privilegiadas en la Espana del Antiguo Regimen (Madrid, 1973),
10-12.
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attorney to one of its most important officers, this time to the councilman and
representative to the Cortes, Don Cristobal de Mexia. These charges did not prove to be
an isolated act. In the following two years Amezaga submitted at least five more separate
denunciations, each naming multiple people. These denunciations listed men the
prosecutor had targeted the year before as well as new individuals. Among these new
names he also listed women from some of the city's prominent families including Dona
Maria de Quadros, the widow of Pedro Sanchez Alrio, and Dona Isabel de Virves, the
widow of Rodrigo Varo de Andrada.
The men and women denounced by Amezaga all enjoyed two main privileges:
access to political office (or the ability to control the transfer of political office to a
family member), and exemption from a tax on a basic commodity. The majority of them
enjoyed these privileges through the acquiescence of the local authorities and not through
formal litigation. In other words they had gained them through successful assimilation
into the elite class of the city. Importantly, membership in this elite did not depend upon
birth or descent. Although some of the individuals and families targeted by Amezaga did
not descend from hidalgos they were themselves politically and economically prominent
or connected to important aristocratic families through ties of marriage and business.
Because the city council was composed of representatives from established families and
newly prominent ones, it supported accused citizens in their dispute with the royal
prosecutor.
Class and group distinctions in sixteenth-century Seville were not absolute.
Instead, statements about one's background or status were often rhetorical claims
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substantiated by powerful social networks. Amezaga explicitly acknowledged in his first
denunciation in 1583 that he was charging prominent individuals. Pointedly he argued
that their very prominence in the community had precipitated the abuse of the royal
patrimony.
The abovementioned being councilmen, officials of the city, and rich and
powerful men with connections and dealings with the other officials of the city
council attempt to enjoy the status of hidalgo and to never pay the royal taxes that
the other common taxpayers of the city pay to the king.28
Amezaga's description fails to mention other important characteristics of these men. The
prosecutor charged individuals from converso families, merchants, financiers, and
foreigners from other parts of Castile and from outside Spain. These individuals came
from groups, which faced potential legal and cultural barriers to advancement in status.
On the other hand, Amezaga also denounced men with seigniorial titles, individuals
connected by marriage to powerful aristocratic families, and other royal officials for
fraudulently posing as hidalgos. In part this was due to the fact that these groups were
mixed and not hermetically distinct. Likewise Amezaga denounced councilmen who had
recently bought their offices and those from the main families of the city who had held
these offices for generations.^^ The council responded with blanket support for all these
individuals in their responses to the court. In this contest, the city government disputed
"los susodichos por ser beinte y quartos oficiales rregidores y personas rricas y poderosas con favores
y negociaciones que an tenido y tienen con los demas oficiales del cavildo de la ciudad de sevilla pretenden
gocar de ydalguia y siempre de no pagar ny pechar los pechos y deramas reales que los demas onbres llanos
pecheros de la ciudad de la ciudad de sevilla pagan a su magestad." AMS, Seccion 1, carpeta 146, doc.
192.
From the city's veinticuatros, Amezaga listed Juan de Cuevas Melgarejo, Hernando de Almansa,
Melchor de Almansa, Pero Ruiz Torre Grose, Pedro de Villareal, Garcia de Leon, Juan de Leon, Garcia de
Baena, Baltazar Nuiiez de Silva, Diego Nunez Perez, Melchior del Alcazar, Felipe del Alcazar, Diego
Caballero de Illescas, and Pedro de Cespedes. Ibid.
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the efforts of royal authorities to determine social status, while local nobles supported the
social transformation of their merchant colleagues and family members, and old
Chiistians accepted the assimilation of New Christians.
Despite knowledge of the ancestry and occupations of those charged by Amezaga,
the city responded to these accusations with the blanket claim that in fact they did
descend from lineages of hidalgos. In Don Cristobal de Mexia's response to the court's
order that the city include Corzo and the two Cespedes on their registers of taxpayers and
apportion them part of the royal subsidy, Mexia stated that they were hijosdalgo notorio,
that their fathers and grandfathers were also of this status, and that the city had provided
them and their fathers and grandfathers refunds from the excise tax on meat that it
traditionally provided to the hijosdalgo notorios of the city. They did so because the
excise tax on meat served as the royal subsidy of the taxpayers (pecho de pecheros). He
then reviewed for the judges how the refund of the tax worked. "Those hidalgos who
have an executive writ from the royal courts or a written statement of their privilege ask
for the refund, and the city provides it to those hijosdalgo notorios on account of their
renown, to those hijosdsalgo de ejecutoria on account of their writ, and those hijosdalgo
on

de privilegio on account of their grant of privilege."

Despite Amezaga's repeated attempts to force the city to apply the court rulings
the council remained obstinate in its resistance. In early 1586 Amezaga complained to
the judges in Granada that the city was acting criminally and that it had replied
"el que es hijodalgo notorio que tiene executoria e previlegio de hidalguia de su mag[d] piden que se
les buelva la blanca de la refacion de la came en el cavildo y regim[to] desta ciudad y el cavildo y
rregim[to] le buelve a cada uno la blanca de la came por el titulo que tiene el hijodalgo notiorio por su
notoridad y el de ehecutoria por su ehecutoria y a lo de previlegio por su previlegio." Ibid.
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impertinently saying it wouldn't implement the order. At this point the prosecutor also
presented evidence to the court in the form of copies signed by Francisco Ramirez the
clerk of the council of Seville demonstrating that that the city had received these royal
writs. Therefore Amezaga ended his report with the request that the court add to the writ
he was requesting an additional statement that monetary penalties should be imposed
against the officials present in the city council if they again failed to comply with the
court's orders.
On 23 May 1586 Seville's council received another writ on the matter and agreed
to obey it. Nevertheless they continued to insist that these men held the status of hidalgo.
They responded that in regard to the first part of the writ those mentioned were
considered to be hidalgos, and for this reason the refund of the blanca was returned to
them and with this action they executed the legal precept (disposicidn) of the law of
Enrique IV. Despite the council's compliance it asked for a second letter from the court
iterating these demands. The council informed the court that for the meantime it had
ordered that the city's treasurers not refund the tax until the cases concerning these
individuals' hidalgmas should be justly determined or his majesty should order
otherwise. Additionally they demanded that the costs that the city had expended in the
course of this litigation should be imposed on the prosecutor.
The city's resistance to the demands of royal officials took multiple forms. The
city continued to stall the execution of the royal writs against Corzo and the Cespedes by
requesting additional orders. The court ultimately sent a second, a third, and finally a
fourth letter on the matter. In the face of these demands and defiantly ignoring royal
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threats to impose monetary penalties against the councilmen present at the time of
notification, the city refused to budge.
Not only did the council refuse to execute the writs sent by the chancery it also
denied any responsibility in the process of investigating the individuals charged with
being hidalgos. When an individual initiated a lawsuit of hidalguia with a municipal
council, the burden of providing proof of status normally rested on the claimant.^' In this
case, royal officers intervened in the city's affairs, and the council replied by affirming
the status of the individuals whom Amezaga denounced. The city council's support for
these individuals and the fact that the royal prosecutor had begun the suits reversed
normal procedures for investigating and paying for the investigation of people who
claimed to be hidalgos. The royal officials who ordered the investigation consequently
tried to force the city to pay the investigators. In the case of the Cespedes, the city
responded that under the circumstances neither those charged nor the city were obliged to
pay the costs. As a means to avoid responsibility for the investigation the city's attorney
questioned whether the law Amezaga had inserted in the writ applied to the Cespedes,
and claimed that his denunciation was insufficient to force an investigation. "If some
other party besides the prosecutor denounced the Cespedes in accord with the laws of
these kingdoms then the pursuit of the case should be accessed to those charged and not
•
•
32
to the city
of Seville."
In any event the city claimed that it was not obliged to pay these

See the discussion of this issue in chapter three. AMS, Seccion 3, tome 8, doc. 34.
Si alguna deiacion se a hecho de los susodichos fuera de la quel dicho senor fiscal hizo que conforme
a las leyes y pragmaticas destos rreynos es necesaria a costa de los susodichos se puede seguir esto causa y
no a costa de Sevilla. AMS, Seccion 1, carpeta 146, documento 192.
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costs. In a letter to the court, Seville's council specifically addressed the matter to the
president and the chief justices and asserted that the chancery should not try to compel
the city on the matter.

The city council resisted the chancery demands because they attacked and
undermined the very social networks that structured political and economic relationships
in the city. To deprive the individuals charged by the royal prosecutor of their privileges
would have been tantamount to declaring as illegitimate the privileges of the other
members of Seville's ruling elite. Social networks including marriage alliances, business
partnerships, and political patronage both between members of the city council, and
between council officials and royal official at court brought together the interests of
families from diverse backgrounds and contributed to their mutual identification and
support, and in some cases their biological union.
In terms of the number of family members charged, the denunciations fell
heaviest on the Alcazars, one of Seville's most prominent families.33 The Alcazars were
potentially vulnerable due to their distant Jewish background and their continued
alliances with converso families. On the other hand, the family had the advantage of a
long and unbroken connection with the city council and a succession of royal
governments. Family members had filled council offices for over 150 years, beginning in
the 1430s when Pedro Gonzalez del Alcazar held multiple positions as councilman

Ruth Pike provides a description of some of these family members, their business activities, and
marriage connections. Ruth Pike, Aristocrats and Traders (Ithaca: Cornell University Press, 1972), 37-47.
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(veinte y cuatro), as executive auditor ifiel ejecutor), and as the city's representative to
the Cortes?"^ Through its active involvement in service to the city and crown the family
had succeeded in holding on to its place in the council during each subsequent
generation. The councilman, Pedro del Alcazar fought in the conquest of the kingdom of
Granada (1482-1492), and, according to the seventeenth-century annals of Diego Ortiz de
•

»

.

.
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Zuniga, the king personally knighted Pedro for his conspicuous service during the war.

Perhaps more ingratiating to the royal government were Pedro's activities as collector of
the customs dues (almojarifazgo) for Seville and the monarchy's share of ecclesiastical
tithes {tercias de pan). His connections with the crown alleviated, to some degree, the
pressures of the Inquisition. Pedro successfully stopped the confiscation of his sister-inlaw's property when she came under suspicions of heresy. Moreover in 1493 the crown
interceded to block his arrest when he could not pay his debts on account of the
confiscation of his own property. This same Pedro del Alcazar played a major role in the
negotiation of the cash payment from Seville's cornersos for the return of confiscated
property. Both he and his sons and nephews continued to serve the crown as tax
collectors and tax farmers, and even as directors of the royal mint. Despite the
difficulties generated by the Inquisition, Pedro also took part in the suppression of the
Muslim revolt in Granada in 1500.
In addition to Pedro's grandson, the councilman Melchor del Alcazar, the royal
prosecutor's writs to the city in 1583 also listed Melchor's brothers Baltazar del Alcazar
Rafael Sanchez Saus, Caballeria y linaje en la Sevilla Medieval: Estudio Genealogico y Social
(Seville: 1989), 121.
Sanchez Saus, Caballeria y linaje, 122.
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and Gonzalo Suarez de Leon, his cousin Caspar, and his second cousins Francisco and
Fernando. The Alcazar family also had close ties and marriage connections with the Leon
de Garavitas another converso family engaged in commercial activities. Members of this
family included the councilmen Garcia and Juan de Leon, and their brother Pedro de
Leon Garavita, all three denounced as pecheros by the royal prosecutor. Also connected
to the family through marriage and named by the royal prosecutor were the councilman
Diego Caballero de Illescas and his brother Alvaro.
The Caballero de Illescas family like the Alcazars had conversos in their lineage,
and like these later Alcazars they also participated in commerce with the Indies. Their
maternal uncles Diego and Alonso Caballero in particular had amassed fortunes in the
trade of commodities and slaves to the New World during the early decades of the
century.

Diego Caballero de Illescas even appears to have spent some years in Peru in
'in

his youth representing the business interests of his father's brother Alonso Illescas.
Amezaga did not limit his denunciations to New Christian families. He accused a
wide range of individuals of considerable local reputation and standing. In the writs to
the city, Amezaga himself provided the honorific title of Don to 12 of the men he claimed
were common taxpayers (pecheros). Although the appropriation of the title Don became
more common in the seventeenth century, in the late 1500s it continued to be used to
refer to men whose families held substantial lordships. Four of these men, Don Gonzalo

de Esquivel, Don Gon9alo de la Fuente, Don Alvaro Ponce de Leon, and Don Francisco

Pike, Aristocrats and Traders, 44.
Pike, Aristocrats and Traders, 45.
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del Alcazar, lord of La Palma, (whom I treated above) came from principal Sevillian
families of the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries. Rafael Sanchez Saus included these four
families in his study of 25 aristocratic lineages in Late Medieval Seville. Three others,
Don Pedro de Cespedes, Don Hernando de Pineda, and Don Alonso de los Rios came
from well-established families that rose to significant prominence in the course of the
sixteenth century.
Diego de Amezaga's actions suggest that royal officials accepted that these men
could possess titles to lordship (senorio) over a community, while simultaneously
denying that they had the qualities of a noble. In the ideal social hierarchies fashioned by
treatise authors in Late Medieval and Early Modem Castile, lords (senores) held a
position significantly higher than mere hidalgos. The logic of these hierarchies suggests
that lords should have possessed the right to enjoy the privileges held by men and women
of hidalgo status. Nevertheless the willingness of royal officials to deny privileges to
titled aristocrats demonstrates the scale and nature of resistance to privilege, and the
absence of an easy hierarchy in a society open to social mobility.
While material success and even marriage into old elite families secured local
standing, and at times even the ability to acquire lordships, it did not necessarily prevent
these men and women from becoming the targets of efforts to deny them legal privileges.
The mobility of these men did, however, have the paradoxical effect of placing agents of
the royal government in somewhat opposing roles both providing and denying elite social
status although status of somewhat distinct nature. During the sixteenth century the
Habsburg monarchs imitated their Trastamara predecessors and alienated the seigniorial
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jurisdiction over communities from royal and church domain in order to provide them to
loyal supporters.^^ Unlike the Trastamara who gave grants of authority in return for
service and loyalty, the Habsburgs provided jurisdiction for a simple cash payment.
Among the men charged, the examples of Don Francisco del Alcazar and Don Pedro de
Cespedes illustrate how different crown officials could participate in the process of
making someone a lord at one time only to have other officials deny them noble
privileges later.
Francisco del Alcazar and Pedro de Cespedes likewise demonstrate the process of
family advancement from gaining public office to the acquisition of lordship. For both
families, service to the royal government and successful alignment with powerful local
families secured their advancement into the aristocracy.
Francisco del Alcazar (t 1546), the grandfather of the Francisco del Alcazar
charged by Amezaga, had an impressive career in the city government, holding the
offices of jurado,fiel ejecutor, veinticuatro, and alcalde mayor.Besides his public
duties Francisco distinguished himself in financial and commercial activities, collecting
the alcahalas, investing in shipping loans, and sending goods to the Indies. The
attainment of lordship began when Francisco bought the jurisdiction and incomes of the
town of La Palma, and the castle of Alpizar in 1519 from Don Diego Colon for
11,700,000 maravedis. By 1531 he succeeded in gaining royal recognition of the
Helen Nader, Liberty in Absolutist Spain: The Habsburg Sale of Towns, 75/(5-/700 (Baltimore; Johns
Hopkins University Press, 1990, 71-91.
Nader, Liberty, 1-7, 99-129.
Sanchez Saus, Caballeriay linaje, 124.
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entailment (mayorazgo) of these properties and the right to bequeath this endowment on
his oldest son Pedro."*^ The act of entailment turned his newly acquired jurisdiction into
the hereditary lordship of La Palma. Francisco later did the same for the village of Gelo,
and the estates (heredamientos) of Punano and Collera. In these examples, the
Alcazares' dealings with the royal government involved only the monarch's permission
to establish an entailed property. In other cases the monarchy itself publicized and sold
communities.
Owing to the extraordinary expenditures involved in fighting the revolt in the
Netherlands and defending the Mediterranean coasts from increased attacks by Muslim
pirates in the early 1570s, Philip's government had begun to aggressively market the sale
of various communities belonging to the Military Orders over which the king held
jurisdiction. In 1574 Gonzalo de Cespedes, councilman of Seville and participant in the
Indies trade placed a bid for the town of Carrion, previously under the jurisdiction of the
Order of Calatrava."*^ After a complex process of appraising the worth of the town,
reviewing the bid, and transferring jurisdiction, Gonzalo officially became lord of the
town of Carrion de los Ajos on November 26, 1576. As lord he held the rights to select
the town's officials from a list provided by its council, the authority to nominate the local
priest (whose salary he paid), ownership of the Order's real property including a couple
of buildings, a few fields, a brick and tile kiln, and a bakery, income from one-fifth of the
olive oil produced in the town and two-thirds of the tithe, and the legal jurisdiction for the

Ibid., 124, 125.
Nader, Liberty, 105.
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town that he immediately delegated to the existing municipal council. Becoming a lord
gave him privileges in a relationship with a specific community, but it did not provide
universal privileges based on status, such as exemption from taxation, freedom from
judicial torture, or immunity from debtor's prison. Conversely at no time in the process
of the sale did crown officials raise the question of Cespedes's social status or his right to
become a lord.
The Cespedes had arrived in Seville from Extremadura in the last decade of the
fifteenth century.'^^

Despite being "foreigners" in Seville, the Cespedes brothers quickly

entered the upper strata of the city. Alonso de Cespedes acquired the position of royal
judge ijuez de grados) and in 1519 was elected parish representative to the city council.'*''
At his death in 1537 he had acquired the office of councilman, which he left to his son
Juan. Alonso's brother Pedro also arrived in Seville in the 1490s. Pedro eventually
married the daughter of Gonzalo Diaz Marmolejo a councilman of the city, and passed
this office on to his own son Juan. Their respective heirs continued to hold council
positions and intermarried with the most prominent families in the city. Both branches of
the family succeeded in establishing entailed estates and eventually gained exemption
from the city's tax on meat. They managed the second feat through the connections they
held on the city council and through marriage alliances, not through a formal litigation
for status.

In his brief survey of the family, Juan Infante-Galan provides little information about the family other
than their purchase of the town of Carrion. Juan Infante-Galan, Los Cespedes y su senorio de Carrion,
1258-1874 (Sevilla, 1970), 43.
Infante-Galan, Los Cespedes, 46.
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When the Alcazars and the Cespedes acquired their seigniorial authority, royal
officials avoided or ignored the implications that possession of lordship held for the
social status a person attributed to themselves or that others would give them. Those
acquiring lordship did not always commit this oversight. Prior to purchasing the towns of
Cantillana, Brenes, and Villaverde in 1575, the Corsican merchant Juan Antonio Corzo
went through the formalities of presenting evidence and testimony (prohanza) to verify
his status as an hidalgo!^^ At the time of the sale, the king, or more accurately a royal
clerk, provided Corzo with the favor (merced) of a privilege of hidalguia.
In order to evade royal demands to litigate against Corzo, the council placed the
responsibility for his status on the crown. It reminded the judges of this earlier grant and
what his majesty had declared about it. Moreover on the basis of this grant the council's
attorney pointed out that the city had recognized his fiscal exemptions and refunded him
the sums from the excise tax on meat. "For these reasons the city has no obligation to
pursue the lawsuit with Juan Antonio Corzo. If the lord licentiate Diego de Amezaga
prosecutor of his majesty wants to pursue the case the investigation and litigation should
not be at the cost of Seville."''^
In the face of a royal challenge to the ability and authority of Seville's ruling
families to decide on the privileges of its own community and membership in its elite,
these families closed ranks and vigorously denied the charges and attempted to stymie the
Enriqueta Vila Vilar, Los Corzoy los Manara: Tiposy arquetipos del mercader con America (Seville:
Escuelade Estudios Hispano-Americanos, 1991), 142-145.
"Sevilla no tiene obligacion de seguir este pleyto con el dicho Juan Antonio Cor9o por rrazon de los
susdicho y si el senor licdo di de amesega fiscal de su mag en la dicha chancelleria real de Granada lo
quiere seguir no a de ser a costa de Sevilla" AMS, Seccion 1, carpeta 146, documento 192.
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efforts of royal officials. While the city categorically denied the royal prosecutor's
charges on multiple occasions, it responded in a differentiated manner to the individuals
charged. City officials repeated the claim that none of those charged were pecheros, but
the council did not support all of these men and women in the same way.
Despite the converso backgrounds and business enterprises of some of those men,
their long-time connections with the city council insured their continued protection. The
city actively shielded men like Alonso de Cespedes and Juan Antonio Corzo, who had
important ties and business dealings with prominent families despite the fact they did not
have deep roots in the city. Neither these men nor their family members lost the
privileges they held in Seville. There is no evidence that the royal officials at the
chancery court succeeded in forcing Seville's city council to deprive its councilmen of
their exemptions or to begin litigation against them on an individual basis. On July 3,
1584, the city's treasurer, Pedro Lopez Gavilan recorded paying Alonso de Cespedes'
brother Juan (also denounced by Amezaga), the refund for the previous seven years
ending December ISSS."*' Lopez's documents show that the city continued to pay a
number of citizens of the Seville denounced by Amezaga and the family members of
1
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these
citizens.

AMS, Seccion 3, tomo 4, documento 4.
The surviving documents of the refund for the year 1583 appear to be incomplete, and consequently
make it difficult to determine if all the individuals accused received the refund. The record only lists
jurados from eight of the city's 30 parishes, suggesting that the refunds listed were for meat purchased
from only one of the half dozen municipal slaughterhouses {camicerias). Moreover many of the recipients
of the refund did not collect every year and often waited for their return to accumulate. In addition to Juan
Cespedes, the city paid the refund to Bartolome de Mesa, the widow of Juan de Esquivel, and members of
the Almansa, Baena, Leon, Pineda, Ponce de Leon, and Ramirez de Cartagena families. AMS, Seccion 3,
tomo 4, documento 4.
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Since the city did not try to tax these men or seize their property only a handful of
them began formal litigation to gain recognition of their status. And these few appear to
have entered into litigation because of complaints made against them by other
municipalities and not by the city of Seville. The citizen of Seville, Gonzalo de la Fuente
never faced the city of Seville in litigation, but did have another royal provision issued
against him in a dispute with the town of Ayamonte in 1590.''^ Likewise the Sevilliano
Alonso Pinto de Leon went through a five-year lawsuit with the town of Manzanilla
between 1584 and 1589 over his status of hidalgo.^^ Seville's council refused to act
against certain members of the community, but this did not protect them from challenges
to their privileges outside of Seville.
Despite the city's visible resistance to the chancery court's efforts to impose the
status of pechero on the men charged by Amezaga, the clerks of the court continued to
maintain a Active partnership with the city in the formulaic descriptions of these lawsuits.
When crown officials referred to those cases involving citizens of Seville who had been
forced to litigate, they described the lawsuits as between the individual on the one side
and the royal prosecutor and council of Seville on the other. The Active nature of this
feigned alliance is evident in the addresses of royal letters to the city and in court orders
that the city pay for the expenses of investigating the individuals.
Of the councilmen denounced, only the brothers Hernando and Melchor Almansa
engaged in future litigation with the city of Seville itself concerning the recognition of

Archivo de la Real Chancillen'a de Granada (ARCHG), 304-589-91.
^"ARCHG, 303-440-11 and 301-78-18.
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their status. Nevertheless, despite the fact that the chancery clerks listed the city of
Seville as litigating against the two brothers, a review of the documents reveals that the
role of the city was nominal at best and the result of repeated efforts by the court to
coerce its participation.^' Writing to the city about the lawsuit, the court clerk noted that
"as the city knew or should know" there was a pending case between these two men and
the city.^^ Moreover the letter ordered the city to pay the expenses incurred by the court
functionary Juan de Baraona, whom the court had sent to the town of Almansa to collect
information and depositions. The city had refused to pay for the 32 days, at 300
maravedis a day, that Baraona had spent on this task. Expecting resistance, the court
issued Baraona a letter providing him the power to seize city income or property, and to
sell or auction the property to cover his salary and expenses.
In the city of Seville's dispute with the royal prosecutor, the members of the city
council maintained solidarity and supported their colleagues, whom the crown charged as
falsely claiming the status of hidalgo, regardless of their colleagues' ancestry. The
officials of the city chose to defend their fellow councilmen despite factional animosities
and personal disputes because they wished to maintain as much local control as possible
over claims to status and minimize the role of the royal government in this matter.
Nevertheless, conflicts did arise between members of the council and between these
councilmen and the clients and relatives of other councilmen that ruptured local

ARCHG, 304-589-216.
ARCHG, 304-589-216.
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solidarity. At these moments disputants often called upon royal mediation or made use of
judiciary processes available through royal institutions.
In the case of Alonso de Espinosa a conflict over a substantial debt undermined
the network of influence and power necessary to claim and maintain the status of hidalgo.
The issue of Espinosa's possession of hidalgma began when authorities arrested him for
failure to pay Don Enrique de Guzman, Count of Olivares, the staggering sum of
36,000,000 maravedis that he owed the count.

Upon his arrest, Espinosa appealed to

the crown to be set free, citing the fact that he was an hidalgo, and thereby held the
privilege of freedom from imprisonment for private debts.The count promptly denied
the prisoner's claim to the status of hidalgo, and the judges of the court ordered the two
sides to give their respective evidence for and against Alfonso de Espinosa's nobility
(nobleza).
What began as a dispute over the violation of a business contract or the failure to
make good on an investment turned into a contest over privilege that included a number
of participants as well as the principal disputants. These participants included members
of the city council, local aristocrats, and municipal officials of Seville's subject towns.
The evidence provided by the count's witnesses shows that the ability to enjoy the
privileges of status fluctuated according to place, local connections and the intervention
of powerful patrons. The count's treasurer Juan Marquez assembled over thirty witnesses
from three distinct municipalities to provide evidence concerning the status the Espinosa
AMS, Seccion 1, carpeta, 179, documento 137.
In the Ordenanzas Reales, the law on hidalgos'" freedom from imprisonment did not include public
debts that they might owe the royal government.
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family. From the city of Seville, the councilmen Pedro Caballero de Illescas and Luis
Sanchez de Albo, former councilman, Alonso de Medina, and parish representative
Alonso de Soria provided testimony against Espinosa's claim. Significantly, Caballero
de Illescas as a councilman of the city held claim to the status of hidalgo and served as an
authoritative witness against the hidalgo status of the Espinosas, yet he himself was later
denounced by the royal prosecutor Diego de Amezaga. Some of these witnesses
mentioned the Espinosas' business dealings and the bank they had in the city, but they
did not suggest that such activities were incompatible with the status of hidalgo. Instead
they simply claimed that the Espinosas come "from the race and lineage {casta e linaje)
of taxpayers (pechero)." A number of the witnesses also reported that the Espinosas had
never received the refund on the blanca. They did not mention, however, that the
Espinosas had for over a decade contested the city's refusal to provide the refund.
Although the Espinosas had gained recognition of their status in other
municipalities in Castilla, they continued to face resistance from the city of Seville and
some of its subject towns. The count's officials deployed a wide range of witnesses to
demonstrate that the Espinosas did not enjoy the privileges of an hidalgo. The chief clerk
from the town of Utrera, 30 kilometers southeast of Seville, testified that certain
Espinosas had paid taxes on property they held in Utrera since at least 1574 for the
allotment of dues for the servicio ordinario y extraordinario. For the year 1577 the sum
had amounted to 30,000 maravedis. Nevertheless the clerk admitted that he didn't know
for sure if the persons that paid these amounts were in fact the same Espinosas.
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The ability to enjoy the privileges of hidalguia depended in part on the
intervention of powerful patrons. Martin de Moron citizen of the town of Cazalla and
receiver of the town's royal subsidies described the efforts of the Espinosas to avoid
paying taxes on their property in Cazalla, a municipality under the jurisdiction of the city
of Seville. The town council of Cazalla had apportioned part of the subsidy paid by the
municipality on the Espinosas for a mill that they owned on the river next to the
community. Municipal officials assessed the annual amount the Espinosas owned on the
incomes of the mill at 2,400 maravedis. Some years earlier the Espinosas and their
factors at the mill (arrendadores) had argued that they did not owe this tax, because the
Espinosas were hidalgos. The town officials had responded by forcibly collecting the tax
from the Espinosas' factors, and Moron stated that after that one incident these men paid
each year without any further objections.
The deposition of Juan Diaz Roldan, municipal council clerk for Cazalla, revealed
that the Espinosas' efforts did not end after the first altercation with the town officials.
Diaz Roldan testified that five or six years before his deposition in 1578 he had heard
from Juan de Soto, the commander of the town {alcaide), that the Duke of Medina
Sidonia had tried to exert his influence on behalf of the Espinosa. According to Diaz
Roldan, the Duke had told Soto that it would please him greatly if the Espinosas were
removed from the register of pecheros subject to paying the subsidy, because they were
hijosdalgo. He further requested that the town not try to apportion this tax to the
Espinosa in the future. The same day the Duke spoke with the commander, he appeared
at the meeting of the municipal council, made the same request, and submitted various
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testimonies that the Espinosa did not pay taxes in other localities. He claimed that the
councils of these other towns did not attempt to tax the Espinosas, because of their status
as hidalgos. Despite these efforts, the town council refused to remove the Espinosa from
the list of taxpayers. Two years after the Duke's solicitation, Alonso's sister Bautista
came to the town and insisted that the council end their taxation of the Espinosa's
property. She brought with her letters from the Duke of Medina Sidonia and others
testifying to the justice of her case. During her visit she provided the town councilman
Alonso Sanchez Candeleda with a loan of 300 ducados, and lavishly entertained another
councilmen named Diego de Leon. According to the witness, Bautista did all of this with
the sole end of gaining their acquiescence to remove the Espinosa from the register of
pecheros. Nevertheless none of the council wished to do so, and they continued to
collect the dues on the mill from the Espinosas.
The machinations of the Duke of Medina Sidonia on behalf of the Espinosas, and
the apparent success that the family had in gaining exemption from taxes in some
municipalities, although not Cazalla or Seville, reveals the slow and piecemeal nature of
the process towards the acquisition of privilege. Alfonso de Espinosa's rupture with the
Count of Olivares derailed the family's successful attainment of privilege, by provoking a
legal contest over status. The lawsuit brought to light the efforts of the Espinosas and
their patrons to attain the status of hidalgo and the resistance these efforts provoked.
Initially the family sought to establish their status by gaining local acceptance through
informal channels and coaxing and cajoling municipal officials. Only to escape
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imprisonment did Alfonso claim that the government had violated his privileges as an
hidalgo.
Individuals and families who sought to acquire privilege made use of a variety of
means to this end including the intervention of powerful patrons and the presenting of
gifts and favors. In these efforts, claimants to status targeted royal as well as local
officials. Moreover these officials treated the income and presentation of gifts as part of
their official remuneration and often actively sought out such compensation.
The royal prosecutor at the chancery court of Granada, as the official responsible
for the investigation and pursuit of crown interests, held a key position in the network of
individuals whom claimants to status had to ingratiate. At the same time the prosecutor
Diego de Amezaga applied the laws of the kingdom to limit the proliferation of privilege,
he also made use of his office as a source of personal remuneration. The two purposes
did not necessarily contradict one another. The ordinances of the royal courts themselves
dictated the amounts that prosecutors and clerks should receive for their services if not
for their efforts at expediting particular lawsuits.Individuals sought to acquire
positions in the civil service through purchase, sometimes even bidding for offices, with
the expectation that the office should provide a return on the original investment. The
very possibility of increasing one's income provided the prosecutors with the incentive to
pursue the application of the law. Moreover both the practice of judicial officers and
govemment oversight did not always draw a clear distinction between the honest

See the Ordenanzas de la Real Audiencia y Chancilleria de Granada and the petitions of the Cortes of
Toro (1505), Cortes de los Antiguos Reinos de Leony de Castillo (CLC)
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execution of public duties and self-serving actions.This is not to say that the crown of
Castile lacked a means to review the activities of its officials or to assess charges of
corruption, or that Early Modern Castilians lacked a notion of corruption. Royal and
council magistrates regularly made inquests and reviews of office during the sixteenth
century. Nevertheless it is not clear the degree to which the government consistently
initiated and followed set norms in these reviews and visitations. Considering the trouble
Amezaga sparked for powerful persons in the city of Seville, who in turn had important
•
57
connections at court, it is not surprising that he himself eventually came under scrutmy.

The investigation of Amezaga and the functionaries who worked with him reveal
how the public duties and individual interests of crown officials intersected. The
investigation also reveals how officials and litigants made use of the laws regarding
status and privilege outside of courtrooms. Only a year before the prosecutor initiated the
wave of denunciations against citizens of Seville, complaints had arrived at the Chancery
court alleging Amezaga's misuse of his office and the benefits (cosechas) of his office.
As prosecutor at the chancery court in Granada he was one of several officers responsible
for protecting the interests of the crown in the southern half of the kingdom. Attached to
the court of hidalgos, he specifically held the position of verifying, and typically denying,
the status of those who claimed to be hidalgos and thereby maintained the incomes of the
royal patrimony. On 27 October 1582, Diego Martinez Lechuga on behalf of the clerks
of the town of Baeza appeared before the judges in Granada to report the prosecutor's

See Richard Kagan, Lawsuits and Litigants.
Archivo General de Simancas (AGS), Camara de Castilla (CC), leg. 2725.
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failure to fulfill these duties. According to Martinez, the clerks of Baeza had voiced a
complaint against Ventura Pretel, himself a public clerk of the town, concerning Pretel's
claims to being an hidalgo. As part of the process of initiating the investigation, the
clerks had provided Amezaga with information and the necessary sureties for his
services, and the prosecutor had sworn to file their complaint. Martinez stated that
Amezaga never did so, even though various writs from the court's judges required him to
act on the matter. The clerks' representative claimed that the prosecutor's lack of interest
in the case originated from a quantity of gifts and jewels he had received from Pretel, and
the support that Pretel and his brother had from the town's council.
In their report the clerks made an argument almost identical to the one Amezaga
made a year later in his denunciations of citizens in Seville. They claimed that Ventura
Pretel and his brother the licentiate Pretel were common taxpayers and descendants of
such and through favors they had with the justices and councilmen of the city of Baeza
and the connivance of these men they had been made hidalgos without being of this
status. As in Seville, the councilmen of Baeza acted for themselves as well as for
relatives and clients. The investigations of Amezaga carried out by Cristobal de Leon,
secretary of his majesty's council, revealed allegations that the councilman, Miguel de
Camara, also provided the prosecutor with gifts to secure his own recognition as an
hidalgo. In exchange for a horse, Amezaga used his connections at court to secure
Camara additional time to present evidence of his family's possession of hidalguia.
Although Cristobal de Leon did not include in his report any allegations that Camara's
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claim to being an hidalgo was fraudulent, he did say that the councilman had provided
little proof of his status and could not have given more without Amezaga's assistance.
Even though Amezaga failed to intimidate the city councilmen of Seville, as a
royal official he possessed a range of coercive tactics, which he used to his material
advantage in other situations. While investigating claims made in a number of lawsuits
of hidalgma, again in the city of Baeza, the prosecutor arrested more than 40 individuals
for giving false testimony and providing bogus witnesses. He left Baeza for Granada
with these prisoners so that the chancery judges could impose on them the bodily and
financial punishments they warranted and so the fines could go to the royal treasury.
Nevertheless the witness in the inquest revealed that, before Amezaga arrived in Granada,
the prosecutor released his prisoners in return for gifts and the promises of gifts and did
not report the matter or involve himself further in the original investigation.
Only a year later when the city council of Seville responded to the royal
prosecutor's writs with categorical denial of the charges, individual councilmen took the
initiative to avoid potentially embarrassing and lengthy lawsuits. Bartolome de Hoces,
one of the eight councilmen listed as representing the council in the city's initial written
rejection of Amezaga's writs on 28 September 1583, decided not to leave the question of
his own status to an uncertain outcome. According to the wagoneer, Bartolome
Rodriguez, Hoces provided him with a number of crates and some barrels of olives to
carry to the prosecutor.^^ Hoces also entrusted Rodriguez with a letter to give to
Amezaga and paid for the transport of the goods. Although Amezaga never listed Hoces
AGS, CC, leg. 2725, capitulo tercero.
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in his denunciations, the investigation of Amezaga's activities recorded that the
councilman had a lawsuit concerning his hidalguia with the prosecutor and that he
obtained an executive writ apparently in his favor.^^
Other citizens of Seville, like Hoces, sought to gain favorable treatment from
Amezaga through gifts and services. Pedro de Leon de Ayala y Miguel Geronimo de
Leon citizens of Sevilla in litigation with Amezaga also managed to gain an executive
writ concerning their status of hidalgo. According to witnesses, Pedro de Leon gave the
prosecutor's assistant (diligenciero) Pedro de Oleaga a gold chain to pass on to Amezaga.
This Pedro de Leon may be the same Pedro de Leon listed in the writ Amezaga sent to
the city in September 1583, which also listed the councilmen Garcia and Juan de Leon.
Whether or not this is the same man, Amezaga did not list anyone with the last name
Leon in his denunciations after the court's ruling in November of 1584.
Amezaga directed many of his charges against council members and their
families, but he also directed them at ordinary citizens, and in a few rare instances other
royal officials. His actions against other royal officials may have been motivated by
personal enmity or a desire to secure influence over these men. Among these officials the
prosecutor denounced Pedro Rodriguez de Herrera, the royal judge of Seville's own
appellate court (audiencia). Despite the charge Rodriguez never began a lawsuit at the
Chancery court to deny Amezaga's charges. Only a few years earlier the judge had
succeeded in gaining local approval of his status without recourse to royal intervention.

Rather than commenting on the legality of the prosecutor's gift, the royal investigator concluded that
Amezaga had not followed correct procedures and had concluded the lawsuit prematurely. AGS, CC, leg.
2725.
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In November 1581, Rodriguez had petitioned the city to recognize his status as an
hidalgo and refund him the taxes he had paid on his consumption of meat. In the
depositions he presented the council and its lawyers, Rodriquez claimed that his family
status as hidalgos went back at least as far as his great-grandfather, who came from
Salamanca and fought in the conquest of Granada. Since the late fifteenth-century, the
Rodriguez family had lived in various municipalities in Andalusia including the city of
Cordoba and the town of Guadix, but Pedro had only lived in the city of Seville for a
short time. Nevertheless, after reviewing his evidence and the testimony of his witnesses
the city's lawyers recommended that the council accept the claim. At the council
meeting of 2 December 1581 the council heard the opinion of its legal counsel and voted
on the matter. The council chose to accept Rodriguez's status, and ordered that his name
be added to the list of the city's hidalgos!'^

Throughout this chapter I have focused in detail on a significant contest between
the city council of Seville and royal officials over control of legal privileges based on
status. The arguments made by the two sides reveal that such conflicts occurred with
some frequency although they varied over time in their form and nature. Existing social
networks shaped the resolutions of the many individual conflicts between claimants to
privilege and those who sought to deny them these privileges.
In sixteenth-century Seville, contingent factors related to powerful social
networks shaped both tshe ability to appeal to rules about privilege and status and the
AMS, Seccion 3, tomo 4, documento 39.
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success in implementing judicial rulings on these appeals. These factors included
solidarity and conflict within municipal councils, the individual interests of crown
officials, and fluctuations in royal policy and had little to do with the content of the law
or how applicable the law might be to the situation or individual.
The nature of the political system constrained the ability of government officials
to impose their will concerning issues of status and privilege. The indeterminancy of the
law offered the royal government the advantage of flexibility to respond in different ways
to unique situations and contingencies. The bureaucracy of the judicial and
administrative institutions allowed for a manipulation of status by both claimants to
privilege and the officials themselves.
These disputes reveal the fragmented nature of royal government in a political
system with multiple sites of crown authority controlled by individuals with diverse
interests and objectives, all claiming to speak and act for crown interests, and sometimes
literally speaking as the monarch.
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CHAPTER 5
COMPLAINTS ABOUT LITIGATION AND PROCEDURAL PRONOUNCEMENTS

As the disputes addressed in the previous chapters reveal, diverse parties
frequently contested recognition of the status of hidalgo and they employed a multiplicity
of arguments for denying this status. From at least the fifteenth century informed and
uninformed commentators provided descriptions of litigation to gain recognition of this
status. The discourses about the litigation of status include both complaints about these
disputes and demands to reform the process of litigating for status. Officials in the royal
government itself played an important role in the development of existing discourses
about legal contests over status in reports from court audits {visitas). From the early
decades of the sixteenth century Castilian monarchs used these discourses as a
justification for implementing procedural changes in the manner of litigation. The royal
governments of Charles V and Philip II in particular made a significant shift from
substantive pronouncements about status to procedural pronouncements about litigation
in order to control the outcome of these disputes while preserving a degree of flexibility
in the adjudication of status.
In the mid-fifteenth century the Castilian knight Diego de Valera wrote a treatise
in vernacular Spanish titled Mirror of True Nobility. The son of a royal physician,
Valera's family did not hold titles to hereditary lordship.' Nonetheless the family had
important connections with aristocratic families, and Valera served as a page at the royal
' D. Mario Penna in Biblioteca de autores espanoles, vol. CXVI (Madrid, 1959), c, ci.
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court and at the age of 19 participated as a squire in the 1431 royal campaign against the
Muslim kingdom of Granada. In addition to extensive travels through Europe and stays
at foreign courts, Diego Valera read widely among classical, medieval, and renaissance
authors. Valera's Mirror of True Nobility (c. 1441) described the different types of
nobility, their origin, and how or whether one could attain and lose nobility. His only
mention of litigation for status appeared in an unfavorable comparison of nobility in
Spain with that of other countries.
"In Germany nobility lasts as long as the nobles live 'honestly' without meddling in
base jobs; in Italy all legitimate descendants of nobles are nobles until they sink into
poverty. These matters are the least refined in Spain, especially in Castile, where
even if they are bastards who have not been legitimized by the prince, or even if
they have sunk into base occupations, or are the least adorned with good customs,
as they should be, yet for the most part everyone allows them to be hidalgos as long
as they can prove that their fathers and grandfathers were exempt from taxation—
although this is against all legality and against the laws of our kingdom, which
require that nobility {nobleza) should be lost as a result of bad customs, base
occupations, or defective birth...
In this passage, Valera objected to the official recognition of a person's status (and
consequently the privileges tied to this status) on the exclusive basis of the family's past
possession of privileges. For Valera the status of hidalgo legally required "good
customs" understood as continued activity in accord with this status and defined in such
texts as the Siete Partidas. Although individuals in his day gained recognition of their
status in the manner he described as spurious, to do so—he claimed—actually violated the
laws.

^ Diego de Valera, Espejo de verdadera nobleza, ed. D. Mario Penna in Biblioteca de autores espanoles,
vol. CXVI (Madrid, 1959), 105, quoted in Angus MacKay, "The Lesser Nobility in the Kingdom of
Castile" in Gentry and Lesser Nobility in Late Medieval Europe (New York, 1986), 163.
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Valera's statement was an argument about how the laws should be understood and
interpreted. It originated in his own conception of what nobility should be and his efforts
to reform contemporary understanding of this social rank. His conception of nobility
drew on canon law, the writings of jurists, and the texts of classical authors. In the
Mirror of True Nobility Valera primarily articulated the characteristics a noble should
possess, but occasionally included references to how the nobility of his time actually
lived. It was at this point that Valera made an explicit attack on the way that individuals
substantiated their status in the royal courts of his day. In his attack on contemporary
practices, Valera employed a phrase frequently used in legal arguments of the period. He
stated that the practice of recognizing nobility on the basis of exemption alone was
"against all legality and the laws of our kingdom" {contra todo derecho e contra las leyes
de nuestro reino). Disputants throughout the early modem period frequently employed
this phrase to attack the actions and claims of their opponents. Valera's statement about
the legality of recognition based on a lineage's past enjoyment of privilege, like later
sixteenth-century claims about the legality of municipal resistance to privilege, were
rhetorical claims about how the law should be understood and applied not a description of
actual legal practice.
Despite Valera's abhorrence of fifteenth-century practices for the determination
of status based on past possession of exemptions, his work preserved the discourses of his
time about how a person could prove his status. What Castilians in the fifteenth and
sixteenth centuries wrote about disputes and lawsuits over hidalgma reveal the extent of
conflict over gaining recognition of this status. Contention between diverse parties over
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recognition of hidalgo status was not exceptional, but normal and frequent. Moreover the
extent and variety of reasons for disputing status created more avenues to advance claims
and paradoxically provided rhetoric for denying them. Despite the pervasiveness of
disputes over this status, sixteenth-century Castilian monarchs (unlike their medieval
predecessors) avoided making general laws about status in the form of statutes enacted at
the general assembly of the kingdom. Instead they deferred the business of interpreting
the diversity of existing law on status to the judges of the chancery courts. Charles V
(1516-1556) and Phihp II (1556-1598) particularly avoided enacting statutes or making
rulings that would set precedents about the status and the related privileges of specific
groups. In this way, they avoided alienating or antagonizing influential individuals that
the crown relied upon for the operations of government. They did not, however,
relinquish the goal of controlling the outcome of these disputes. Throughout the
sixteenth century the royal government provided specific orders {cedulas) to the courts
about how to interpret laws, how to manage litigation, and how to reform existing court
practices.

Unlike the responses to complaints about lawsuits over hidalguia made by
Enrique IV (1454-1474) and the Catholic Monarchs (1474-1516) during the first decade
of their reign, Castilian monarchs in the sixteenth century generally chose not to respond
by enacting new statutes {leyes) in the Cortes.^ Instead the crown chose to circumvent

^ Although Juana I held nominal sovereignty in Castile after the death of Isabel in 1504, Fernando
effectively ruled as regent due to Juana's mental illness. Manuel Fernandez Alvarez, Juana La Loca
(Palencia: Coleccion Corona de Espana, 1994), 123-133.
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the Cortes and produce royal orders (cedulas) to direct the actions of judges and officials
at the chancery courts. Often these cedulas simply repeated earlier statutes enacted in
past meetings of the Cortes, or provided some interpretation or instruction about how to
apply the statute."^ In response to complaints, Castilian monarchs developed a practice of
deferring a particular ruling to the judges, who then decided claims on an individual
basis. In this manner the governments of Fernando V and Charles I developed buffers
between the monarch and supplicants for justice. In response to numerous complaints
about people assuming the status of hidalgo, these monarchs sought to insulate
themselves from the immediate responsibility of determining a claimant's status.
The complaints and reports to the crown reveal the degree of resistance to the
recognition of privilege and disclose some of the arguments used to deny recognition.
In 1468 at the first meeting of the Castilian Cortes held after the civil wars to dethrone
Enrique IV, representatives of the kingdom's cities bitterly complained about the grants
of status that Enrique had provided his supporters. They argued that these grants had
generated innumerable conflicts between municipal councils and citizens who tried to
escape the payment of the royal servicio by claiming possession of hidalgma. This was
not the first time disputants had raised complaints about litigation over status or the

^ For instance Charles V issued a cedula to the municipal judges of the city of Puerto Rico on the island
of San Juan in 1539 concerning hidalgo immunity from judicial torture and imprisonment for debt. The
cedula repeated the substance of the statutes enacted at the Cortes of Alcala in 1348 by Alfonso XI and
confirmed at the Cortes of Toledo in 1480 by Fernando and Isabel. A transcription of Charles' cedula is
provided in Vicente de Cadenas y Vicent, "Los pleitos de hidalgufa en Granada y la blanca de la came en
Sevilla en tiempos de Carlos I de Castilla", 122-123, 128.
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manner of resolving lawsuits over status, and it would not be the last.^ Through the
sixteenth century disputants repeatedly appealed to Castile's monarchs to act on their
behalf either to protect the privileges they claimed to possess or to deny what they argued
were the fraudulent claims of others.
In Castiles' many municipalities a wide-range of practices governed the
provision of privilege based on the status of hidalgo as well as distinctions about the
kinds of exemptions the status provided. In some communities, no citizen, of whatever
legal status, received exemptions from paying the servicio', in other communities, all
citizens, regardless of their status, were free from paying this tax; in other towns the
community paid the servicio out of incomes from corporate municipal properties or, as in
the case of Seville after 1515, from an excise tax on meat.^ In this context—for all
practicality—not all hidalgos were equal and not all received the same benefits from their
status. Sixteenth-century monarchs, like their fifteenth-century counterparts were fully
aware of the range of practices governing the provision of privileges that existed in the
cities and towns of their kingdom. Nevertheless they refrained from enacting laws at the
meetings of the Cortes that would inscribe absolute statements about the necessary
manner and criteria for gaining recognition of hidalguia. Their preference for procedural

^ Angus Mackay asserts that the "almost certainly erroneous claims" of other historians' that the flood of
litigation over the status of hidalgo began at the end of the fifteenth century are based on the accidents of
documentary survival. In support of his position, MacKay cites laws enacted by Alfonso XI in 1339
responding to disputes over whether hijosdalgo in Leon should pay taxes. MacKay then gives a brief
summary of the earliest surviving case of this sort of dispute that he could discover dating from 1395.
Angus MacKay, "The Lesser Nobility in the Kingdom of Castile" in Gentry and Lesser Nobility in Late
Medieval Europe (New Yovk, 1986), 161-162.
^ Antonio Dominguez Ortiz,

Las Clases Privilegiados, 32.
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pronouncements stands in sharp contrast to the actions of monarchs during the Late
Middle Ages.
The change in the royal government's response resulted in part from changes in
the recruitment of military forces and shifts in the remuneration of faithful adherents.
The complaints about claims to the status of hidalgo continued, but the need to maintain
the late medieval role of benefactor through the provision of grants of status diminished.
Charles V's pronouncement in 1523 that the royal government would no longer provide
grants of hidalgma strikingly emphasizes the shift in forms of remuneration.^
Throughout the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries, Castilian monarchs had a greater
interest in holding the position of benefactor through the provision of grants of privilege
or confirmation of status. The role of benefactor and ultimate judge in moments of
dispute over status provided the monarchs with the necessary coercive power to require
continual military service. Consequently they did not hesitate to enact laws that could
lead to subsequent conflicts over which they would hold final say. With significant
changes in the recruitment of military forces in the last decades of the fifteenth century
the position of grantor of status became less important as a source of the monarch's
o

power. Also important in this shift were changes in the remuneration of the crown's

^ Marie Claude-Gerbet, "Fermeture de la Noblesse," 51.
^ In his treatment of the conquest of Granada, Ladero Quesada outlines some of the major shifts in the
recruitment of military forces implemented by the Catholic Monarchs in the last decades of the fifteenth
century. Miguel Angel Ladero Quesada, Castillo y la conquista del reino de Granada, 2d ed. (Granada,
1993), 163-179, 197-214.
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supporters, with an increase in the provision of offices and royal annuities {juros)? In the
sixteenth century chancery court audits described disputes over status as a drain on the
time and resources of the monarch and royal officials. Instead of responding to
complaints about status by enacting new laws, the crown issued ad hoc orders for its
judges to follow in the interpretation of existing laws and to apply in the reform of
judicial procedures at the courts.
As part of an effort to insulate the monarch from responsibility for denying grants
that they themselves (or their predecessors) had given, Castilian monarchs increasingly
refused to respond to individual complaints about claims to status and directed them to
the courts. Throughout the Middle Ages the Castilian royal court periodically moved
from one site to another without a fixed city or town of permanent residence. When the
court arrived at a town it held open hearings and invited people of the area or region to
present grievances. In order to reconcile disputes about status, especially in times of
conflict, individuals often took advantage of these visits to petition the monarch for
official recognition. In 1511 during Femando's stay in Seville, he received complaints
from citizens and residents of villages, towns, and cities in the kingdom of Granada, who
claimed that their municipal councils were violating their 'Hibertades'' as hidalgos}^
Specifically the report repeated the citizen's complaints that municipal councils seized
property from hidalgos and placed them on the registers of taxpayers. In the order
' Dominguez Ortiz describes this transition in his chapter on the economic conditions of the Castilian
nobility in the Early Modem period. Dominguez Ortiz, Las clases privilegiadas, 87-119. Stephen Halizer
argues that the Catholic Monarchs did not reduce noble claims to royal annuities.
Ordenangas de la real audiencia y chancilleria de Granada, facsimile ed., (Granada: Diputacion de
Granada, 1997), 249.
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(ceduld) the royal government sent to the chancery court, the crown did not comment on
the veracity of the report or speculate about the status of the petitioners. Instead the
crown directed court officials that if such individuals should appear before them they
should provide justice to them according to the laws of the kingdoms. The royal official
who drafted the order left out any instruction about which exact law or laws to apply.
The lack of specificity resulted from the diversity of laws and customs rather than from
the assumption that the appropriate laws did not need to be cited. Two weeks later, on
June 20, 1511, Fernando recounted a similar report to the court, in this instance coming
from citizens of municipalities in all of Andalusia, and repeated his first order to the
court.
Conditions varied between municipalities, and the king could not rule on issues of
privilege without additional investigation into local municipal charters ifueros) and
customs, and the claimant's specific history and origin. In the two orders recounted
above, as in many others, the king did not refer to specific laws. Instead the order from
June 20, 1511 specifically required that the chancery judges impart justice after having
followed certain set procedures and reviews that required consideration of local practices.
having called and heard the arguments of the royal prosecutor, and the arguments of
the attorney of the municipal council where the individuals lived or were citizens,
and having acquired information concerning the customs (costumbre) held until
now for other hijosdalgo in whichever village, town, or city where the person lived,
and acquired knowledge of that municipality's fuero, and having respected the laws
and pragmaticas of the kingdoms that provide for this issue [the judges of the
hijosdalgo] should provide justice.''

'' "llamada y oyda la parte del procurador fiscal de essa audiencea, y procurador del concejo de la tal
ciudad y villa, o lugar, donde las tales personas vivieren y fueren vezinos: y avida cumplida informacion de
la costumbre que se tiene, y a tenido, y lo que se guarda y a guardado hasta aqui en las tales ciudades y
villas, y lugares a los otros hijosdalgo que en ella viven, y an vivido y morado, y del fiiero a q la tal ciudad,
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Contrary to the hierarchy of legal primacy articulated in the introduction to the Leyes de
Toro, this cedula directed judges to give first consideration to local customs and
municipal charters and then make sure that their rulings agreed with royal law.
At the time of the petition in 1511, the king was in Andalusia, specifically in
Seville, and most likely had received these complaints personally. Nevertheless he chose
to defer a ruling to the courts rather than make a decision himself. In the late 1480s and
early 1490s while Fernando and Isabel pursued the conquest of the kingdom of Granada,
citizens of Seville and its subject towns, in similar fashion, directly petitioned the
monarchs for recognition of their status, but with greater immediate success. Municipal
citizens made these requests and the monarchs answered them for three main reasons: the
Catholic Monarchs had instituted an extraordinary tax to pay for a regional military force
(hermandad), the physical presence of the monarchs allowed citizens to present their
causes at open hearings, and petitioners' participation in the campaign let them cite
specific recent service to the crown. While all citizens of Seville before 1515, hidalgos
and pecheros alike, paid a household tax (pecho), the Catholic Monarchs allowed
hidalgos in Seville an exemption from the tax imposed to pay for the hermandad}^
Consequently petitioners, who petitioned the monarchs during the war against the
kingdom of Granada (1485-1492), such as the widow Leonor Cerezo, managed to get

villa y lugar fue poblado, guardado las leyes y pragmaticas destos reynos que sobre ello disponen, fagays y
administreys entero cumplimiento de justicia" Ibid., 239v.
A document from 1503 titled "Relacion de todas las maneras de rentas pechos e derechos e servi9ios
pertenes9ientes al Rey e a la Reyna..provides a brief description of this arrangement. AGS, Diversos de
Castilla, libro 3, folio 85 transcribed in Tarcisio de Azcona, Isabel la Catolica (Madrid, 1964), 755.
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royal confirmation of their right to an exemption from the tax on the basis of their status
as hidalgos. Cerezo and other citizens of Seville, especially those who actively
participated in the war, succeeded in obtaining royal letters ordering the city council to
recognize their status without having to initiate formal litigation.

1T

In contrast to Fernando's personal recognition of hidalgma during the conquest of
Granada, the monarch intentionally removed himself from a position of having to make
direct statements about individual petitioner's status in the last decade of his rule.
During the Early Modem period municipal councils habitually refused to recognize
claims of new immigrants and residents to the status of hidalgo even when these
immigrants acquired citizen status after living in the community for a specified number
of years or marrying a local. These individuals either had to take advantage of a royal
visit to the region or travel to the chancery courts to make their complaints. When
Fernando's ambulatory court stopped in Seville in 1511, the chancery court for the
southern half of the kingdom had only recently been moved to the city of Granada from
its former site in Ciudad Real, where the Catholic Monarchs had established it in 1498.
Petitioners came directly to the king as they had done in past times only to be directed to
take their disputes to the chancery court.

" See the following documents for some of the royal orders issued to these petitioners. The monarchs
issued these letters from Seville, fi-om relatively nearby cities and towns of Andalucia, or directly from the
siege encampment at Baza and the Vega of Granada. Tumbo de los Reyes Catolicos, Documents 111:308,
111:321,111:364,111:369,111:388,111:393,111:421,111:464,111:477.
Quintanilla and Asenjo state that beginning in 1492 the Catholic Monarchs systematically transferred
to the Chancery and the alcaldes of the hijosdalgo the resolution of these disputes. They do not provide
evidence for this shift, an explanation for it, or a discussion of the fact that the timing corresponded with
the end of the conquest of Granada. Maria Concepcion Quintanilla and Marfa Asenjo, "Los hidalgos en la
sociedad andaluza a fines de la edad media" in Las ciudades andaluzas (siglos Xfll-XVf), 430.
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The summary of complaints made to Fernando in 1511 only briefly described the
actions of the municipal councils in Andalusia against individuals who claimed to be
hidalgos. The cedula did not provide the arguments the councils used to support their
resistance. Municipal governments generally employed two types of arguments to resist
the provision of privilege: the first included a variety of claims about how individuals
who held or enjoyed tax exemptions might appear to be hidalgos, but were not, and the
second involved claims about how someone who was once an hidalgo, or whose ancestor
was an hidalgo, had lost their status due to some crime or transgression (e.g. illegitimate
birth, failure to provide military service, heresy, etc.).'^
Additionally, among the numerous arguments made to resist claims to privilege
during the sixteenth century, municipalities also denied the position that in the kingdom
of Castile all hidalgos were the same. Instead, they invoked local differences as a means
to refuse recognition of a person's status. At the same time, municipalities, and the
chancery courts themselves, proved reluctant to provide the exemptions of hidalgos to
noble immigrants who came from other kingdoms under the rule of the Habsburg
monarch, and who tried to claim that their status was synonymous with hidalgma. Both
of these arguments provided officials in the royal government with further reason to
require individual litigation and the elaboration of procedural obstacles to deny litigants
recognition of status.

See chapter three for a full presentation of these arguments.
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A complaint submitted to Philip II in 1562 from the committee (junta) of
hijosdalgo of Guipuzcoa demonstrates the extent of resistance to providing privileges to a
group that contemporaries conventionally recognized to be hidalgos.The arguments
used by municipal councils against natives of Guipuzcoa reveal how many communities
throughout Castile recognized that a specific ethnic group—in this case Basques—were
hijosdalgo in name, but still argued that they did not deserve the privileges of tax
exemption. In the crown's response to the complaint, Philip II unambiguously supported
the contentions of the committee that natives of Guipuzcoa were hidalgos, even including
energetic praise for their past services to the crown and regard for the blood they had
shed on behalf of the king. Nevertheless Philip refrained from issuing an actual
statement on the immediate matters of dispute and advised the court judges to deal with
these lawsuits on an individual basis and in such a way as to avoid future complaints to
the crown.
In their report to Philip, the committee described problems that natives of
Guipuzcoa, who emigrated to other parts of Castile, had recently encountered in the
enjoyment of their privileges as hijosdalgo. The junta claimed that all natives of the
Basque province of Guipuzcoa were hijosdalgo by birth. Despite this fact, when natives
of Guipuzcoa moved to other parts of the kingdom of Castile and became citizens of
municipalities outside their province, the municipal councils of the communities where
they now lived and held citizenship tried to tax them.

Ordenangas de la real audiencia, 240v-24].
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The municipal councils of these towns force [natives of Guipuzcoa] to pay the
pecho and the councils refuse to accept their authentic testimony (probangas),
placing new obstacles on [the use of their evidence], and giving the laws new
meanings, saying that even if they should prove their hidalguias with [testimony
from] citizens of the province of Guipuzcoa, because neither the litigants, their
fathers, or their grandfathers have lived or held property among pecheros, they are
not hijosdalgo. Moreover such arguments are to the detriment of their nobility
{nobleza)}''
In this description the committee provided a condensed version of the argument advanced
by Castilian municipalities. The municipalities argued that since all the people who live
in Guipuzcoa were hidalgos then there was no social or legal distinction between citizens
of the province's towns, and consequently these hidalgos were not really hidalgos. In
other words, in order for a person to be an hidalgo he was required to live among
pecheros, and if there were no pecheros in a community then there were no hidalgos.
Despite the committee's claim that municipal arguments lacked any authoritative
legal basis, the ruling they requested from Philip revealed not only the specific laws they
wished to apply, but also those employed by their opponents. According to the
committee of hijosdalgo the municipal argument; "is not only against what is right and
contrary to laws of these kingdoms, but it also contravenes what the said monarchs our
predecessors (with the consultation of their councils) ordered to be kept; that no

"Les prendan, y quieren hazer pechar, sin recibirles sus verdaderas proban9as, poniendoles en ellas
nuevos obstaculos, y dandoles a las leyes nuevos entendimientos, en perjuyzio de su nobleza: diziendo, que
aunque prueven sus hidalguias con vezinos de la dicha Provincia, por no aver vivido ellos, ni sus padres, ni
abuelos, ni tenido bienes entre pecheros, no son Hijosdalgo." The municipal objection is articulated a
second time in the specific ruling the committee requested irom the king. "Los pronunciassen por
hijosdalgo en las dichas nuestras audiencias y chancillerias...no embargante que no lo probassen con
testigos pechersos, ni oviessen vivido, ni tenido bienes los que asi litigassen, ni sus padres, ni abuelos en
lugares pecheros." Ibid.,, 240v.
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innovation should be made."

•

»

« »

.

Having made its claim, the committee petitioned the king

to interpret the statute (pragmdtica) enacted in Cordoba by his predecessors. Their
petition then offered the king the interpretation they wished him to give. The king should
order the chancery judges to declare as hijosdalgo "both in possession and in ownership"
natives of Guipiizcoa who used citizens and natives of the same province to prove their
status. "This should be so even if (no emhargante) they don't prove their status with
witnesses who are pecheros, or if they haven't lived or owned property in pechero
communities."'^
Although the committee did not cite the opposing authoritative norm employed in
the municipal argument, it appears that, in addition to their natural reasoning about social
divisions, municipal attorneys creatively employed a rule from the Fuero Viejo. This rule
required an hidalgo to present five witnesses, two hidalgos and three farmers
-irv

(labradores) or vice versa, in order to prove his status.

Philip provided an indefinite response that left the matter in the hands of the
chancery judges. He tacitly accepted the committee's racial claim that Guipuzcoanos, as
a distinct group, possessed the distinction of being hidalgos. Nevertheless he did not
provide a ruling about the sorts of witness that could be used or how to interpret the
pragmdtica of Cordoba. He merely told the judges to administer the matters that the

Ibid., 240.
" Ibid., 240.
El Fuero Viejo de Castillo, Libro 1, titulo 5, ley 18.
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committee had petitioned about in such a way that Guipuzcoans would not receive harm
or have any reason to come before the monarch and complain about this issue.
The committee's appeal to Philip II raises two issues related to discourses about
the litigation of status and resistance to privilege. Contrary to the claims of the
committee that municipal resistance to the privileges of native Guipiizcoanos was a
recent phenomenon, evidence suggests that it had a long history. The committee's report
to the crown followed a mid-century debate about the exemptions of Basques and their
status as hidalgos. In a 1559 treatise on the nobility in Spain, Arce Otalora described the
01

recent efforts of the royal government to restrict privileges.

In regard to natives of

Vizcaya and Guipiizcoa, these efforts included the articulation of social and legal
distinctions between Basques both outside and inside their own provinces. Otalora
recorded that in 1550, "royal prosecutors petitioned the crown requesting that common
Basque lineages {casus y caserios) that didn't belong to the great families (parientes
mayores) of the province should not be considered as known hidalgo estates {solares
conocidos)".

Charles ordered the chancery courts to deliberate on the matter with the

royal prosecutors. The courts decided that, "all casas where there hadn't been pechos
should enjoy acceptance as solares conocidos."

By providing a criterion for

Arce Otalora, Summa nobilitatis Hispanicae et inmunitatis regiorum tributorum causas... (Salamanca,
1559), part 2, chapter 4, quoted in Dominguez Ortiz, Clases privilegiados, 169, 170.
"Y asi gozan dellas para conservacion y pretension de hidalguia, y aunque por parte de los fiscales se
pidio el ano 1550 que eso no se entendiera a las casas y caserios que no fuesen de los parientes mayores..
Arce Otalora, Summa nobilitatis quoted in Dominguez Ortiz, Clases privilegiados, 169, 170, n. 3.
"que todas las casas donde no has habido pechos de tiempo immemorial gozasen de ser tenidos por
solares conocidos..." Ibid., 170, n. 3.
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determining whether a Basque Hneage was hidalgo or not, they avoided making an
explicit statement about the universaUty of Basque possession of hidalguia?'^ The
chancery reference to a Basque pecho raises the second issue about the relationship
between the committee's discourse and resistance to privilege. What privileges did
Basques as hidalgos enjoy in their own provinces and did some Basques hold tax
exemptions that others did not?
Despite the arguments advanced by the committee of hidalgos from Guipuzcoa,
natives of the Basque provinces repeatedly had difficulty gaining acceptance of their
privileges outside the Basque lands and they did not all enjoy the same privileges in their
provinces of origin. The success that natives of the Basque provinces of Vizcaya,
Guipuzcoa, and Alava had in gaining the privileges of hidalgma was never assured in the
city of Seville. In the fifteenth century, according to the customs of the city, the council
typically refused to provide tax-exemptions to any of its citizens including those of
foreign origin. Ignoring local practices. King Fernando and Queen Isabel issued a royal
letter in 1497 supporting the claims of the Almansa and Guerrero families to the status of
hidalgo.

Both families were Basque in origin, but citizens of Seville at the time of their

dispute with the city. Despite the monarchs' letter of support, it is unclear whether the

Despite the fact that the chancery decision left room for the possibility that some casas did pay a
pecho, Dominguez Ortiz cites this very quote from Arce Otalora to support his claim that the royal
government resigned itself to accepting all Basques as hidalgos. Ibid., 169.
Tumbo de los Reyes Catolicos, 5:106. Almost 90 years later the royal prosecuter Diego de Amezaga
charged the city councilmen and descendants of the Almansa family, Hernando and Melichor Almansa for
falsely claiming the status of hidalgo. See the appendix for chapter four.
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Almansas and Guerreros ever succeeded in gaining their exemption from the pecho.
Records of litigation from the chancery court in Granada reveal that the city of Seville
frequently resisted giving exemptions to Basques even after the city's tax reform in 1515
97

allowed hidalgos exemption from the meat tax.

The migration and resettlement of natives of the Basque provinces, especially
merchants and bankers who moved to places of commerce, resulted in disputes over the
enjoyment of privileges. To complicate matters further, some Basque Merchants
contracted marriages and allied themselves with families whose history could potentially
infringe on their own ability to be recognized as hidalgos. In Seville several particularly
prominent Basque traders married into converso families, and thereby provided potential
adversaries with a powerful argument to use against their children's claims to the status
OR

of hidalgo.

Despite the potential difficulty that could arise from marrying into a family

with "impure" blood, it appears that the marriage alliances between the Jaureguis, an
important Basque trading family, and the influential Alcazares (of old but known
converso background) may actually have helped the Jaureguis gain their refund from the
blanca and possession of public office. The Jauregui family was involved in the trade of
There is no record of an Almansa receiving a refund in 1515 when the blanca was first instituted. By
the end of the century when Melchior and Hernando Almansa held seats on the city council, Bemaldo de
Almansa received 3,200 maravedis for a four year period ending in 1583. AMS, Seccion 3,4,4.
The following natives of the Basque provinces were involved in lawsuits of hidalguia with the city
council of Seville: Miguel Martin de Jauregui (1520, 1537), Antonio de Aguirre Vizcaino (1533), Fortiin
Avendano Vizcaino (1534), Juan de Haro (1537), Francisco Ibanez de Garagaza (1544, 1546). Archivo de
la Real Chancilleria de Granada, Catdlogo de Hidalguias [CD-ROM] (Madrid, 1999).
The Basque ship captain and trader Juan Lopez de Arechuleta married the daughter of Juan de Porras,
chief notary of the Casa de Contratacion, and the banker Domingo de Lizarrazas married Isabel de
Sandoval, the daughter of Pedro de Farfan. Ruth Pike states that both the Porras and Farfan families had
converso backgrounds, but does not provide the evidentiary basis for her claim. Ruth Pike, Aristocrats and
Traders, Sevillan Society in the Sixteenth Century, 96-91.
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iron from the Basque country to Seville and then to the Americas, and consequently took
up permanent residence and eventually citizenship in the city.^^ Twice, in 1520 and
1537, Miguel Martin de Jauregui initiated litigation with the city council and royal
prosecutor for recognition of his status. The city treasurer's records of money refunded
from the hlanca in 1582 reveal that Jauregui's son, Miguel Martinez de Jauregui, who
initiated litigation in the late 1570s, ultimately proved successful in gaining recognition
of the family's status.^® Moreover Martinez de Jauregui also acquired the office of
veintiquatro on the city council the following year. As Basque natives and new citizens
of Seville, the Jaureguis failed to gain recognition of their status as hidalgos, but after
establishing formal marriage connections with a converso family they succeeded.
The investigation of Basques who resided and acquired citizenship in Seville
reveals that not all natives of these areas enjoyed tax-exemption even in their provinces
of origin. The Basque native and citizen of Seville, Pedro Ortiz had to litigate at the
chancery court in Valladolid in 1572, but not initially to obtain exemptions in the city of
Seville. The opposing parties in the dispute in Valladolid included the judges of the
valley of Zuya and the municipal council of the village of Abe9ia in the province of
Vizcaya.

o1

Unlike the feigned participation of the city of Seville in the litigation initiated

Ibid., 48, 127.
The record for the refund of the blanca from 1582 lists a refund to Geronimo Xaurigui and another
refund to Miguel Martinez de Xaurigui. The entry for Martinez de Xaurigui states that he received a reflind
of 16,476 maravedis for the past eleven years as an hijodalgo in accordance with his royal writ
(executoria). The inclusion of these details suggests that he recently and successfully concluded litigation
with the city concerning his status. AMS, Seccion 3, tomo 4, doc. 3, foHo 55. The record of the refund for
1583 lists Miguel Martinez de Xauregui as a veintiquatro on the city council. AMS, Seccion 3, tomo 4,
doc. 4.
AMS, Seccion 3, tomo 8, doc. 32.
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by the royal prosecutor Amezaga, the council of Abe^ia actively participated in the
litigation and supplied evidence and witnesses against Ortiz. Moreover Pedro Ortiz de
Abe9ia, and his relatives, Diego Ortiz, and Pedro Ortiz de Eguiluz sued for recognition of
their status in order to recover securities they claimed that the village had seized from
them to pay the pecho. The family won the case in Valladolid and six years later Pedro
Ortiz used the executive writ from the court in Valladolid to gain recognition of his status
in Seville. Although Seville's council chose not to take the case to the court in Granada,
the city's lawyers thoroughly examined the document and required Oritz to provide
witnesses to substantiate his identity before they accepted his evidence.
The investigation of Ortuno de Avendano, native of the province of Vizcaya,
provides evidence that neither the royal government nor Basques themselves viewed all
natives of the province as legally equal. In 1533 the receptor from the chancery court of
Valladolid with the assistance of Juan Sanz de Viquiaga, judge of the fuero in the district
(merindad) of Durango, deposed witnesses in the town of Durango in the province of
Vizcaya to determine Ortuno de Avendanos' local status and the status of his family.^^
The first questions sought to substantiate the standing of the casa and solar of Viqui9a
over which Ortuno's grandfather, Juan de Avendano, was listed as the lord. The use of
senor in this context appears to refer to the head of a family estate rather than seigniorial
jurisdiction over a community. The witnesses were asked if the house (casa) and estate

The responses of the witnesses verity that Pedro Oritz had lived in Seville for at least sixteen years.
The city refunded Ortiz 4,775 maravedis for the previous four and a half years, suggesting that Ortiz had
only acquired citizenship five years earlier. AMS, Seccion 3, tomo 8, doc. 32.
AMS, Seccion 1, carp. 176, doc. 71.
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(solar) of the Viquifa was a well known solar of caballeros hijosdalgo and a lordship of
vassals outside of Vizcaya in the province of Alava.^"* Later questions asked about the
local privileges held by hijosdalgo of powerful estates and the arrangements that existed
• •
between the powerful families of the province and the Castilian
crown.35 The questions

asked whether the crown held certain incomes from rights to the commons of the
province and from its iron mines. Moreover they asked about the annuity the king
received from his rights in the provinces' common lands on households built after the
lordship of Vizcaya had transferred to the crown of Castile.^^ Specifically the court
official wanted to know whether Ortuno de Avendano belonged to one of the houses free
of the censo. The questions reveal that at least some Basques paid taxes to the crown of
Castile and that Basque hidalgma did not provide complete exemption from taxation in
the Basque homelands.
The question of whether or not all natives of the Basque provinces possessed the
status and privileges of hidalgma became a polemical debate during the second half of
the century. The participants in the debate, the king, royal government officials, and
natives of the Basque regions, championed their particular position through the

"ii. sy saben creen vieron oyeron decir y ello es notorio y dello publica boz e fama que la dha casa e
solar de viqui^a (vequifa) que esta syta en la tierra liana e ynfanconadgo de vizcaya es solar muy conoscido
de cavalleros hijosdalgo e ynfancones senor/a de vasallos fuera del dho senorio de vizcaya en la provincia
de alava y en otras partes cabeca de la proginje y naturaleza de los avendaneses ganboynos de vizcaya
a l a b a y o t r a s p a r t e s y q u e p o r t a l e s a v i d o e t h e n i d o . " A M S , S e c c i o n 1, c a r p . 1 7 6 , d o c . 7 1 .
In addition to the questions used for these depositions, a 1503 summary of royal incomes alludes to the
fees of the alvala that were paid in Viscaya and Guipuzcoa from iron and steel, which in Guipuzcoa was the
old tithe/tenth (diezmo) and in Trasmiera 50 sueldos. The report also mentions fees paid for the transport
of goods in these provinces. Azcona, Isabel la Catolica, 754.
AMS, Seccion 1, carp. 176, doc. 71.
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commissioning of treatises on the nobility of Basque natives. At the end of the century,
the royal prosecutor Juan Garcia repeated the argument described by Arce Otalora in his
1559 treatise on the nobility of Spain, asserting that in Vizcaya there were both solares of
hidalgos and solares of lahradores. At the time, Garcia's assertion constituted a direct
attack on the notion of a universal hidalguia among Basques. In 1589, the towns,
common lands, and cities of Vizcaya responded to these polemical attacks by providing
the law graduate Andres Poza 400 ducados (150,000 maravedis) for a book defending
Basque possession of hidalguia. At the provincial assembly in 1589, the Basque
representatives not only decided on the payment to Poza, they also solicited doctors Juan
Gutierrez and Azevedo to write about the nobility of Vizcaya against writings of the royal
prosecutor Juan Garcia.^^

In the Mirror of True Nobility, Diego Valera presented nobility as a universal
quality unbound by territorial or political borders, but he did not address the practical
implications that this could have for claims to privilege. He repeatedly told his reader
that nobility (at times specifically civil or political nobility) is called hidalguia in
common Castilian.

He pointed out that the Italian jurist, Bartolus of Sassaferrato

(1314-57), defined a noble as "one who the prince or the law makes so, because the

Dominguez Ortiz describes the assertions of the royal prosecutors and the responses of Basque
representatives, but he does not present it as part of a concerted royal policy to control privilege. He further
claims that the Basques ultimately triumphed in their resistance, because the cases were decided before the
superior judge of Vizcaya, were the individual only had to prove that they were a native of the province.
Dominguez Ortiz, Closes privilegiados, 170.
Diego de Valera, Espejo de verdadera nobleza, 90, 92 95.
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prince has the place of God on earth, and the law has the place of the prince."
Furthermore Batolus defined nobility as a quality given by the prince so that someone
appears to be more acceptable to other honest men. Valera reasoned that nobility was a
quality (calidad) not because it was an hereditary essence, but precisely because it could
be changed and lost. Nevertheless Valera did not address whether a person lost this
quality when they moved from one principality to another or from one legal jurisdiction
to another.
In the sixteenth century, however, foreign immigrants to Castile treated hidalgma
and the nobility that existed in other realms as interchangeable in their own efforts to
acquire the privileges they saw given to hidalgos. Many of these individuals came from
other Iberian or European kingdoms under Habsburg rule, such as Aragon, Navarre,
Milan, Brabant, etc. These individuals often came in official capacities as servants of the
crown or as emissaries from their countries of origin. Many, however, came to Castile to
participate in expanding commercial opportunities with the New World. Not surprisingly
these Catalans, Italians, Portuguese, and Flemings (or more commonly their descendants)
entered into disputes with municipal councils to gain recognition of privileges they
claimed they deserved as nobles or as they said in Castile—
In response to the efforts of foreigners to claim the status of hidalgo the crown
chose not to issue an absolute rule on the equivalence between hidalguia and foreign
nobility. Instead the government of Charles V elaborated procedures for the court to
review the claims of foreigners in conjunction with the opinion of the royal council. In
1551 the crown issued a cedula telling the courts that in the presentation of supporting
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evidence in cases of hidalguia dealing with foreigners resident in Castile, they should
keep the procedures of the laws of the kingdom, without giving court orders for the
deposing of witnesses {requisitoria) outside these kingdoms.

Charles himself violated

this cedula shortly after he issued it, when he asked the court to give such letters {cartas
requisitorias) to certain individuals to depose witnesses outside the kingdom. The judges
of the court refused to comply and cited the existence of the earlier cedula. Consequently
in 1554 the king asked the judges to discuss the issue, come to a decision, and send him
their opinion, so that he could review it with the royal council.
After this consultation the king issued a new cedula ordering the chancery courts
to provide natives of the kingdoms of Navarra, Aragon, Valencia, Cataluna, and Portugal
with letters allowing the taking of testimony in cases of hidalguia, so that witnesses truly
prevented from coming to the court should be deposed. Nevertheless before giving these
letters, the cedula required the judges "to give great consideration that the litigant has
sufficient cause to make the request"."^" Moreover before the court should provide these
letters they should send a report to the royal council. Charles and the royal council
further directed the chancery judges that for witnesses from other foreign kingdoms
(presumably those in the domains ruled by Charles such as Naples, Milan, Brabant, etc.)
these letters should not be given.

Ordenangas, 242v-243, Libro 2, titulo 11, cedula 8.
Ibid.
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Despite the diversity of local practices and the numerous exceptions to the general
norms about hidalgos, municipal and royal authorities employed rhetoric that emphasized
a simple dichotomy of social status in their discourse about the litigation for status. By
the second half of the sixteenth century, municipal councils and court auditors frequently
complained that in lawsuits concerning hidalgma many pecheros succeeded in gaining
executive writs testifying to their status as hidalgos.The implicit understanding of this
charge was that the provision of such rulings was a new development that violated the
proper order of things. Repeating many of the complaints made by municipal authorities,
royal officials in audits of the chancery court described a legal system in which the ability
to litigate successfully required money and influence. The royal government then used
the rhetoric about litigation and court abuses, developed in these reports, as a means to
periodically initiate new court regulations, which strengthened the crown's ability to
control the recognition of status and consequently the enjoyment of privilege.
During the sixteenth century, complaints about pecheros acquiring the status of
hidalgos often led to the articulation of new rules and procedures for adjudicating status,
or the restatement of old rules and procedures. These rules and procedures appeared in
orders for the reform of the chancery courts, particularly the tribunal {said) of hijosdalgo
and of court practices involving lawsuits over hidalgma.

Ordenangas, 246v-248v, Libro 2, titulo 11, cedula 13. These sorts of complaints occasionally included
descriptions of the arguments made by the litigants. "And because it appears that there are many
complaints from our prosecutors and people {pueblo), that many people are exempted for being hijosdalgo,
on account of the privileges of knighthood: and in order to avoid this, I order that you require that in each
pueblo of your district (partido) a book is made of those who are exempted on account of such privileges."
Ordenagas, 407v.
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When the king and the royal council issued orders to reform abuses at the courts,
they were responding to genuine issues. However the rules and procedures they put into
place could and were used against any claimants to privilege regardless of the
authenticity of their claims. In his study of litigation in Early Modem Castile, Richard
Kagan described a legal system rife with corruption and behind the scenes payments to
acquire favorable rulings. Kagan relied heavily on the audits of the courts (visitas) and
the royal council's orders to correct existing abuses to develop his picture of judicial
practices at the courts. These sources complained repeatedly about the existence of
corruption and negligence among court officials.'*^ The details from the investigations of
specific officials supports the claims that abuses at the courts existed, but to take the
audits and the subsequent orders for reform as purely descriptive ignores political and
rhetorical dimensions of this evidence.''^
By the sixteenth-century, claims about the corruption of officials, abuses of office,
and the deceitful acquisition of favorable rulings (including rulings about one's status)
had become commonplaces in discourses about the courts.'^'* Government officials and
municipal councils vocally criticized the use of false witnesses and fraudulent testimony.
Moreover court officials, on occasion, publicly punished those who employed such
Kagan, Lawsuits and Litigants, 40-42, 121-122.
By this statement I am not making a claim about the extent of corruption. The falsification of
documents, the use of false witnesses, and the bribery of court officials took place, and I have found
scattered evidence of these practices as well as descriptions of these practices in archival documents.
Nevertheless I believe that extant evidence does not allow us to make any verifiable claims about the
degree of this corruption.
The general public acknowledgment and criticism of campaign finance abuse and the questionable
ethical relationships between lobbyists and congressmen are pertinent twentieth-century analogies to
sixteenth-century complaints about the courts.
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practices when they were discovered. In ValladoHd in 1515, the court made a didactic
spectacle of 28 individuals from the kingdom of Galicia who had either presented false
witnesses testifying to their status as hidalgos or who had given the false testimony.
Court officials knocked out the teeth of the old men found to be giving false testimony
and sentenced them to the galleys, and they whipped the hidalgos who had presented the
witnesses, after first hanging the bogus privileges around their necks, and they likewise
consigned them to the galleys.'*^ Despite the sometimes summary and severe punishment
inflicted on litigants and witnesses, who like these men tried to deceive the court's
judges, the use of false witnesses and the accusations that litigants employed false
witnesses continued. A report from 1533 accused court officials of taking payment to
provide witnesses, including drunks and poor beggars, for litigants who sought
recognition of their status of hidalgo.Commenting on a particular case in 1592, the
court auditor Francisco de Castillo noted that all the witnesses, who had appeared,
habitually gave testimony in hidalguia cases for money and that most were drunks and
poor beggars.''^
The crown's orders to the courts in the last decades of the century appear bent on
reducing the influence that low paid subaltern officials regularly had on court rulings. In
order to expedite cases at court or to receive a favorable ruling, litigants often had to

Diario de los Verdesotos, B. A. H. XXIV, p. 85 quoted in Dominguez Ortiz, Closes privilegiados 34,
n. 51.
AGS; E, leg. 26, fol. 103 cited in Kagan, Lawsuits and Litigants, 41.
AGS: CC, leg. 2738 cited in Kagan, Lawsuits and Litigants, 121.
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provide gifts or secret payments to court officials.

Charges that litigants at court

engaged false witnesses and presented fraudulent testimony suggested the complicity of
court officials and even the chancery judges. Consequently efforts to control a litigant's
ability to use false witnesses and fraudulent testimony targeted the officials at the court.
In an effort to make these officials less susceptible to gifts from litigants, the crown made
important changes in the remuneration of the higher offices, required more supervision of
lower officials, and curtailed the autonomy of these lower officials. In 1565 Philip II
instituted a fixed salary specifically for the judges of the tribunal of hijosdalgo. With the
appointment of a new judge to the office he declared that the office would now receive a
salary of 150,000 maravedis and that henceforth the judge would give up the fees
(doblas} from the rulings he made.'^^ These reforms constituted a policy effort to insulate
the judge from the economic incentives of ruling for an individual rather than a
municipality. In 1572 Philip ordered the establishment of a third judge of the hijosdalgo
at the chancery court in Granada, so that cases would not be reviewed solely by the
assistants of the court notaries (tenientes de los notarios).^^ Royal effort to ensure that
higher officials with set salaries supervised the activities of their subordinates was
repeated in instructions about the deposing of witnesses and the drafting of court
documents. The royal council ordered the judges of the hijosdalgo to receive witnesses
personally. Moreover the council directed the court president to insure that the clerks of
the tribunal of hijosdalgo did not receive anything from the court investigator that was
Kagan, Lawsuits and Litigants, 39.
Ordenangas, 24 Iv, Libro 2, titulo 11, cedula 6.
Ordenangas, 242-242v, Libro 2, titulo 11, cedula 7.
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sent concerning such cases and they should not personally (por su mano) collect the fees
owed by the disputing parties and municipal councils.^'
Orders to increase oversight and accountability of court officials often included
descriptions of the willful negligence of court officials and their ignorance of legal
procedures. Importantly these orders connected the abuses of court officials with the
outcomes of lawsuits. According to the 1535 audit of the chancery court of Granada,
"many of the officials of the Audiencia, fail to keep the ordinances that regulate their
offices, and are not penalized for this, although past audits have ordered that penalties
•
52
*
•
should be imposed."
The section
of the document particularly
focused on the abuses of

the royal prosecutors, and their failure to present the investigations required in their
lawsuits. The royal government directed the court president to oversee the prosecutors'
correction of their behavior, "because it appears that what they have done until the
present in their lawsuits is bad, especially in the cases concerning the status of
hidalguia"

The report cited abuses involving excessive delegation of responsibility to

lower level officials. The judges of the hijosdalgo commit the reception of witnesses to
notaries, who take the depositions, without the judges being present for the examination.
At other times notaries began the depositions only to leave them unfinished and give

Ordinanzas, 425.
"que muchos de los oficiales de essa Audiencia, no guardan algunas de las ordenanzas que tocan a sus
oficios, y por ello no son penados, ni castigados, y anunque por visitas passada a sido mandado que se
executen en ellos las dichas penas" Ordenanzas, 398.
"porque parece mal la que an tenido hasta aqui en seguir las causas fiscales, especialmente las causas
de las hidalguias, y mandadles que tengan much cuydado dellas, viendolas y estudiandolas, como son
obligados, y el cargo que tienen lo requiere" Ordenangas, 400.
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them over to the court clerks. The improvement of oversight included creating means for
auditors to assess the activities of court officers when they made their visit. "Likewise I
order that the royal prosecutors maintain a book of all the lawsuits they are involved in,
especially lawsuits of hidalgma, as much to maintain and pursue [the lawsuits], as to
have a record of the points of the lawsuits on which the case is judged.^''
In cases involving the verification of a person's status the potential for
interference with the final ruling transcended the courts. Frequently poor health or old
age prevented key witnesses from appearing at the chancery court. At other times, when
the town of origin of the claimant was far from the court, judges found it more
convenient to dispatch a court official to the municipality. In some cases the change of
location strengthened the ability of the litigant to interfere in the investigation itself
through intimidation or bribery. Consequently another complaint voiced in the audits of
the courts dealt with claimants interfering with the investigations of the royal prosecutors
or their investigators. Specifically a 1593 audit reported to the royal council that litigants
used tricks and conspired with others to impede the investigations of municipal councils
and the prosecutors' assistants and kept them from getting testimony from the witness,
who needed to be examined and deposed.^^
By the end of the century, the royal government cited existing commonplaces
about negligent or corrupt court officials, false witnesses, and obstruction of
investigations by litigants to call for a complete review of the writs of hidalguia issued

"como para tener quenta y razon de los puntos de los pleytos en que se funda la justicia en que
assisten." Ordenangas, 415.
OrdenariQas, 246v-248v.
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for the previous twenty years. Perhaps not surprisingly this order produced a dialogue
between the chancery courts, the council of Castile, and the king himself about how to
make the review and how to pay for the subsequent investigations. The crown often
issued orders that ended up as dead letters due to the lack of manpower and funding to
carry them out at the local level, or because of the absence of independent oversight.
Decrees intended to regulate the operations of the Spanish Inquisition were notorious for
demanding actions that could not practically be implemented for lack of resources.In
contrast the consideration that the crown gave to identifying sources of income for the
review of royal writs suggests that the review was part of a concerted policy. The crown
initially directed its prosecutor that in the investigation of fraudulently issued writs, if
there was a council interested in the matter the new investigations and proceedings
cn

should be done at their cost.

If the investigation had to be done at the initiative of the

royal prosecutor, the royal government ordered that it should be paid for from the
expenses of justice of the chancery, and if these were lacking, then from the penalties
against litigants to be paid to the royal treasury.
In order to justify the greater role of the royal prosecutor in these investigations
and to place the burden of the investigation expenses on the municipalities rather than on
royal incomes, the royal counsel cited the ability of claimants to interfere in the litigation
process.
And because it appears that in this audiencia, when some councils do not follow the
cases of hidalgma, the royal prosecutors leave them defenseless, without making an

Henry Kamen, The Spanish Inquisition: A Historical Revision (New Haven, 1997).
Ordenangas, 246v-248v, Libre 2, titulo 11; cedula 15.
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investigation of the case: On account of this hidalgos endeavor to get the councils
to drop the dispute and not pursue the case, from which has come disadvantages and
some frauds. I order that from henceforth the royal prosecutor (at the cost of the
council that dropped the lawsuit) follow the case and make the necessary
investigations, regardless of whether the municipal council has responded that they
hold the claimant as an hidalgo.
CO

In this ordinance, Philip II also provided an excuse for the prosecutors to denounce
individuals that municipal councils tacitly recognized as hidalgos by choosing not to
litigate against them. Specifically it allowed the prosecutors to act even if the municipal
councils themselves recognized the individuals as hidalgos.
The ordinance appears to have been crafted specifically to address municipal
resistance to the investigation of favored citizens and to breakdown municipal collusion
in the determining of status. The directives specifically require the council to pay the
expenses of investigation in the event that it did not previously carry out a thorough
review of the person's status.
We order that it should be done in this way if the council has not made a probanga.
In the event that it has made a probanga and then dropped the case, the
investigations should not be done at its expense. We order the royal prosecutors to
send trustworthy people of good conscience to carry out the necessary
investigations so that it should be done with justice.^^
Like other orders the crown issued to the chancery courts concerning the
determination of status, this cedula included directives to insure that the royal council
"Y porque parece que en essa audiencia quando algunos concejos no siguen las causas de hidalguias,
los nuestros fiscales las dexan indefensas, sin hazer diligencia en ello: lo qual es causa que los hidalgos
procuren con los concejos que se aparten, y no signan las causas: de lo qual se an seguido inconvenientes, y
fecho algunos fraudes. Mando, que de aqui adelante el nuestro primero fiscal (a costa del concejo que se
apartare del pleito) siga la causa, y haga las diligencias necessaries, no embargante que aya respondido el
concejo, que lo tiene por hidalgo"
"lo qual mandamos que se haga assi, si el concejo no ouiere fecho proban9a. Y en caso que la ouiere
hecho, y se apartare del pleyto, las dichas diligencias no se hagan a su costa. Y mandamos a los nuestros
fiscales, que para hazer en este caso las diligencias necessaries, embien personas de confian^a, y Buena
conciencia, para que hagan lo que con justicia, y en su conciencia deben hazer." Ordenanzas, 412.
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would hold final say in the matter. In a response to the court's queries about how to
review of writs, the royal council produced another cedula in September of 1594
detailing the procedures for the investigation. It ordered the clerks of the tribunal of
hijosdalgo to evaluate and make a report of the writs given out in the previous 20 years,
which they or their predecessors had recorded, and hand the reports over to the royal
prosecutors.^" The council instructed the prosecutors to then diligently review these
rulings to discover, which of them were issued as a result of deceitful means. The
prosecutors should then communicate with the municipal councils where these men were
citizens or where they had been citizens, so that the councils (having been appraised of
the situation) could determine whether or not to carry out a new investigation, in order to
see if the claim of hidalguia was recognized through deceitful means. Within six months,
the prosecutors, after first consulting the chancery president, needed to send a report to
the royal council, so that the council could make the final decision about what should be
done.
The royal government also sought to create obstacles to the initiation of
superfluous or bogus lawsuits of hidalguia through the established of new procedures for
the acceptance of claims (demandas). In March 1594 the crown ordered the chancery
courts not to receive any private petition concerning hidalguia, except those in which the
person petitioning declared in advance the names of his father and grandfather, their town
of origin, and where they lived and resided.

Ordenangas, Libro 2, titulo 11; cedula 14.
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The royal council justified the implementation of these reforms by appealing to
complaints made to the king and the investigations of court practice. Whether or not
these complaints were justified, and regardless of the degree of corruption and
inefficiency at the chancery courts, the reforms allowed the royal council greater
oversight of the determination of the status of hidago, while still leaving the handling of
cases with the court. In this way the king could intervene on behalf of those who had
served him and at the same time avoid antagonizing potential supporters of the crown.
Despite the rhetoric from the monarch and the royal council that the reforms were
designed to keep pecheros from acquiring the status and privileges of hidalgos, the
reforms could be used and were used to prevent anyone from gaining recognition of this
status. More significantly the reforms appear to have been designed to limit the ability of
municipal governments and local elites from providing the status of hidalgo to whomever
they chose.

In the course of the sixteenth century royal provision of justice in matters of status
slowly shifted from an immediate personal justice meted out by the monarch to a lengthy
encounter with a judicial bureaucracy. This shift altered the nature of privilege.
Monarchs no longer provided substantive pronouncements about status. Instead they
issued procedural pronouncements to govern the regulation of status. The development
of the Castilian bureaucracy involved the elaboration of procedures and regulations
governing royal judiciary officials more than an increase in the absolute number of
officials. The goal of these procedures and regulations was to make the litigation for
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status more difficult and allow the royal government means to undermine municipal
provision of status. Although these reforms were designed to reduce local control over
the designation of status and to insulate the crown from complaints about the denial of
status, they simultaneously reinforced legal procedures and bureaucracy that could be
used to protect the possession of privilege.
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CONCLUSION

In the last three decades modem scholars have relentlessly scrutinized race,
gender, and ethnicity. This intense examination has involved the interrogation of
essential characteristics, which people in diverse places and times have tied to identities
of race, gender, and ethnicity. These scholars have concluded that such characteristics
and the identities they mark are culturally constructed. Surprisingly scholars have
provided little critical study of the constmction or appropriation of status in pre-Modem
Europe, or more significantly of Medieval and Early Modem people's awareness of the
construction and appropriation of status. Likewise there has been little or no attempt to
connect literary and cultural studies of Renaissance self-fashioning with the social history
of Europe during this period, even in studies of the nobility as a national or regional
social group. Scholars occasionally allude to the appropriation of status or social
mobility in studies of individuals or families, or in social histories of national nobilities,
but typically as exceptions to the rule that status (particularly noble status) was achieved
through descent.
Deconstruction of the categories of race, gender, and ethnicity, which historians
present as unmasking benighted prejudices, supports a narrative of intellectual, if not
social, progress. In contrast to this enterprise, to suggest that pre-modem and early
modem individuals not only engaged in a constant process of constructing status, but that
they were keenly aware of it and that many sought to resist the recognition of status that
afforded privilege, and refused to accept the ideologies that supported the possession of
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privilege runs counter to the myth that differentiates the inequality of modernity with the
inequality of pre-Modern or Early Modern Europe. Historians' treatment of elite groups
often presents the law, especially law that supported legal inequalities on the basis of
status, as the primary vehicle responsible for maintaining social inequalities and for
perpetuating mentalities that accepted these inequalities.
In contrast I reverse the traditional representation of the relationship between
rules concerning status and privilege and the people who enjoyed status and privilege.
Early Modem Castilian elites did not acquire their wealth and power through the
existence of rules governing status and privilege nor were these rules sufficient for elites
to maintain their position in society. Instead those with wealth and political connections
claimed the status of hidalgo and when they had this status challenged by municipal or
royal authorities made use of the legal system and arguments based on these rules to gain
recognition of their status.
In this context, local and royal authorities frequently contested individual and
family possession of legal status and legal privileges. Often they did so in the interests of
those they described as the common taxpayer or the poor and disadvantaged. These
authorities did not limit their resistance to the newly rich or recently prominent families,
but also contested the claims of old lineages. Disputes over the recognition and provision
of privileges in local contexts led to lawsuits in the royal appellate courts.

Paradoxically the most effective means for opposing the recognition of status was
to employ arguments that tied status with descent. Resistance to the provision of legal
privileges ultimately led to the strengthening of a discourse that defined nobility as
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hereditary. Litigation at the chancery courts contributed to the dominance of a universal
definition of the status of hidalgo as a hereditary nobility and produced authoritative
pronouncements about the privileges that accompanied this status. This understanding of
the status of hidalgo ultimately won out because it actually served to restrict the
proliferation of privilege and consequently received the support of royal judicial officials.
Before the sixteenth century, local communities had understood the status of hidalgo in
diverse ways. Some municipalities allowed a variety of privileges to individuals of this
status, while other municipalities rejected the provision of some or all of the possible
privileges that could accrue to this status. During the reigns of Charles V and Philip II,
the development of a kingdom-wide legal apparatus, the practice of litigation, and the
arguments that had to be employed for a successful verdict, contributed to a homogenous
understanding of the status of hidalgo and the privileges the status authorized.
Nevertheless despite the theoretical and proscriptive homogenization of the status their
continued to be local variation in the provision of privileges.
Although Castilian monarchs resisted the proliferation of individuals with special
legal privileges throughout the Late Middle Ages, their role as the grantor and adjudicator
of privilege changed significantly in the sixteenth century. In the Late Middle Ages
monarchical claims to be able to provide and confirm the status of hidalgma served to
buttress the monarch's political power. The provision and confirmation of status
increased monarchical power precisely because of the conflicts these actions provoked,
not despite them. The equivocal support Castilian monarchs in the Later Middle Ages
gave to their own grants of privilege and status did not undermine their power and
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authority. Considering how Castilian monarchs both granted and revoked concessions of
privilege and status and the negotiation that took place with local authorities suggest that
neither these monarchs nor their contemporaries viewed grants of hidalgma as absolute
or sufficient in themselves. For monarchs, the grants constituted yet another means to
reward supporters; for recipients, the grants or royal confirmations served as a means or
resource for claiming status. Nevertheless they were neither the only nor an
unchallengeable means of claiming hidalgma. A grantee had to gain local recognition of
his status (which only in the face of resistance meant recourse to the royal appellate
courts). Moreover grants of hidalgma were not the only form of reward or reason for
participating in royal military campaigns or supporting the crown in times of civil
conflict. Castilian monarchs provided grants of royal annuities (juros) to important
supporters and their followers and paid the wages of others.
In the late fifteenth century, Fernando and Isabel did not simply impose and
enforce laws concerning status on the populace. When they recognized the status of
supporters whose grants of hidalgma had been previously revoked by their predecessor
Enrique IV during the war of succession and again during the war against the kingdom of
Granada, they effectively violated royal laws enacted in the Cortes. Through their
recognition of status they ignored existing laws and employed their absolute powers as
monarchs. Just as they invoked the public good to violate the earlier laws when it proved
expedient, they likewise responded to disputes concerning privileges and in some cases
abrogated their own grants. In the context of Late Medieval Castile such actions did not
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diminish royal power. By creating the potential for disputes that they claimed the
authority to adjudicate these monarchs in fact strengthened their political position.
Regardless of the monarch's provision of status, the enjoyment of privilege in the
first instance depended upon local recognition and local norms for most of the sixteenth
century. Modem historians of the Late Medieval period often present legal privileges, at
least within the boundaries of the realm, as universal. In the kingdom of Castile the
enjoyment of privileges based on the status of hidalgo and the meaning of the status itself
varied significantly between communities. Local context affected whether a person could
or could not enjoy privileges, whether these privileges entailed exemptions from taxation,
immunity from judicial torture, or freedom from debtor's prison. Immigrants from other
communities with different customs had to acquiesce to the prevailing situation
concerning privileges in the towns where they chose to settle and acquire citizenship.
The introduction of privileges based on status or their absence from a community
resulted from the particular history of the municipality and political struggles that often
had little to do with universal enactments of law in the Cortes or the presence of
"genuine" noble lineages. Contrary to the traditional practices governing privileges in
Seville, the city government in the early sixteenth century began providing its own
officials with tax exemptions. The provision of exemptions led to complaints to the royal
government and the crown responded with demands that such practices cease. Rather

than end these exemptions the city council petitioned the monarch to recognize
ordinances that would require the status of hidalgo to hold municipal office. These
ordinances allowed exemption from the excise tax on meat to hidalgos due to their
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particular status. In the course of the century these rules led many of the elite families of
the city and new arrivals to claim the status of hidalgo whether or not they in fact
descended from hidalgo lineages.
In Late Medieval Castile successful arrival and maintenance of an elite status in
society required local prominence and the recognition of municipal or royal authorities.
Local prominence and official recognition were frequently interwoven. In order to
receive grants or confirmations of noble status (royal documents) typically required
service to the crown most frequently in a martial capacity. Nevertheless to provide
significant service to the crown itself demanded wealth and the liberty to dispense with
familial concerns. Families also acquired social reputation and evidence of status
through participation in the government and affairs of their communities. The acquisition
of local prominence involved both the promotion of the family through advantageous
marriages and development of the patrimony.
The gradual shift in royal recruitment of military forces and crown demands for
permanent fighting forces brought changes in the remuneration of service itself. This
process culminated in Charles V's edict in 1523 ending the monarchical practice of
providing grants of hidalgma. Rather than limiting the degree of social mobility by
ending a form of ennoblement, the change in the remuneration of service contributed to a
greater use of litigation to achieve this end. The law court now became the primary site

for gaining recognition of status.
Municipal authorities responded to this situation by using existing rules to deny
status and privileges to strangers and families that lacked the necessary political
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connections with local elites, whether or not they were new rich or families with
established lineages in other municipalities. The ability of these families to force
municipal governments to recognize their status depended in large part upon their ability
to make use of the judicial system and marshal evidence in support of their cause.
Likewise the royal government through the office of court prosecutor sided with the
municipalities against these claimants in order to maintain their tax base.
Throughout the sixteenth century, Castilian monarchs had to deal with the legacy
of their predecessor's grants of status and creation of law governing status, which no
longer proved to be in their interests. Unable and unwilling to create substantive laws
against the grants of status issued by their predecessors, Castilian monarchs of the
sixteenth century attempted to limit exemptions from taxation through the development
of legal procedures that provided royal officials with the means to deny claims to
hidalgma. For the fifteenth and most of the sixteenth century control of status had
resided with local authorities. Royal officials only became involved when claimants to
hidalgma had their status rejected by municipal governments. Active efforts on the part
of royal authorities to control the status of hidalgo did not begin until the end of the
century with the concerted effort to review judicial rulings given during the previous
decades.
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